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ABSTRACT
This thesis reports the author’s work within the BAS•CAAD project, and
is part of the total report on the project.
Property-oriented systems are a new kind of information systems that
are based on concepts of properties instead of concepts of things or
classes of things. By focusing on properties, the property-oriented systems become more flexible and more suited to the dynamic early stages
of design than the traditional class-oriented systems can be.
The theoretical framework for property-oriented systems developed
within the BAS•CAAD project and presented in this thesis has previously been presented in several papers, a selection of which are included
here. Some of the basic considerations from the papers are further developed in a separate chapter.
Additionally, the thesis covers several questions regarding prerequisites
for and implications of property-oriented systems. These questions
have not been addressed in earlier BAS•CAAD publications.
The development of research proptotypes based on the theoretical
framework is presented, with a discussion of the different versions and
the considerations behind them.
A study of the history of computer aided building design has revealed
that many basic ideas of today were developed the first time at the beginning of electronic computing, in the early sixties. Since the early development seems to be unknown today, a brief account is presented in
this thesis, with special focus on issues considered in the BAS•CAAD
project.
Finally, the experimental architectural design software DASK, developed mainly by the present author in the later 1980s, will get its first
presentation in writing in this thesis.

SAMMANFATTNING
Denna avhandling rapporterar författarens arbete inom BAS•CAAD-projektet, och utgör en del av den totala rapporteringen av detta projekt.
Egenskapsorienterade system (eng: property-oriented) är en ny slags informationssystem som är baserade på begrepp för egenskaper istället för
begrepp för ting eller klasser av ting. Genom att fokusera på egenskaper,
kan de egenskapsorinterade systemen göras mer flexibla och mer
lämpade för de tidiga skedena av design än de traditionella klassorienterade systemen kan vara.
Det teoretiska ramverk för egenskapsorienterade system som uvecklats
inom BAS•CAAD-projektet och som presenteras i denna avhandling,
har tidigare presenterats i ett flertal uppsatser av vilka ett urval finns inkluderade i denna avhandling. Några av de grundläggande tankegångarna från uppsatserna utvecklas vidare i ett särskilt kapitel.
Dessutom avhandlas ett antal frågeställningar som berör förutsättningar
för och följder av egenskapsorienterade system. Dessa frågeställningar
har inte berörts i tidigare publikationer från BAS•CAAD-projektet.
Utvecklingen av programprototyper baserade på det teoretiska ramverket presenteras tillsammans med en diskussion över de olika versionerna
och bevekelsegrunderna för dem.
Ett historiskt studium av datorstödd byggnadsutformning visar att
många grundläggande ideer som används idag togs fram för första gången redan under datorns barndom, under det tidiga 1960-talet. Eftersom den tidiga utvecklingen förefaller okänd idag, presenteras en kort
redogörelse i denna avhandling, med speciell inriktning på problem
som behandlats i BAS•CAAD-projektet.
Slutligen presenteras i denna avhandling för första gången i skrift det
för arkitekter avsedda designprogrammet DASK, som utvecklades under senare delen av 1980-talet, huvudsakligen av författaren.

PREFACE
This thesis reports my work within the BAS•CAAD research project at
the division of Architectural and Building Design Methods at Lund Institute of Technology. BAS•CAAD is an acronym for Building and user
Activity Systems modelling for Computer Aided Architectural Design.
The name reveals the original focus of the research, which was to provide a design system for modelling buildings and user activities as objects, simultaneously.
In this book, I have collected what I have learnt during approximately
14 years of developing and studying software for architectural design. It
seems that computer systems for architectural design have yet to be produced. I have tried to show some reasons why this is so, in spite of several decades of research and development in this area. However, the
main focus of this thesis is the BAS•CAAD project, and what we have
learnt and achieved during the years of this research project.
I went trough my architectural education in Lund in the early 1980s. I
had become dissatisfied with the traditional architectural sketching on
tracing paper, which seemed unnecessarily cumbersome in the new era
of computing. Having had experiences with word-processing on computers (WordStar!), I believed that computer aided design might be as
liberating to the designer as word processing was to the writer. Towards
the end of my education, I had made an agreement with a Swedish vendor for Medusa Bygg, a commercial CAD application for the Swedish
AEC sector. They would finance my computing expenses at the Lund
University Computer Centre, and provide me with an introductory education in using the system. Jonas af Klercker was willing to be supervisor for the work.
iii

My intention was to investigate if Medusa would be useful as an architectural sketching tool. Alas, to my disappointment, it was not. The
software was too complicated in itself, and the user interface, with an
alpha-numeric terminal, a storage-tube display, a joy-stick for manipulating the cursor on the storage-tube, and a digitizer with an overlay for
command input was quite demanding.
When I had completed my exam work I was engaged by Jonas af Klercker (see below) to develop a new, improved version of his architectural
design software, called DASK [see p. 187]. The DASK software, implemented on a PC under DOS, handled architectural items such as walls,
doors, and windows. This was an improvement over the so-called CAD
(Computer Aided Design) software then available, which handled only
graphical items, such as lines and curves. The idea was that the architect
should not need to bother about lines, when the computer could be
programmed to do that for him.
The development of DASK was eventually overrun by commercial software; notably ArchiCAD, and DASK was put to rest. A new project,
BAS•CAAD, was started by Anders Ekholm (see below), to research
and define a theoretical basis for architectural design systems. I was engaged to implement the theoretical conceptions in computer programs,
as a means to investigate the ideas practically, as well as the ideas’ practicality.
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INTRODUCTION
The title of this thesis is Property-Oriented Information Systems for Design. The term property-oriented is new, so new that it does not occur
more that a few time in this thesis. However, the term illustrates this
thesis quite well. The term is discussed in page 129.
The subtitle, Prototypes for the BAS•CAAD System, alludes on the second goal of the thesis, which is to report the development of the proptotype implementations of the BAS•CAAD system. This is covered in
Part 2, The BAS•CAAD prototypes.
The structure of the thesis - Reading directions
The chapters of this thesis are quite free-standing, and can be read in
any order. Nevertheless, the author suggests them to be read in the order they appear. An exception to this is the four conference papers
which are appended at the end are considered parts of the thesis, and
should be read after this introduction, before the other chapters. The
reason is that these papers were written to introduce the subjects treated
in this thesis. They were placed at the back, to separate them as earlier
published material from the new-written parts.
Chapter 1, this one, is an introduction to the thesis and the field of research.
Chapter 2, The BAS•CAAD prototypes, is a chronological account of the
author’s work of implementing the BAS•CAAD prototype information
system for design. This chapter presents and discusses the different approaches to implement a property-oriented schema, and the success and
failures that were experienced.
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Chapter 3, Other dynamic information systems for design, presents a selection of recently published dynamic information systems, and relates
the to the BAS•CAAD system.
Chapter 4, The history of CAAD, is intended to put some light on the
early development and achievements of computer aided architectural
design, which are seldom referred to in recent papers and articles. Researchers and others interested in this field might underestimate what
the pioneers achieved; this chapter is an attempt to remind of progress
that has been made before.
Chapter 5, Elaborated and new issues, contains extended discussions of
topics treated in published papers, as well as topics not earlier discussed
in public by the BAS•CAAD project. This chapter thus contains what
the author regards as his most important contributions to research and
development in the field of information systems for design.
The final part consists of a collection of appendices. The first, An introduction to Smalltalk, is a brief introduction to the programming language Smalltalk, to give the reader some guidance through the
following example of Smalltalk code in appendix 2.
The third appendix is an account for the architectural design software
DASK, which was developed in the end of the 1980s, mainly by the
present author. DASK had some quite advanced features for the time,
and it deserves to be remembered.
Last, the reader will find a set of four papers that were originally published at conferences and workshops. The papers are included as an integrated part of the thesis, and should be read before chapter 2, as
mentioned above. An introduction to the papers is included before the
first paper.

INTRODUCING THE SUBJECT OF THE THESIS
During the 1990s, building product modelling has changed from being
a concern of mainly university researchers to interest also commercial
software developers and other commercial actors in the construction industry. One sign of this is the International Alliance for Interoperability
(IAI) and its Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). The development of
Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems needs to take a new direction.
The hitherto followed path of enhancing draughting, shape modelling
and photo-realistic rendering capabilities seems to have reached its end.
2
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Now software developers need new functions to remain competitive.
Thus, it seems that the time has finally come for introducing the concepts of product modelling into commercial practice, concepts that
have been developed in the research community for several decades.
The history of CAAD (Computer Aided Architectural Design) dates
back to the 1960s [see Development of CAAD on page 114]. Many of the
early approaches seem not well known today, but they nevertheless contain powerful ideas and insights. These concepts occasionally emerge in
new projects, seemingly without reference to the pioneering examples.
Several more or less successful attempts to produce building product
modelling software have been made by researchers since the 1960s. In
product modelling, the shape of buildings and building parts is just one
property among many that need to be modelled. Other properties of interest may be structural strength, heat insulation etc. Also production
related properties might be modelled, to enable accurate production
planning and cost estimation.
Thanks to the of the development of computer and software technology, systems capable of handling building product modelling systems are
now available at prices affordable by construction industry practitioners. Thus, the various schemas and ideas produced in the research community can finally become commercial software products. The
emergence of international computer networks is another important
factor for practical building product modelling.
The original problem of the BAS•CAAD project (Building and user
Activity Systems modelling for Computer Aided Architectural Design)
was to find how to define a tool for model-based design of buildings.
The tool should be useful in the earliest stages of building design, i.e.
the brief stage, when user activities are in focus, through the space layout
stage, to the building element design stage, where the building is in focus. Thus, the system needed to handle both user activities and building
elements, and to assist designers in co-ordinating those two aspects.
Another requirement was that the system should support design. The
view of building design within the BAS•CAAD project was (and continues to be) that design is an incremental process, which starts with a
set of often very vague and possibly conflicting requirements. From this
outset, the designer or design team builds up an understanding of the
task and its problem, and at the same time creates a suitable solution
with enough detail to let it be constructed.
3
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The twofold requirement, that the system should support co-ordination of user activities and building elements as well as incremental modelling, directed us to search for a ‘greatest common denominator’ that
would enable such a wsystem. This was found by implementing a very
generic framework based on Bunge’s system and property theory
[Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998, appended in page 229].

EARLIER PROJECTS AT CAAD IN LUND
The Division of Architectural and Building Design Methods at the
School of Architecture at Lund University started in 1987 as the Computer Studio, changed later into the Division of Computer Aided Architectural Design, and recently to its present name and organisation.
The main theme of the BAS•CAAD project, that building modelling
and activity modelling are two integrated aspects of building design,
was conceived by Anders Ekholm in his thesis [Ekholm 1987]. Before
Ekholm joined in 1994, the division had gained experience in developing building modelling software through the DASK architectural modelling software. Additionally, the DBDB project included some user
activity modelling as part of its main goal to illustrate work environments under design to future employees. Before continuing with the
BAS•CAAD project, we will take a brief look onto these earlier projects.
Another pre-BAS•CAAD project the present author was involved in
was a review of works of architectural theory. The study, co-authored
with Nils Olof Ljunggren, covers works from Vitruvius to product
modelling, in hope to find a foundation for the next development after
the DASK in the early 1990s. The results were disappointing, since
most so-called architectural theory seemed to be concerned primarily
with architectural style, and not of concepts that may constitute a foundation for computer based architectural modelling [Fridqvist and
Ljunggren 1994].
DASK
DASK was the first project of the division of Architectural and Building
Design Methods, then called the Computer Studio. DASK is an acronym for Datorstödd Skiss, in English Computer Aided Sketch. The software is presented more in depth in part 3, beginning in page 187.
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From the 1970s to the early 1980s, CAD at architect's offices was equal
to 2D-draughting software, running on time-shared mainframes. Having been introduced to such a system, Jonas af Klercker found it too
cumbersome for architectural work. CAD software of the time focused
on drawing elements, while an architect is interested in building elements, such as walls, doors and windows.
The DASK program was based on the experience that the contemporary CAD software required the user to split his focus from the design
task to manipulating graphical elements. It seemed that a suitably programmed computer would be able to do the draughting automatically,
with simple instructions from the user. The software should be specifically programmed to do architectural design, and have knowledge
about building elements embedded. The DASK program was a quite
successful attempt to bring this out, given the scarce resources available.
DBDB
The DBDB project [Bengtsson et al. 1996] was a joint operation involving the Division of CAAD, the Department of Psychology/Work
Science and the Department of Industrial Engineering/Work Environment, all at Lund University. DBDB is an acronym for Dynamisk Beskrivning med Datorstödd Bild, in English approximately Dynamic
Description through Computer supported Pictures.
The aim of the project was to develop methods to describe planned new
work environments in an easily comprehended way. The rationale was
that if the personnel could get a good understanding of the new industrial layout, they would have better chances to give valuable input in the
planning process, and mistakes could be avoided.
The basic idea was to create animated perspective views of the layout,
populated by workers doing their tasks and with the machinery moving. The idea proved a success, since not only the workers got a better
understanding of the plans, but also the executives and the planners.

THE BAS•CAAD PROJECT – ITS INITIAL GOALS
AND SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT
The BAS•CAAD project was conceived and initiated by Anders
Ekholm in 1994, and was based on his earlier work as presented in his
thesis [Ekholm 1987]. The project was initially financed by the Swed5
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ish national programme IT Bygg, which supported research and development of information technology (IT) for the Swedish construction
industry. The present author has been a member of the BAS•CAAD research team since its start.
The BAS•CAAD project was started in the early 1990s’ environment of
2D CAD and early commercial examples of building modelling CAD.
We wanted to create an architectural design system without the shortcomings of then available commercial software. In the original application for research funding for the BAS•CAAD project, the goal was
defined as follows: “The aim of this project is to develop foundations and
methods for computer-aided design in the early stages if the design process.
Conceptual models of some fundamental characteristics of the building, the
site and the user activity system will be implemented in a prototype CADprogramme.”
Thus, in the outset,the emphasis of the BAS•CAAD project was more
directed towards producing a practically useable prototype system than
what has been implemented so far.
An important starting-point for the project is the revelation that buildings may be viewed in many ways, or aspects, that all have to be accounted for and co-ordinated to create a well designed building. CADprograms need to support building modelling in all those aspects to
support this co-ordination, to be really useful tools for building designers in the early stages of design.
The vision was to implement a prototype CAD-program that would
handle not only building components, but also building site information and user activities as objects. This multi-aspectual and multi-level
capacity would be gained by applying a well-conceived theoretical
framework, i.e. systems theory as presented by Bunge and applied by
Ekholm to the realm of construction and architecture [in Ekholm
1987].
For a CAD-program to support co-odination, it must provide a means
to define how the different aspects relate. For example, it must be possible to make statements similar to ‘load-bearing object L is materially
identical to the space-dividing object D, and both are implemented as
the brick-wall object W’. The solution to this was to create a very generic schema, that would make it possible both to describe a building
from different aspects and to co-ordinate those aspectual views.
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This generic schema was inherent in the initial decision to base the research project on systems theory, but the difficulties to implement such
a schema was initially unanticipated. Although the concepts of systems
theory is well defined in the literature [Bunge 1979], there was still
much to do to adopt these concepts to a schema suitable for a CADprogram.The BAS•CAAD project thus turned its focus towards developing a generic schema that could serve as a foundation for implementing CAD-programs. The results of this work is presented in this thesis.
Conclusively, the object of the BAS•CAAD project has been to define
a schema for an information system that would support design [Ekholm
and Fridqvist 1998, appended on p. 229]. The work started from three
initial concepts:
• An information system for design of artefacts, i.e. one that aim at
describing reality, needs to be based on a scientific ontology.
• An information system for design needs to support incremental
property assignment to model objects.
• An information system for building design additionally needs to
support co-design of buildings and user activities.
Computer Aided Design and Product Modelling
Computer Aided Design (CAD), as it has been understood in building
practice the last couple of decades, is a means to create drawings by
computer. Thus, the acronym ‘CAD’ is nowadays often interpreted as
‘Computer Aided Draughting’. Recently, commercially available CAD
software1 has developed into three-dimensional modelling instruments,
supporting ‘computer aided shaping’, i.e. defining an artefact’s shape
properties.
This CAD-software can be used for modelling the shape of anything,
either as a drawing in a 2D-program, or as spatial objects in a 3D one.

1. About the terms ‘CAD-program’ and ‘Information System’
Since a program based on a generic schema as outlined in p. 6 would have little in
common with the so-called CAD-programs that are used in building practice
today, we prefer using the term information system for design for this new kind of
computer programs. The term ‘CAD-program’ has a connotation of draughting
software that is too limited. The term information system is adequate, however,
since it emphasises the gathering, manipulating and communication of information of any kind, not just two-dimensional drawings.
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The basic concepts of this CAD-software are shapes and operations
upon shapes. The objects in the programs represent shapes.
Computer aided design dates back to the early 1960s. Already at the beginning there was a vision of software supporting modelling of not only
the shapes of modelled things, but also of functions and other properties. This issue is treated more thoroughly in [see “The history of
CAAD” on page 109].
In the mid-1980s, this line of development gave rise to product modelling (PM). Product modelling is a field of research and development to
create software that will collect all relevant information in one place to
make it available to all parties involved in building design and construction. It will also support computerised analysis by providing the data in
one consistent format to various analysis software. In addition to these
two purposes, product modelling is envisioned to facilitate communicating information between different systems. The latter, however, is
not specific to product modelling but is a question of establishing
standards.
Two international research efforts are active today for standardising PM
schemas, in order to support communication of product model data between different PM systems. These are the work with STEP (STandard
for the Exchange of Product data, more correctly ISO 10303 – International standard for the computer-interpretable representation and exchange
of product data), and the IAI (International Alliance for Interoperability).
STEP is aimed to support all industries, while the IAI is focused on the
building industry.
Product modelling differs from traditional CAD in that PM is based on
concepts about products. PM software handles objects that represent
products or product components. Shape is just one attribute of these
objects, among other attributes that represent functional properties,
production considerations, use and maintenance information etc.
The common approaches to architectural CAD and product modelling
were based on a concept of house-as-built. Thus, the objects available
to the user/designer would have attributes representing the complex
properties of realistic building parts. Such schemas are not appropriate
in design, where attributes are defined incrementally, in an order depending on the design task and personal preferences of the designer. We
had found this deficiency in the STEP product modelling approach,
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and aimed to define a schema more suitable for design [Ekholm &
Fridqvist 1998, page 229 in this book].
Computer integrated construction process and multiaspectual modelling
A major trouble was that product modelling systems only focused on
the building as constructed object. Other views were not supported,
such as the user view, i.e. the building as an environment to user activities. From the beginning, the BAS•CAAD project wanted to contribute to a computer integrated construction process. By this is understood
that information concerning a building is continuously managed with
computers throughout the life of a building, from its conception to its
final demolition. The narrow scope of the commercial building modelling systems was an obstacle to a fully computer integrated construction
process, and we set out to develop a system without these limitations.
To achieve a computer integrated construction process requires efforts
in many fields. The BAS•CAAD project has focused on establishing
theoretical foundations for computerised modelling of buildings and
user activities. Since many different professions are involved in the design, construction and maintenance of a building, multi-aspectual modelling is an important feature of a computer integrated construction
process. With multi-aspectual modelling, the complete model of a
building can be viewed by the different professions according to their
needs and preferences, and there are facilities for ensuring consistency
between the views.
Building spaces modelling and user activities modelling
The BAS•CAAD system was to include user activities as objects among
traditional building objects such as walls, floors etc. This idea can be
traced back to the PhD thesis of Anders Ekholm. In the thesis, Ekholm
sought to establish a conceptual framework for describing the architect's object of knowledge. As a result, he concluded that the architect's
object for design was not just the building, but the combined system of
the building and the user activities it supports.
The information about the user activities given to an architect, e.g. in a
building brief or a space requirements table, is not sufficient for designing a building, since it lacks much information about spatial properties
as well as much of the user activities' relations to the building parts.
Therefore, the architect need to design his own user activities model,
9
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and furthermore, to design and re-design it to concordance with the
evolving building model, and vice-versa.
It seems that few architects are aware that they make user activities
models. The reason may be that the traditional focus of architects are
buildings and building components. The architect's user activities
model is usually not explicitly documented, but is implicit in drawings
through room labels, furniture symbols and similar references to user
activities.
In any building project but the most trivial ones, a building brief is developed before the design of the actual building. Thus, an important
part of a computer integrated construction process is computer aided
building brief development. Part of the building brief is a list and description of all the spaces or rooms of the building. In many cases the
building brief is based on a model of the user activities for which the
building is constructed.
To conclude, we have found that a computer integrated construction
process needs to support both user activities modelling and building
brief development.
CAD for the design phase and Incremental modelling
The BAS•CAAD project has taken special interest in CAD for the design phase. Design is a conceptually open process, where partially defined artefact descriptions are incrementally refined until they can be
used for production of the artefacts. Thus, to be a support to the designer, information systems need to conform to this changing and open nature of design.
Although product modelling schemas such as those developed within
STEP and IAI may well support modelling of buildings, they are aimed
at describing products, not at designing them. Thus, they focus on the
building as a completely known and finished design. The objects available for modelling in these systems are highly detailed, describing all
properties of real-world objects. In other words, these schemas does not
possess the generic objects that are needed at early phases, objects that
have only one or a few properties.
However, software for design must support incremental product determination. The static approaches [see Static and dynamic information systems on page 131] followed by most product modelling developers
would not render systems usable in a design situation.
10
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Product modelling in early design phases is problematic because the
product is then not yet well known.
Finally, design is a learning process, where the designer studies and tries
to understand the conditions for the use of the designed artefact. During this process the designer makes assumptions of the nature of the artefact, its parts, and its environment; assumptions that must be possible
to alter later. The support of such alterations is called dynamic classification of design objects [see Static and dynamic information systems
on page 131]. Also, it is quite inconceivable that a CAD system at the
outset in its set of design object classes can cover all combinations of attributes a designer might find necessary. Thus, a real CAD system must
support schema evolution or dynamic definition of design object classes.
Building design is normally a top-down process, where general properties of the building are defined before the details. The specific model
objects provided by early product modelling schemas either would require the designer to decide on details prematurely, or else the models
would contain default details not considered by the designer. Both
would lead to bad design practice, the former because the designer
would not be allowed to concentrate on a task, and the latter because
the level of the detail in the model would not be consistent with what
have actually been designed. The conclusion was that design needs a dynamic system, as opposed to the static ones proposed for product modelling at the time when BAS•CAAD started [see also Starting points for
The BAS•CAAD research project in page 213].
Generic objects, dynamic classification of design objects,
and dynamic definition of design object classes
Computer based modelling depends on one or another conceptual view
of the context to be modelled. The more specific the conceptual view,
the more limited the number of different views the modelling application can support.
We have found that it is possible to obtain dynamic classification and
dynamic schema definition [see Static and dynamic information systems
in page 131] only if the basic modelling object does not imply any assumptions of context-dependent meaning. The meaning of such a generic object should be completely open for system's user to define;
therefore the generic object should be based on only very generic concepts about things and relations.
11
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Data bases and other computer software normally make a difference between the predefined or fixed schema and the variable data. In object
oriented contexts, object classes belong to the schema, and instances belong to the variable part. Traditionally, product modelling is implemented with a schema that reflects the domain of interest to be
modelled (also called the Universe of Discourse, UoD). Thus, we will
in building product modelling find classes of building components,
such as walls, windows and floors. Classes are interpreted to represent
kinds of building parts, and instances are interpreted to represent factual or possible real parts.
As stated above, design is an open process that needs a changeable, or
dynamic system. If the schema directly reflects the UoD, the latter cannot be changed; i.e. it is static. To support the search and experimentation of the design process, a design system needs to allow new kinds of
design objects to be created and immediately used for modelling. The
object classes cannot be fixed; instead a dynamic schema is needed, one
that can be extended with new classes by the user during its use for
modelling designs.

RESEARCH
Science
A common belief by non-scientists is that science claims to provide
some kind of Eternal Truth, and accordingly that scientists claim to be
infallible. In these days of mass communication, people get many occasions to hear scientists making predictions, which of course sometimes
turn out to be wrong. Additionally, scientists are often heard to differ
in views about particular matters. Thus, Science obviously cannot be
rightful in a claim to be true, which seemingly supports the view that
science is not more true than other beliefs.
At the same time, pseudo science tries to gain credibility by adopting
scientific look-alike terminology. Plausibly, this tendency is an attempt
to gain some of the credibility science has in the public eye.
To further confuse things, some philosophers say that science is a system of belief (which is true), which is not different from other systems
of belief such as religion (which is not true).
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The aim of science is to find the truth, but science does not claim that
scientific truth is eternal. Instead scientific truth is provisional, and is
expected to be replaced by improved propositions [Thurén 1991].
Bunge [1998] explains that science is characterised by its method and its
goal – the latter is primarily to increase our knowledge, secondly to increase our welfare and power. The scientific mehod was illustrated by
Bunge in Figure 1.1 on page 13.
Body of
available
knowledge
Problem

Hypotheses

Testable
consequences
Evaluation of
hypotheses
Test technique

Evidence

New body of
knowledge
New problem

Figure 1.1 The scientific method (Bunge 1998).
The first step in Bunge’s schema is to state the research problem. This
has to be done on the basis of available knowledge, in Bunge’s words:
“...only those who see something can see that something else is missing”. The problem should be likely to be solved, and it should, at least
in the beginning, be specific enough to give a precise answer.
The second step is to define a hypothesis that is consistent with most of
present science. The hypothesis should be formulated as specific measures or relations that can be found by testing, i.e. not as ‘there is X’, but
rather as ‘X occurs in situation Y with probability Z’.
The third step is to derive logical and testable consequences of the hypothesis; i.e. to define experiments and to forecast their outcome.
Step four and five is to design test techniques, and to test the techniques
for relevance and reliability.
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Step six is to conduct the tests and to interpret the results as evidence for
and against the hypothesis. All results and interpretations must be recorded, positive as well as negative and inconclusive ones!
Step seven is to compare the forecast consequences with the evidence,
in order to evaluate the truth claims of the hypothesis and the fidelity
of the test techniques.
The last step is to define the new knowledge by determining in what domains the hypothesis and test techniques hold, and finally to state the
new problems that were raised by the research.
Research in the field of construction information technology
Information technology in general seeks to develop means for handling
information; construction IT concerns information regarding design,
construction and maintenance of buildings. The use of information
technology is less developed in the construction industry than in many
other industries [Tarandi 1998]. Construction IT is also very young
field, that still is in its phase of definition, i.e. most research is directed
towards forming the new field. Because of this, research in construction
IT often takes the nature of development and prediction rather than
analysis and studies of the state of things. The necessary empiric research of construction IT in practice is still mostly superficial, due to
the lack of practically and commercially viable applications. Also, the
field of construction IT has yet to establish a scientific foundation of its
own; meanwhile it has to rely on findings from the adjacent fields of
computer science and design research.
Several PhD theses have recently been published in the field of construction IT. The research in these publications varies from analysing
very fundamental modelling issues to studying and solving more specific practical problems in current practice.
An example of the former is van Leeuwen’s thesis, which studies the
fundamentals of design modelling and suggests a generic approach to
building product modelling1 [van Leeuwen 1999, see also page 97 ff].
An example of the latter is Tarandi’s thesis, which focuses on communication between the design stage and the production stage and con1. The term is defined later in this chapter, see “Building product modelling” on
page 20.
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cludes with defining a data model to support this communication
[Tarandi 1998].
These two examples differs in their relation to current practice. While
Tarandi’s NICC1 schema is aimed to be used in current practice, van
Leeuwen’s feature based modelling is a radical new approach to general
modelling that is meant as a foundation for developing future modelling systems.
This difference is presumably a result of focusing on different stages of
the construction process. While van Leeuwen takes interest in modelling within the design stage, Tarandi’s interest is in the transition phase
between design and production. By nature the information is quite well
defined and consistent at the end of the design stage, when production
is to be started. Within the design stage, especially in the early parts, information is instead loosely defined, inconsistent, and constantly
changing. Thus, van Leeuwen’s system focuses on change, while Tarandi is interested in information transfer.
The scientific claim of the BAS•CAAD project and this thesis
The BAS•CAAD project is positioned within the realm of information
technology (IT), more specifically construction information technology.
The present work is a PhD thesis, and as such aspires to be a work of
science. Since the BAS•CAAD project is oriented towards technology,
it is of interest to study how technology relates to science. Below is a
brief account for how the relation between science and technology is
discussed by three authors: Simon, Agassi and Bunge.
In The Sciences of the Artificial [1996], Simon states that the goal of science is to show how nature can be comprehended, while engineering [i.e.
technology] is concerned with how things ought to be. Science tries to
explain things as they are, liberated from any cultural context, while
technology prescribes actions to change things to better suit human
aims and culture.
Science and technology has also been compared by Agassi, as referred
by Ingemar Nordin [1980]. Technology, Agassi states, differs from
pure science by having different goals. Science aims to find the best possible explanations to various aspects of reality, while technology is direct1. NICC = Neutral Intelligent CAD Communication
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ed towards creating practically useful products. These differences in goals
results in differences in methods. For instance, positive evidence is of
great importance in technology but not in science.
Bunge [1998] incorporates science and technology into one body,
which he calls grounded knowledge, to emphasize that this knowledge is
tested against reality. Science is divided in two, resulting in three partitions of grounded knowledge: Basic science, applied science and technology. These differ in aims, such that basic science aims to increase
knowledge, while the aim of applied science is utilitarian in the long run,
and the aim of technology is utilitarian in the short run. However, all
three “employ the same method”, which supposedly is the scientific
one.
From the statement referred to above about the aims of the
BAS•CAAD project: …to develop foundations and methods for computeraided design in the early stages if the design process, it might be concluded
that the project initially had a practical aim that would characterise it as
technology (and thus not science). However, the complexity of the task
forced us to put more effort into theoretical considerations so that we
in the end found ourselves on the border between technology and philosophy. Following Bunge’s threepartite schema, the BAS•CAAD
project then would be classified as applied science; namely Bunge’s philosophical work as presented in his Treatise applied to the realms of design and information technology; particularly building design and
building product modelling.
Research method of the BAS•CAAD project
The research has been a theoretical study, guided by applicability studies through software development, and performed through discussions
within the research team and with other researchers in the field.
The work has been an incremental process, where the understanding
has evolved through discussions within the research group and with
other researchers, through participating in conferences, and through
studying literature and research reports.
Much of the results have emerged during periods of writing research papers and articles. The explicitness of writing has forced the research
team to clarify concepts and definitions, both mentally and in writing.
To check the applicability of the conceptual schema, the author has implemented it in the Smalltalk programming language. Various strategies
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for implementation have been tried and discussed in the research team.
The outcomes of these prototype implementations have guided the
conceptual development and improved strategies for implementation.
Since systems thinking and object oriented programming are conceptually similar, an object oriented approach was natural for implementing
the BAS•CAAD prototype software. The choice of programming language fell on Smalltalk, because of its reputation to support explorative
programming. The latter means that the programmer doesn't need to
have the program's structure completely clear before beginning; instead
problems can be solved when they are encountered [see also Fridqvist
1999, on page 251].
Validation
The BAS•CAAD project has resulted in a collection of propositions
concerning information systems for design. The basis for these propositions are the researchers’ personal experiences of design activities, as
well as material published in the field of design research.
Since the propositions concern as yet hardly existent information systems for design, they are highly hypothetical and cannot be truly validated through practical applications. Instead, in many cases
propositions have had to be defended as plausible, regarding evidences
from design research and the fact that other researchers have independently come to similar conclusions. In some cases, however, limited validation has been possible through the experimental prototype systems.
A hypothesis or assumption generally held among building IT reserachers is that an information system for building design would be beneficial to the construction industry and to building design practice. In fact,
the BAS•CAAD project’s existence is based on this assumption, which
obviously was shared by at least the grant-giving authorities. This assumption is quite wide-spread; several research and commercial
projects are based on it. IAI is an example of a commercial project; examples of research are given in another chapter of this thesis [Other dynamic information systems for design in page 83].
Notwithstanding the wide support for the view that a wider use of information technology in the construction industry would be beneficial,
this assumption is not proven. It seems that it has quite a strong character of an axiom, i.e. that it is taken for granted. Nevertheless, the assumption can neither be justified nor falsified before information
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technology is widley applied. In other words: the object cannot be studied before it has come into existence.
Results of the research
The BAS•CAAD research has studied design and product modelling in
general, and specifically building design and building product modelling. Part of the work has been to develop experimental software aimed
to support the conceptual findings.
Because of the nature of the research, the main results are a set of principles to guide development of information systems for design, supported by arguments and discussions. Additionally, areas where continued
research is needed have been distinguished. The most important results
are presented below:
• Systems theory as presented by Bunge is a suitable foundation to
information systems for design.
• Information systems can be classified according to two properties:
the support of user-defined model object classes and the support of
re-classification of model object instances. This gives an explanation
to why designers experience many CAD systems as unsatisfactory
for design work by – most CAD systems lack both properties.
• The objects in a design database can be viewed to designate concepts
of things [see p. 134]. Thus, things are only represented indirectly
via the concepts, instead of having direct one-to-one relations to
things.
As a by-product, the research has also resulted in the experimental information system prototypes, developed in the programming language
Smalltalk. The various stages of the programming work are described in
part 2 [page 27 ff]. An important insight of the work to implement the
system is that the conceptual schema is only part of the definition of an
information system. The actual algorithms coded and the user interface
both contributes to the overall functionality of an information system,
and must be prepared as thoroughly as the conceptual schema.

THE POSITION OF THE BAS•CAAD PROJECT IN THE
RESEARCH COMMUNITY
The BAS•CAAD research project is situated in the intersection between
design research and the building product modelling efforts. It also has
18
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connections to the area of building classification. The next few paragraphs give brief descriptions of these three fields of research and development.
Design research
Design research investigates the activity of design, and strives to build
theories about it. Design research tries to find what is common for all
kinds of design, such as architectural design, engineering, computer
programming, and so forth. The emergence of design research is treated
in Nigel Cross’ Developments in Design Methodology [Cross 1985]. This
book is an anthology of important papers illustrating the different phases of the establishing period of design research, accompanied by comments by Cross. This subpart is founded on Cross’ book, and on
[Lundequist 1998].
Design research evolved from the ‘design methods movement’, which
emerged in the early 1960s. In the first phase, this movement tried to
establish methods to make the design activity more efficient; thus the
initial name ‘design methodology’. In the beginning it was inspired by
the wartime methods developed to increase the speed of designing new
weapons and other products, methods such as operations and systems
analysis. It was expected that employing systematic procedures in the
design activity would increase efficiency and result in better products.
The systematic procedures that were thus developed had in common
that all requirements should be gathered before design could commence, and that design is a kind of problem solving.
The second generation of design methodology was initiated in the early
1970s. The empirical research that had been undertaken showed that
the early schemas that were supposed to improve the design process
were unrealistic. Instead design was now viewed as an incremental process, where both the problem and its solution emerge gradually. Additionally, design should be based on participation, where the role of the
professional designer was changed from an expert to the guide leading
a design team that included users and other non-professionals.
The third generation of design methodology took an interest in philosophy of science. For instance, Popper’s definition of science as characterised by conjectures and refutation would fit as well on design as on
science.
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By the end of the 1970s, the design methods movement has transformed into design research and has became a field of research in its
own. In an attempt to grasp this field of, the present author made a simple classification of all articles in volume 20 of Design Studies, a scientific journal for design research. Of a total of 33 articles, 9 reported
theoretical works, 12 presented empirical research and 6 described
computer based methods. The remaining articles were mostly reviews
of the field of design research.
Assuming that Design Studies can be used as a probe, three kinds of design research was recognised: theoretical studies, aiming to establish theoretical models of the design activity; empirical research, which studies
designers in action; and applied research, that seeks to develop improved
methods for design.
To conclude, the BAS•CAAD project’s contribution to design research
is both within the area of theoretical studies and in applied research.
Building product modelling
History
Building product modelling is a branch of construction IT that strives
to create computer systems to collect all relevant information about a
building for purposes of design, production and maintenance. The
term product model is relatively new, it stems from the 1980s, but the
concept traces its roots from the early 1960s [see part 4, The history of
CAAD in page 109].
Product modelling serves at least two purposes, one is to collect all relevant information about a product, and to make it available to all parties involved in its design and production; the other purpose is to
facilitate computerised analysis by providing the data in one consistent
format to various analysis software. In addition to these two purposes,
product modelling is envisioned to facilitate communicating information between different systems. The latter, however, is not specific to
product modelling but is a question of establishing standards.
The vision of a complete building model was investigated by researchers
during the 1960s, 70s, and 80s, but had little impact on building design
practice [see part 4]. Two exceptions to this are the OXSYS and SSHA
systems developed and used in the UK during the seventies [Bijl 1989].
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Research in product modelling and development of product modelling
systems and standards took a new start in the second half of the 1980s,
when the STEP1 initiative was formed as an ISO2 committee, ISO
TC184/SC4 [Björk 1993]. The STEP initiative introduced the EXPRESS model definition language, which has helped establishing the
field of product modelling by providing a common language and methodology.
The STEP work with building product modelling has made seemingly
slow progress, plausibly because of difficulties in assembling many different professional and national views on buildings and building components into one model. At least in part as a response to the slow
progress of STEP, the IAI3 was founded in 1994 by construction industry companies in the US, to produce the IFC4, a collection of object
classes for sharing building project information. The IAI has since reformed and is now an international organisation [IAI].
Practice
The terms ‘product model’ and ‘product modelling’ are commonly
used with two different denotations that need to be distinguished. One
denotation refers to specifying the data models to represent products of
a certain kind; the other denotation refers to creating a model of a specific product, using such a data model. Björk suggests that product data
model (-ing) should be used for the former denotation, and product
model be reserved for the latter one [Björk 1995].
All data modelling is based on a modelling paradigm, which defines a
meta-level that supports creating explicit concept definitions. Among
such paradigms, we find relational databases, entity-relationship models, frames, and object-oriented modelling. Several methodologies and
formal languages have been defined to assist data model definition, such
as NIAM5, IDEF, EXPRESS, and UML.
The practice of product data modelling consists of finding concepts
used in connection with the kind of product to be modelled, or the uni1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data
International Organisation for Standardisation
International Alliance for Interoperability
Industry Foundation Classes
NIAM = Nijssen’s Information Analysis Method; IDEF = ICAM DEFinition
(ICAM = Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing); EXPRESS = the language
used in STEP; UML = Unified Modelling Language.
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verse of discourse, and to define data schemas to represent these concepts.
Concepts can be sorted into three kinds, classes of material things, relations between things, and intrinsic properties of things.
In some data modelling approaches, only material concepts may be
modelled as individual data items1. In other approaches both things
and relations are modelled as data items; the relations are said to be objectified. Finally, some modelling approaches define individual items for
all three kinds of concepts: classes, relations, and properties; this approach is taken by the BAS•CAAD project.
The data items are generally defined by a name, which normally is close
to the term used for the concept to be represented, and a set of attributes. In the case of modelling a material thing, the attributes define
the intrinsic properties of the (conceptual) thing and the relations between that thing and other things.
Product data modelling may take a direct approach in defining concepts from the domain of interest. This is an intuitive and simple way
to proceed that has been used to produce commercial software. Generally, only one aspect view is covered, and little concern is made about
communicating model data with systems based on other schemas.
To support multi-aspectual modelling or inter-schema communication, the direct approach of modelling domain-specific concepts is not
sufficient. Instead, a higher level of consideration is needed, where concepts that are general for the different aspects involved are covered.
Thus, an intermediate layer of modelling is introduced, between the aspect domains and the chosen modelling paradigm/modelling language.
This intermediate layer defines generic concepts that are common to all
aspect domains, and serves as a foundation for modelling domain specific concepts. To support design, this generic layer is made available to
the end user in some systems, while others only use the generic layer for
definition purposes, and don’t allow the generic classes to be seen by
end users. The IFC is an example of the latter kind while the
BAS•CAAD systembelongs to the former one; further examples are given in Other dynamic information systems for design in page 83.

1. Different terms are used depending on the modelling approach; in object-oriented modelling the term ‘class’ is used, in entity-relationship modelling the term
is ‘entity’. The EXPRESS product data modelling language also uses the term
‘entity’.
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Building classification
The aim of building classification is to provide well-defined concepts to
be used for communication in the building process. A pioneer in this
field is the Swedish Samarbetskommittén för Byggnadsfrågor, SfB (Co-ordination committee for Construction), which produced the first uniform classification system for the construction industry [BSAB 96].
This system became internationally known as the SfB system, and has
come to use in may countries.
Today, an ISO effort1 is acting to co-ordinate the different national
building classification systems, and has produced a framework standard
for this purpose, ISO 12006-2 [ISO 1997]. Another organisation related to this field is the ICIS2, which promotes co-operation between publishers on national building specification systems, such as the Swedish
AMA3 [BSAB 96].
Building classification shares the interest of defining concepts with
building product modelling. In a study, Ekholm has compared the
building classification standards ISO 12006-2 and BSAB 96 with the
product modelling efforts POSC/Caesar and IFC [Ekholm 1999].
Ekholm recognises possible conflicts and the need for (and, implicitly,
lack of) co-ordination between the activities in those two fields.
Existing building classification systems have been developed to support
current practices; they are developed to be foremost practical. If we take
a designer’s view on, for instance, the Swedish BSAB 96 system, we will
find omissions. For instance, is it not possible to describe windows and
doors functionally, only as material building components. However, it
is not true to conclude that the BSAB 96 system is faulty, since it is not
intended for use within the design phase. Instead it intended for transferring information between the design phase and the production phases, for which it is well designed.
Today we see a movement towards concurrent engineering, or concurrent
design4, where different design and construction professions are to be
1. ISO TC59/SC13, Building construction/Organization of information of the process off design, manufacture and construction.
2. ICIS, International Construction Information Society.
3. AMA, Allmän Material och Arbetsbeskrivning (general material and workmanship specification).
4. The author prefers the term ‘concurrent design’, since it is less specific about the
participants’ professions.
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more closely involved at earlier stages of the construction process. This
is in part the result of the computerisation of the building documents.
The new information technology promises fast and efficient communication, which can support concurrent participation of many geographically dispersed actors in any particular construction project.
Concurrent design requires that building information is communicated
at earlier stages than in traditional practice, and this communication
needs to be supported by standards. Thus, the introduction of concurrent design requires building classification standards to cover additional
stages of construction to provide the necessary basis for communication.
Concurrent design is, however, only a part of the wider goal to provide
a computer integrated construction process, where all information about a
building throughout its lifetime is managed in a computerised information system. Building classification can serve an important role in providing the necessary common concept definitions to support such an
extended use of computers in the construction industry.

CONCLUSIONS
As stated in the introduction above, the BAS•CAAD research project
has connections to three field of activity, general design research, building product modelling, and building classification. The similar goals
and activities of building product modelling and building classification
obviously have made it necessary for the BAS•CAAD project to take interest in both of these areas.
The BAS•CAAD project’s connection with design research was defined
in the original goal definition: “The aim of this project is to develop foundations and methods for computer-aided design in the early stages if the design process”. When the project was started, a few CAD-programs for
building design were available on the (Swedish) market. Unfortunately,
these systems focused on describing buildings as built more than as objects for design. The CAD-systems did not support the accumulative
and incremental approach that is characteristic to design, and this, we
concluded, was a reason why CAD usage was not taken to the heart by
architects. This was (and still is) especially true at the schools of architecture, which are strongly focused on the design phases, and quite literally sets the documentation and production phases aside.
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It is clear that many potential benefits of a computer integrated construction process will not come true without including the design
phase. For a CAD-system to be successful, it has to support the activities of the designer and his needs for information storage, handling, and
communication. Design research deals with and investigates how designers work, and thus is an obvious source of knowledge for developing
an information system for design.
Since the early phases of building design deal with the user activities to
be accommodated by the building, the inclusion of user activities modelling was judged to be of greatest importance. This modelling of user
activities are necessary for to give the architect a vision and understanding of the requirements on the building, and is done before much of the
building is designed. To support building design in the early phases, a
CAD-system consequently must include user activities modelling.
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THE BAS•CAAD PROTOTYPES
The reader is encouraged to check the papers appended at the end before this
chapter. The papers were originally written to introduce to the treated subjects, and the reader will probably gain from reading the papers before the
chapters mentioned.

INTRODUCTION
The BAS•CAAD prototype was from the outset to be based on systems
theory. Systems thinking is a method to comprehend the complex reality by breaking the reality down into comprehensible pieces, that interacts in comprehensible ways. Systems theory supplies methods and
concepts to do this in a consistent manner.
At least ten more or less different attempts to implement an information system for design were made between spring 1995 and spring
1999. Here is an approximate time schedule when the different versions
were begun:
Design Classes
Thing Modeller 2, 3, 4
Thing Modeller 5, 6
Thing Modeller 7
Thing Modeller 8, 9
Thing Modeller 10

early 1995
late 1996
early 1997
late 1997
late 1998
early 1999
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Aspects of modelling and naming conventions
Product modelling systems must incorporate two different aspects of
representation; i.e. the modelling aspect and the classification aspect.
The modelling aspect is the likeness capacity of the model; in computer
models this is created by numeric data that represent measurements of
real properties, and by algorithms that compute changes in measurements based on natural laws that have been established in empirical research. The modelling aspect is most important for analysis and
simulation, and is necessary for the exact product definition.
The other aspect, classification, is necessary for the interpretation of a
product model. Thus, classification is necessary to enable communication, both between different computer systems and between computers
and humans and vice-versa.
This bi-aspectual property of modelling was at first not made explicit in
the BAS•CAAD project. However, it can be retrospectively observed in
the schemas of the implementations that one or the other of these aspects was in focus.
Additionally, the evolving understanding of product modelling within
the BAS•CAAD project can be traced in the differing naming of the
main modelling object classes. In the first version, the modelling object
was called DesignObject, to indicate that it represented the object of the
design activity, i.e. artefacts.
The second and third versions used the name SystemObject, to better reflect the BAS•CAAD project’s systems theoretical approach [Ekholm &
Fridqvist 1996, appended in page 213]. This is continued in the fourth
version, where DesignSystems represent functional systems while DesignParts represent composite parts.
In the fifth and sixth versions, the main object was again called SystemObject.
The seventh version marked a change towards classification. The very
first attempt to implement the BAS•CAAD software was directed towards modelling measurable properties of things. This approach lingered on for the next few versions, although classification successively
got more into focus. By the time of the seventh version, this developed
into the view that objects in CAD databases represent concepts of objects, rather than real objects [see Thing class instances designate concep-
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tual classes in page 134]. These concepts are classes of things; thus the
main object was from now on called ThingClass.
The last version tries to be more explicit, by using the name ThingClassDefinition to reflect that the modelling object is not a conceptual class
by itself, but rather a literal definition of the class.
Modelling, object oriented programming and systems
thinking
Object oriented programming is a method to organise computer programs according to system principles. An object-oriented implementation is characterised by representing data as objects that interact in predetermined ways. An object-oriented program is thus a system of interacting objects. This is distinguished from functional programming,
where functions are called to operate on data. Thus, in object oriented
programming data are seen as attributes of active objects, while in functional programming data are passive, and operated upon by the program.
Since systems theory and object oriented programming are conceptually similar, an object oriented approach was natural for implementing
the BAS•CAAD prototype software. The choice of programming language fell on Smalltalk, because of its reputation to support explorative
programming. The latter means that the programmer doesn't need to
have the program's structure completely clear before beginning; instead
problems can be successively solved as they are encountered [see also
Fridqvist 1999, appended in page 251].
The development went through many stages. Some aimed to improve
the previous versions; others to check how various envisioned features
could be implemented. Each version is treated in one subpart in the following.

DESIGN CLASSES – THE FIRST ATTEMPT TO CREATE
THE BAS•CAAD PROTOTYPE
DesignClasses was the first attempt to implement our interpretation of
Bunge's work, especially focussing on the structure of systems.
A system is composed of parts that in turn may be systems themselves
[see Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998, appended in page 229]. The parts have
intrinsic properties, and properties of systems as wholes depend on the
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properties of the parts. The dynamic nature of these dependencies was
implemented. The idea was that a change anywhere in a design should
be propagated everywhere, to make the result immediately visible to the
designer. Thus, this implementation was heavily focussed on the modelling aspect as defined above.
A syntax for how to define rules for calculating values was developed;
the syntax was based on Smalltalk. Using this syntax, complex properties can be defined in terms of simpler ones, such as ‘area’ being the
product of ‘length’ and ‘width’. Additionally, properties of a composite
object can be calculated from the properties of its parts. Finally, changes
in the value of a property are immediately propagated to all dependent
properties.
This first attempt to create a design tool has only a partially implemented GUI (Graphical User Interface, i.e. with windows) through which
the objects can only be viewed. Creating and manipulating objects have
to be done through Smalltalk commands in a text window.
The main object in DesignClasses was called DesignObject, to reflect
that it represents the object of the design activity. DesignObject instances create a tree structure for the whole, parts and subparts of the
design. The OOclass DesignProject is defined to keep record of
DesignObjects that have been created but not yet inserted into the
main structure.
A session with DesignClasses
The following account for this first implementation is illustrated with
snippets from actual Smalltalk sessions and with screenshots of the windows. For readers unfamiliar to Smalltalk, a short introduction is given
in An introduction to Smalltalk, page 159]. The Smalltalk dialect used
was Smalltalk Agents (STA) for Macintosh, versions 1.2 and 2.1.
In Listing 2.1, a new DesignProject is created to hold the DesignObjects that would compose the model. Then the DesignProject is ordered
to create a few DesignObjects, with individual names. The objects can
be accessed from the DesignProject through these names.
The last three lines of Listing 2.1 assign three of the new DesignObjects
to global variables, to make the following lines more readable by allowing the shorthand ‘Q1’ etc. to be used instead of (Q poolAt:
'obj1').Q, Q1, Q2, and Q3 are pre-defined variables provided for
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Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

:= DesignProject new.
newObject: 'obj1'.
newObject: 'obj2'.
newObject: 'obj3'.
newObject: 'obj4'.
newObject: 'obj5'.
newObject: 'obj6'.
newObject: 'obj7'.
newObject: 'obj8'.

Q1 := (Q poolAt: 'obj1').
Q2 := (Q poolAt: 'obj2').
Q3 := (Q poolAt: 'obj3').

Listing 2.1 Creating Design objects
program code testing purposes by the STA development environment.
(A Smalltalk variable can hold any object; variables are not typed).
Q1 composeWith: (Q poolAt: 'obj2') as: 'part1'.
Q1 composeWith: (Q poolAt: 'obj3') as: 'part2'.
Q1 composeWith: (Q poolAt: 'obj4') as: 'part3'.
Q2 composeWith: (Q poolAt: 'obj5') as: 'part1'.
Q2 composeWith: (Q poolAt: 'obj6') as: 'part2'.
Q3 composeWith: (Q poolAt: 'obj7') as: 'part1'.

Listing 2.2 Creating Design objects
In Listing 2.2, some of the DesignObjects are defined to be parts of other DesignObjects. The resulting compositional tree is displayed in an
EXPRESS-G diagram in Figure 2.2 on page 31. A pair of properties,
obj1
part1
obj2
part1
obj5

part2
obj6

part2
obj3

part3
obj4

part1
obj7

Figure 2.2 EXPRESS-G diagram of the structure from Listing 2
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‘composition’ and ‘whole’ represents the part-whole relationship. The
part will get the 'whole' property, which references the whole-object
[Figure 2.3]; the whole-object will get the 'composition' property,
which references parts [Figure 2.4]

Figure 2.3 View of a part Design Object (left) and its 'whole' property (right)

Figure 2.4 Design Object view (left) and the object's 'composition' property (right)
Properties can have three different kinds of values: a DesignObject, a
Scalar or a Block. As shown above, the pre-defined properties 'whole'
and 'composition' would have DesignObjects as values. All user-defined properties will have either a Scalar or a Block to define its value.
A Scalar defines a fixed measure, with a numeric value and a unit[Listing 2.3 and Figure 2.5].
A Block defines a dependent property, the value of which would depend on the values of other properties. The Block is be a Smalltalk
Block [see page 164], conforming to a specially defined syntax.
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Q1 addProperty: ((Property new)
referAsSelf: Q1;
name: 'width';
rule: [ Scalar withMeasure: 12 withUnit: 'm'

] ).

Q1 addProperty: ((Property new)
referAsSelf: Q1;
name: 'length';
rule: [ Scalar withMeasure: 5 withUnit: 'm' ] ).
Listing 2.3 Two new properties are added

Figure 2.5 Views of the Design Object with the new properties (left) and a corresponding
property view (right)
The value definition Block specifies one parameter. When evaluated,
the parameter is replaced by a list of all referenced properties as specified
by the message ‘referToPropertyOfSelf.’ [Listing 2.4]. A new list class
was specifically implemented for this purpose, and it understands the
message ‘measureOf:’. The return value of the Block in Listing 2.4
would be a new Scalar, with the product of the values of properties
‘width’ and ‘length’ as its own value, and with the unit ‘m^2’.
Q1 addProperty: ((Property new)
referAsSelf: Q1;
referToPropertyOfSelf: 'length';
referToPropertyOfSelf: 'width';
name: 'area';
rule: [ :a | Scalar withMeasure:
(( a measureOf: 'length' ) * (a measureOf: 'width' ))
withUnit: 'm^2' ]).

Listing 2.4 A complex property is added
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Whenever the value of a property is asked for, the property will check
itself. If the value is a Scalar, it will be returned. If the value is a Block,
it will be evaluated. Since the method ‘measureOf:’ asks for the value of
a property, the calculation proceeds down each branch of the tree of dependencies created by the property definitions until Scalars are reached.
Thus, the calculation of values is not executed until a value is asked for.
As long as the only way to check the value of a property is to ask for it
through executing a piece of Smalltalk code interactively, this is no
problem. However, when windows are implemented, they will need to
display their values constantly, and will need to be updated. A later version of the DesignClasses implementation was started but not completed. In that version, a change of a value would enforce immediate
recalculation of all dependent values to ensure that windows always display correct values.
The next few illustrations show how the objects are given additional
properties.

Figure 2.6 Views of the Design Object (left) and the complex property (right)
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Q1 addProperty: ((Property new)
referAsSelf: Q1;
name: 'height';
rule: [ Scalar withMeasure: 6 withUnit: 'm' ] ).
Q1 addProperty: ((Property new)
referAsSelf: Q1;
referToPropertyOfSelf: 'area';
referToPropertyOfSelf: 'height';
name: 'volume';
rule: [ :a | Scalar withMeasure:
(( a measureOf: 'area' ) * (a measureOf: 'height' ))
withUnit: 'm^3' ] ).

Listing 2.5 A simple and a complex property are added

Figure 2.7 Views of the Design Object (left) and the complex property (right
Q2 addProperty: ((Property new)
referAsSelf: Q2;
name: 'mass';
rule: [ Scalar withMeasure: 2 withUnit: 'kg' ] ).
Q3 addProperty: ((Property new)
referAsSelf: Q3;
name: 'mass';
rule: [ Scalar withMeasure: 3 withUnit: 'kg' ] ).
Q1 addProperty: ((Property new)
referAsSelf: Q1;
name: 'mass';
rule: [ :a | (a sumOfAll: 'mass' ) ]).

Listing 2.6 The property 'mass' is added to a Design Object and its parts
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The 'sumOfAll:' message in Listing 2.6 is sent to the list of referenced
properties, similar to the 'measureOf:' message accounted of above.
The 'sumOfAll:' method calculates a resultant property, i.e. a property
whose value is the sum of the parts’ values of a specific property. Mass
is such a property; the mass of a composite thing is the sum of the masses of the thing's parts. The 'sumOfAll:' method assumes that the property to be summed up would have a Scalar value type, and it returns a
Scalar.

Figure 2.8 Views of the Design Object (left) and the complex property (right)
Conclusions
This first implementation shows us that it is possible to implement important parts of Bunge’s property theory; i.e. part-whole relations and
intrinsic, resulting, and emergent properties.
This implementation focuses heavily on the modelling aspect. It also
implements strong consistency control, by enforcing immediate re-calculation of all dependent values. Strong consistency control was assumed important before the work started; however, our studies have
shown that design models need to allow for at least temporary inconsistencies, see Database integrity and consistency control in page 146.
In early phases of design the modelling aspect is less important than the
classification aspect. The modelling aspect deals with particularities,
while early design deals with broad concepts. Since the BAS•CAAD
project was to find the properties of design systems for early phases, this
first approach was not moving in the desired direction. Accordingly, the
next version was directed towards classification and the semantic content of the model, as opposed to the focus on descriptive content. Semantic content is roughly equal to ‘meaning’ or ‘interpretation’.
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THING MODELLER 2 – SEVERAL INTERTWINED SYSTEMS IN ONE MODEL
The rest of the BAS•CAAD prototypes were all called ThingModeller
(TM), with an index number added. This name was chosen to reflect
the BAS•CAAD system was intended to model things (as opposed to
concepts). The version accounted for here is number 2; the first version
was not taken very far and is not reported here.
The main idea behind TM2 is that any component in a building might
be part of several different hierarchies. Thus, a model of the artefact as
a whole will be quite intertwined, if it includes functional subsystems
in addition to the compositional hierarchy.
TM2 seeks to address this problem by allowing any SystemObject, the
main modelling entity, to be a member of any number of tree-structured hierarchies. Thus, individual functional systems will have nice
tree structures, while the intertwined nature of the whole still can be
modelled.
To implement this, the object class SystemPosition was defined [Figure
2.9]. A SystemPosition creates a node in a tree-shaped hierarchy, and
links a SystemObject to this place.
Dictionary

associations S[0:?]

Association
key

value

systemPositions
String

name

superSystem
SystemObject

SystemPosition
subSystems S[0:?]

Figure 2.9 EXPRESS-G diagram of the implementation
The hierarchical tree as a whole is represented by the root element of
the tree, which might be found by traversing the tree from any node.
However, this procedure is expected to be used in many places, so to
speed things up all system objects are have pointers to the roots of all
trees they are part of.
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To implement this a standard Smalltalk Dictionary is used [see page
165]. The keys of the systemPositions Dictionary point to the roots of
the functional trees, and the position (if any) of a SystemObject in a tree
can thus be easily found.
Listing 2.7 displays a session with TM2. The message ‘forModelPrimarySystem:addSubSystem:’ will add the second attribute to the systemPositions Dictionary, with the first attribute as key. Figure 2.10 displays
the tree resulting from the statements in Listing 2.7. A ‘Model Primary
System’ is the root of one hierarchical tree.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

:=
:=
:=
:=

(SystemObject
(SystemObject
(SystemObject
(SystemObject

new)
new)
new)
new)

name:
name:
name:
name:

'mps1'.
'sys1.1'.
'sys1.2'.
'sys1.1.1'.

Q1 forModelPrimarySystem: Q1 addSubSystem: Q2.
Q1 forModelPrimarySystem: Q1 addSubSystem: Q3.
Q2 forModelPrimarySystem: Q1 addSubSystem: Q4.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

subSystemsForMPS:
subSystemsForMPS:
subSystemsForMPS:
subSystemsForMPS:

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

superSystemForMPS:
superSystemForMPS:
superSystemForMPS:
superSystemForMPS:

Q1
Q1
Q1
Q1

asString.
asString.
asString.
asString.

Q1
Q1
Q1
Q1

asString.
asString.
asString.
asString.

{
{
{
{

sys1.2 sys1.1
sys1.1.1 }
}
}
{
{
{
{

}

}
mps1 }
mps1 }
sys1.1 }

Listing 2.7 Executing TM2
The ‘subSystemsForMPS:’message returns the immediate subsystems
below a SystemObject in the tree with the root given as attribute.
The ‘superSystemForMPS:’ message returns the immediate supersystem above a SystemObject in the tree with the root given as attribute.
Conclusions
TM2 shows that the multi-aspectual nature of classification can be implemented; a necessary feature of any product modelling system. A
compositional part can be part of many different functional systems
within a complex structure.
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mps1

sys1.1

sys1.2

sys1.1.1

Figure 2.10 EXPRESS-G diagram of the structure obtained from
executing the statements in Listing 2.7.
It was considered a problem that TM2 made no difference between the
compositional structure and the functional ones. This problem is in
part an effect of model objects being still regarded to represent realworld things; the view that model objects designate concepts had not
yet been developed [see page 134].
The problem arises when model objects represent the individuals in the
real world. In that situation, two model objects should not be allowed
to represent the same real-world object, or else the data base would be
inconsistent with reality, i.e. one real-world thing would have two identities in the database.
The chosen solution was to discriminate between identity and function by
using different OOclasses to represent these two concepts.
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THING MODELLER 3 – ADDING A COMPOSITIONAL
HIERARCHY
Thing Modeller 3 (TM3) is a second attempt to implement a schema
where objects may be part of several different functional trees.
TM2 lacks a necessary discrimination between the identities of physical
things and the functions such things may have in functional systems. A
function is a property of a thing in relation to other things, thus functions cannot exist without things. To stress the difference between the
compositional hierarchy and the functional ones, the composition is
implemented in TM3 as a specific hierarchy apart from the functional
hierarchies [Figure 2.11].
compositionalParts S[0:?]
INV compositionalWhole
SystemObject

functionalViews S[0:?]
INV functionalWhole
superSystem
subSystems S[0:?]

Figure 2.11 EXPRESS-G diagram of data schema
The schema is based on SystemObjects and FunctionalViews [Figure
2.12]. The SystemObjects’ attributes compositionalParts and compositionalWhole represent compositional hierarchies, while functional system hierarchies are represented separately by the attributes of
FunctionalViews.
In TM3, a building (or any subpart thereof) is decomposed into compositional parts and functional systems. All parts of a building are compositional parts, directly or as subparts to other parts. Additionally, a
compositional part may be part of one or several functional subsystems
of the building. Thus, a SystemObject might have a compositional
whole, representing the composite thing the system object is a part of.
A SystemObject might additionally have one or several functional
wholes, representing the functional systems the SystemObject is part of.
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Also, a SystemObject might have a set of compositional parts and one
or several sets of functional parts.
This schema is justified by the fact that building components that arrive
at the building site as entities often become parts of several functional
systems in the building when mounted. An example is an electric ventilation fan, which becomes part of the ventilation system as well as the
electrical power supply system.
Another example is the temporary office buildings that are common today, in Sweden at least. These buildings are constructed with room-size
elements, which have all components for heating, cooling, ventilation,
electrical power etc. pre-installed. Thus, the parts of the different technical systems are compositional parts of the room-size elements when
the elements arrive at the building site. Nevertheless the technical system parts are designed as functional parts of these systems, and become
so when the building blocks are interconnected.
Two different GUIs were implemented. The first [Figure 2.12] used
sub-windows to display additional information, e.g. about functional
views. This results in too cluttered screens, so a new 'tabbed' GUI was
developed [Figure 2.13].

Figure 2.12 GUI TM3a
The different GUI examples here and in the following displays that,
apart from the basic schema, the GUI is an implementational concern
by itself. The underlying conceptual approach to modelling should be
apparent in the user interface, while the many intricacies of implementation should be hidden.
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Figure 2.13 GUI TM3b
Both GUIs are prepared for future features, such as the ability to create
and edit the shape of things. Thus, the illustrations do not indicate the
functionality of the version of the BAS•CAAD prototype. The GUIs
also have fields where lists of elements would be displayed. Each such
area would have a pop-up menu, activated by clicking the little button
above the field. The pop-up menus would have actions appropriate for
the contents of the fields.
Conclusions
TM3 extends the TM2 schema by providing an OOclass for the material existence of an object, and another OOclass for its various functions. Thus it retains the multi-aspectual nature of classification.
A shortcoming of TM2 and TM3 is that relations other than partwhole can not be explicitly represented; there is no ‘relation’ object.
However, a kind of implicit relation does occur between parts of the
same whole. The nature of these relations has to be implied from the
nature of the whole; cf. Figure 2.14. Thus, if the whole represents a
compositional hierarchy, the implied relations would be spatial ones,
while if the whole represents a functional system, the implied relations
would be functions.
Later in the development of the BAS•CAAD prototype, model objects
were considered to designate concepts of things that have properties.
Thus, different concepts can be combined to render a more complete
description of a thing, as long as the concepts are not contradictory.
However, since this view had not yet developed at the time when TM2
was implemented, it was hard to see how two different things could be
42
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whole

system position

part 1

part 2

part 3

?
Figure 2.14 Implicit relations
combined into one [cf. Representing individuals and eliminating the material – functional dichotomy in the schema on page 139].
The next step was to introduce objectified relations, i.e. a schema where
relations are represented by instances of one or several OOclasses. The
opposite of objectified relations is to represent relations with attributes
(in the EXPRESS terminology). In that case, the possible kinds of relations are fixed in the schema, which would not support design [see Objectified relations in page 142].
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THING MODELLER 4 – OBJECTIFIED RELATIONS
In TM3, relations are viewed as positions in functional hierarchies, and
are represented by FunctionalView objects. This schema is not satisfactory, since it only weakly supported user manipulation of relations. A
new schema was developed, where an object class apart from the functional views represented relations; for a discussion of objectified relations, [see Objectified relations in page 142].
In the new schema, TM4, kinds of relations are represented by instances of RelationClass, while individual relations are represented by instance of RelationInstance [Figure 2.15]. This is caused by still
adhering to the class – instance dichotomy, discussed in Interpretation
of classes and instances in page 130 and forward.
subClasses S[0:?]
INV superClass
RelationClass
relationClass
INV instances S[0:?]

parts S[0:?]
INV whole

from
RelationInstance

ABS DesignObject
to

1

DesignPart

systems S[0:?]
INV designPart

DesignSystem

spatialRelations S[0:?]
functionalRelations S[0:?]

Figure 2.15 EXPRESS-G schema of TM4
Relations in TM4 are uni-directional; bi-directional relations have to be
modelled by two unidirectional ones pointing in opposite directions.
The defence for this implementation is that it makes the schema simpler. Relations of any cardinality can be conceived, and to provide for
all possible different cardinalities would require a plethora of relation
types, or a few very complex ones [see Unidirectional relation objects in
page 144].
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The material and functional views of things are represented by instances
of DesignPart and DesignSystem, respectively. In other words, a
DesignPart represents a real-world thing, while its associated DesignSystems represents different functional views upon the real-world
thing. Thus, a DesignPart resides in one compositional hierarchy and
in possibly several functional hierarchies. Accordingly, DesignSystems
cannot have any existence of their own; they would always be associated
with DesignParts.
This schema may be compared to the EPISTLE schema, which also
separates function from implementation, see page 87. The principle of
separating function from implementation is also used in GARM,
through pairs of Functional Units and Technical Solutions [Gieleingh
1988]. The Swedish building classification system BSAB 96 applies the
same principle by separating Elements from Work Results (in Swedish:
Byggdelar and Produktionsresultat) [BSAB 96].
A GUI was implemented, allowing most of the schema in Figure 2.15
to be interactively defined. The Design Project Browser [Figure 2.16]
lists DesignObjects and RelationClasses.

Figure 2.16 Design Project Browser
The Design Object Browser has two user-selectable appearances, the
compositional view and the functional view [Figure 2.17]. A
DesignObject might have more than one functional view, all of which
would be listed in a pop-up menu [Figure 2.17 left].
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Figure 2.17 Design Object Browser
The Relation Class Browser [Figure 2.18] displays information concerning a RelationClass, such as subclasses and a list of DesignObjects
related by RelationInstances belonging to that RelationClass, i.e. the
list will display the DesignObjects having that kind of relation to another object.

Figure 2.18 Relation Class Browser
In addition to the state-displaying windows, two dialog windows were
provided for constructing models [Figure 2.19].
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Figure 2.19 Chooser Dialogues
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THING MODELLER 5 – RELATIONS ARE A KIND OF
PROPERTY
The main modelling object is in TM5 renamed SystemObject, to reflect that it is defined according to Bunge's definition of systems [Bunge
1979]. Accordingly, the SystemObject has the attributes structure, environment and composition. The structure attribute is divided in two,
intStructure and extStructure. The environment and composition attributes were derived from the external and internal structures, respectively, through the BinaryPropertyInstance's attribute syst.
Relations can be viewed as properties that are collectively held by several
things [Fridqvist & Ekholm 1996, appended in page 213]. Thus, we
have basically two kinds of properties: a) the one that characterise a single object and b) the one that characterise several interacting objects.
The latter is normally called relations.
To better reflect this view, the schema of TM5 was developed and implemented [Figure 2.20]. Similar to TM4, kinds of properties are in
TM5 represented by instances of PropertyClass, while individual properties are represented by instances of either UnaryPropertyInstance or
BinaryPropertyInstance, to reflect the two kinds of properties referred
to above.
PropertyClass

propertyClass
(INV )instances S[0:?]

DER environment S[0:?]
SystemObject

instanceClass

intStructure S[0:?]
INV whole

PropertyInstance
1

DER composition S[0:?]
syst S[2:2]
INV extStructure S[0:?]

BinaryProp.Inst.

UnaryProp.Inst.

Figure 2.20 TM5 EXPRESS-G schema
TM5 still implements the class – instance dichotomy, here through the
pair PropertyClass - PropertyInstance.
The GUI features two kinds of windows, the Design Project View and
the System Object View . The Design Project View collects all PropertyClasses and all SystemObjects that are not subsystems to other Syste48
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mObjects. Additionally, it lists the functional aspects that has been
defined [Figure 2.21]. A functional aspect is defined by a typical collection of properties, which are listed in the functional aspects field. As in
earlier GUIs, the fields have their own pop-up menus with applicable
operations.

Figure 2.21 Design Project View
The SystemObjects view can be set by the user to display the SystemObject's attributes in a specific functional aspect, in which case only
properties included in that aspect will be displayed. Accordingly, only
parts and environmental objects related by properties included in the
aspect will be displayed [Figure 2.22].

Figure 2.22 System Object View
This implementation supports aspectual views through instances of
FunctionalAspect. Functional aspects are views upon a thing (e.g. a
building) that take special interest in a special function of the thing.
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Technical systems of buildings would define functional aspects
[Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998, appended in page 229]. Aspectual views
were not regarded as central to modelling in this implementation, but
rather a user's tool for structuring data. The feature was used in the
GUI to select information in views.
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THING MODELLER 6 – ADVANCED CLASSIFICATION
FUNCTIONALITY
The previous implementations are directed towards building schemas
and hierarchies of things and systems that compose a thing. TM6 is directed towards investigating mechanisms for automatic classification.
From the beginning, it was envisioned that an information system with
objectified properties would support advanced functions to automatically make conclusions about thing objects. Given a classification schema based on properties, it would be possible to compare any thing
object according to its properties, and thus conclude its class. TM6 was
implemented to investigate how such mechanisms could be brought
about.
(DER) superSystems S[0:?]
(DER) parts S[0:?]
PropertyInstance

properties S[0:?]
(INV) owner

SystemObject

instances S[0:?]
(INV) propertyClass
PropertyClass
relatedProperties

propertyClass

PropertyRelation

kind

Kinds

Subclass
Superclass
Fundamental
Derivative
Resultant
Exclusion

Figure 2.23 TM6 EXPRESS-G schema
In TM6, a classification schema is built from instances of PropertyClass
and PropertyRelation. Model objects (e.g. ‘house’, ‘wall’, ‘window’)
and their individual properties (e.g. ‘climate protecting’, ‘heat resistance’, ‘translucency’) are represented by instances of SystemObject and
PropertyInstance, respectively.
The objects representing classes of things are instances of PropertyClass. An argument for this practice is that a property can be seen as the
characteristic of a class of things. Often things are named and classified
by their most characteristic property. Vice-versa, a property could be
named after the kind of things that are characterised by that property.
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The point is that both ‘class of things’ and ‘property’ are concepts, made
up by humans to contemplate and discuss things and observations.
Both of these concepts refer to things, and normally a class is more specific than a property, i.e. a class refers to fewer things. However, there
is no clear border between these concepts. A class may be very simplistic, and a property may be utterly complex.
An example that may put some light on this: Compare the concepts cylinder and cylindrical. Both concepts are about the same feature of
things, but they make different approaches. Cylinder represents the
classification approach, while cylindrical represents the property approach to make statements about things. A more precise account can be
found in [Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998, appended in page 229].
To define complex properties in TM6, PropertyClasses can be interrelated. A complex property is one that is defined in terms of simpler
ones. Six different property relations have been defined: Subclass, Superclass, Fundamental, Derivative, Resultant, and Exclusion [cf.
TM10, p. 79].
• Subclass: Relates a PropertyClass to a more specific one. A PropertyClass can have several subclasses.
• Superclass: Relates a PropertyClass to a more generic one. A PropertyClass can have several superclasses, which is a kind of multiple
inheritance.
• Fundamental: The Fundamental relation is the basis for defining
emergent properties, i.e. properties of composite things that are not
possessed by any of their parts [Ekholm & Fridqvist 1996,
appended in page 213]. An emergent property is based on certain
properties of the parts; these are the fundamental properties. The
Fundamental relation would specify the composition of a thing [cf.
Figure 2.26 on p. 54].
• Derivative: Is the inverse of Fundamental.
• Resultant: The Resultant relation is the base of defining resulting
properties, i.e. properties of composite things that are possessed by
the parts. An example is the mass of a composite thing, which is the
sum of the masses of the parts.
• Exclusion: Some properties exclude other properties, e.g. 'male' and
'female'. The exclusive relation allows expressing the knowledge
that two properties are mutually exclusive.
TM6 implements much of the envisioned functionality with regard to
classification. The positive experiences of this implementation proved
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to us that dynamic classification [Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998] makes
such functionality possible. The later versions of the BAS•CAAD prototype have not this functionality implemented, but we are confident
to state that it would be possible to do so, since they are all fully dynamic.
A session with TM6 is accounted for in the following pages. Two examples of how complex classification computing could be used are given.
Example 1: Defining the composition of a thing
In order to do anything more than creating an unclassified SystemObject, we need some PropertyClasses to define the properties of the SystemObject. In Figure 2.24, some PropertyClasses have been created for
the purpose of defining a bicycle and its parts.

Figure 2.24 Properties list window
The PropertyClass 'bicycle' is to be defined as an emergent property,
being based on the properties 'frame', 'front wheel' and 'rear wheel'.
The latter properties are defined as fundamental to 'bicycle' by selecting
the Add Fundamental operation from the Property menu [Figure 2.25
left]. A dialogue box allowing the user to select among the defined
properties is displayed [Figure 2.25 right]. The completed 'bicycle'
PropertyClass will look as in [Figure 2.26].
When the property classes have been defined, the SystemObjects can be
created and assigned properties [Figure 2.27]. When the ‘myBike’ SystemObject is created and given the ‘bicycle’ property, it can have parts
added. When ‘Add Part’ is selected, a dialogue box prompts the user to
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Figure 2.25 Property menu: relating a property to another one

Figure 2.26 Window for PropertyClass ‘bicycle’
select a property for the new part [Figure 2.28]. The set of properties
displayed here is the possible parts as defined by the SystemObject's
previously assigned properties.
Behind this menu and dialogue box, as behind all others in this version
of the BAS•CAAD prototype system, is a quite complex algorithm to
provide the user with only legitimate choices. Deciding what is ‘legitimate’ is a profound question, with consequences for what can be modelled using the system. Thus, such algorithms need to be considered as
basic to the system, similar to the implementational schema; see also
The limited role of the conceptual schema in page 147.
A composite SystemObject can be decomposed, and the former parts
will become a collection of non-related SystemObjects. Such collections are kept in SystemCollectors [Figure 2.29].
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Figure 2.27 System object menu: adding a property to a SystemObject

Figure 2.28 Creating new parts for a SystemObject
An interesting function of this version of the BAS•CAAD prototype is
that the system can evaluate a collection of non-related SystemObjects
and find what kind of composed SystemObject these singular objects
might create, based on the part-whole relationships that are defined for
these SystemObjects. The system will select the most appropriate of
these ‘possible wholes’, and create a new correctly classified composite
SystemObject, with the previously non-related SystemObjects now interrelated as parts of the new SystemObject [Figure 2.30].
Plausibly, there might be several possible wholes that could be created
from one collection of SystemObjects. In this version the system would
automatically select the most preferable one, according to a simple rule
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Figure 2.29 Decomposing a system into a collection of its parts

Figure 2.30 Composing a collection of system objects into a composite system
(see below). Production software would need to present the options for
the user to select the most suitable choice.
The automatic composition function is based on the Fundamental Derivative property relations. First, the fundamental properties of the
different SystemObjects are collected into a set. The fundamental properties are of interest since they may support a composite whole.
In a second step a set of derivative properties is created, based on the fundamental ones. This set represents all the different wholes that can be
created from the original collected SystemObjects.
Then the found derivative properties are sorted, basically according to
the number of fundamental properties that would be ‘used’ to support
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them. The one with the highest number is selected, and assigned to a
new SystemObject [Figure 2.31].

Figure 2.31 The new composite system
The Smalltalk code for this function is supplied [appendix 2, page 169]
to give an impression of the complexity of this kind of functions.
Example 2: Automatic classification
Another interesting function of this version of the BAS•CAAD prototype is the automatic classification of SystemObjects. Just as for automatic composition, automatic classification is based on
PropertyClasses. Thus, we need to create a schema of interrelated PropertyClasses to show this feature.
The example is based on the traditional gender and age concepts ‘woman’, ‘girl’, ‘man’, and ‘boy’. These complex concepts are based on the
more generic concepts ‘old’, ‘young’, ‘female’ and ‘male’. The properties in the former set characterise a subset of the things characterised by
the properties in the latter set [Figure 2.32].
The set of specific properties are created [Figure 2.33], and interrelated.
The pairs female-male and young-old are mutually exclusive, i.e. nothing can have both of the properties in any of the pairs. This is modelled by introducing an Exclusion PropertyRelation between the
members of these pairs [Figure 2.34].
The generic properties are modelled by creating instances of PropertyClass and relating them to the previously created ones via Superclass
and Subclass PropertyRelations [Figure 2.35].
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woman

man

Figure 2.32 Conceptual classes for the example

Figure 2.33 Properties list window

Figure 2.34 Relating properties: Exclusion
Now, we are able to create a SystemObject, and give it properties. For
the sake of this example, we assign the properties ‘male’ and ‘young’ to
the new SystemObject [Figure 2.36]. By selecting Condense Properties
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Figure 2.35 Relating properties: Superclass
from the System menu, the program will automatically search for a
more specific property that is based on the existing ones [Figure 2.37
left]. A list of the found specific properties will be displayed [Figure
2.37 right], from which the user can select an appropriate one.

Figure 2.36 System object window
The process of ‘condensing properties’ is equal to automatic classification of a thing based on its properties, and this example shows that this
functionality could be implemented in Smalltalk.
A branch of computer science and artificial intelligence research, called
Description Logics (DL) is specifically devoted to create computer systems that do automatic classification. In 1994, Garrett and Hakim published a paper of a building information system based on Description
Logics [Garrett and Hakim1994]. They called their approach ‘object59
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Figure 2.37 Automatic classification: Condensing properties
centred’, as opposed to the ‘class-centred’ approach traditionally taken
by product modellers and CAD implementers. In the class-centred approach the features and attributes of model objects are defined into the
object classes, and thus programmed into the applications and not open
for user manipulation. The object-centred approach, on the contrary,
focuses on the model objects and allows the user to modify the objects
freely. In this nomenclature, the BAS•CAAD system is object-centred.
Notwithstanding the positive features of Garrett's and Hakim's approach, the BAS•CAAD project has not used Description Logics as a
base for implementation, see discussion of DL in page 149.
In addition to the ‘Condensing Properties’ function, the inverse, ‘Dispersing Properties’ was implemented. Here, a selected property assigned to a SystemObject is substituted with the more generic
properties the selected one is based on [Figure 2.38 right].
For the purpose of checking that some of the classification algorithms
worked properly, access to them was provided through the ‘View...’
menu choices of the Property menu [Figure 2.39 left]. The result would
be a dialogue box with a list of the appropriate PropertyClasses [Figure
2.39 right]. In this example, we can see that ‘young’ and ‘male’ are excluded from ‘woman’, as might be expected from ‘woman’ being a subclass of ‘old’ and ‘female’, which excludes the former properties [Figure
2.32]. Furthermore, ‘boy’, ‘girl’ and ‘man’ are among the excluded
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Figure 2.38 Automatic classification: The re-classified system object
(left); dispersing properties (right)
properties of ‘woman’. The latter, however, is not explicitly defined by
the user, but is inferred by the system.

Figure 2.39 Check view: all excluded
Conclusions
The TM6 implementation shows that it is possible to create automatic
classification functions based on a property-oriented schema. The power of a fully implemented system, featuring functions such as automatic
composition and automatic classification, could be immense in an information system for design, see discussion on page 148. Automatic
classification, for instance, could find solutions to design problems in
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data bases of approved examples, and thus elevate designs by finding
knowledge for the designers when needed. Another use for classification
is to find building products in product databases.
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THING MODELLER 7 – INTERACTIVE SHAPE EDITING
TM7 focuses on interactively defining shape properties. A graphical editing GUI allowing simple two-dimensional polygons to be interactively shaped has been implemented. The intention was to explore
connections between the classification structure and graphical editing
user interface. The graphics editing facilities were not developed beyond very simple functions, since it was interrupted by the more important work on defining the schema for TM8.
TM7 keeps the dichotomy between classes and instances by the pairs
Thing – ThingClass and Attribute – ClassAttribute [Figure 2.40]. The
2D shape data objects are subclasses of ValueContainer, and these objects and the associated editing windows are included in the application.
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1
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Figure 2.40 TM7 EXPRESS-G diagram
The implementation automatically creates and connects a new Thing
object and an Attribute object whenever a new Shape object is created
in the 2D views. Thus, the model is kept consistent with the 2D view,
which was one function to be explored though this implementation.
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The TM7 GUI features a set of windows to view and manipulate the
data objects. The Classification Schema View [Figure 2.41] lists all
ThingClasses and all ClassAttributes belonging to a ClassificationSchema, an object for collecting these objects. (ClassificationSchema and
other administrative classes are deliberately left out in Figure 2.40 for
the sake of clarity).

Figure 2.41 Classification Schema View
The Thing Class View and its associated menu support manipulation
of ThingClass objects [Figure 2.42].

Figure 2.42 Thing Class View and menu
The Model View and its associated menu support manipulation of
Thing objects [Figure 2.43].
Through the Shape Value View and menu the 2D shape objects can be
created and edited. A Shape Value View always has one Thing object as
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Figure 2.43 Model View and menu
its root object, the object that represents the whole thing at a particular
level of composition.
The pop-up menu titled 'part (Thing / Shape)' in Figure 2.44 enables
the user to switch between editing the shape of the whole, and editing
the shapes of the parts. In part-editing mode, parts can be created, deleted and edited.

Figure 2.44 Shape Value view and menu
Only parts with a shape attribute will be visible in the Shape Value
View, and all new parts created here will have a shape attribute.
To make the Shape Value View more useful, two features can be set by
the user. The colour code of the whole's shape and the parts' shapes can
be set, and the order of drawing the shapes can be changed, to make editing easier [Figure 2.45 and Figure 2.44 left].
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Figure 2.45 Presentation Settings
In a later study concerning the concept of space we have shown how the
shapes of part are related to the shape of a whole [Ekholm & Fridqvist
2000].
Conclusions
TM7 takes a small step towards a useful information system for design
by implementing a simple graphics window. The graphic objects represent shape properties of Thing objects, and a Thing object can be accessed from both the graphic widow and from the conceptual
‘ThingClass’ windows.
Additionally, TM7 fetaured a way to display compositional hierarchies,
as shown in Figure 2.44, where the shape of the whole is the yellow rectangle in the background, while the parts are the grey rectangles in the
front.
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THING MODELLER 8 - CONCENTRATING ON THE
CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA
The schema in Figure 2.46 was defined for this implementation. In
TM8 the schema is implemented as it is, with a minor addition of the
‘root’ attributes [Figure 2.47]. These attributes supply shortcuts to the
most generic or ‘root’ object in hierarchies of Attributes, Relations or
ThingClasses, and are intended to speed up some calculations.
generic
(INV) specificS[0:?]

generic
(INV) specific S[0:?]

genericS[0:?]
(INV) specificS[0:?]

(DER) external_structure S[0:?]
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Figure 2.46 EXPRESS-G diagram of the ontological schema
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Figure 2.47 EXPRESS-G diagram of the implementation
The ‘root’ attribute is to be used to compare two objects to find if they
belonged to the same hierarchy or not, i.e. if they were ‘of the same
kind’. This knowledge is useful for implementing automatic classification functions, such as those implemented in TM6. The ‘root’ of a hi67
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erarchy can be found by following the hierarchy to the top. However,
since this operation is done repeatedly, always giving the same answer,
it was decided that it would be better having the information pre-calculated. The required additional code to keep the ‘root’ data consistent in
methods that add or remove objects from the tree should be defended
by the speed gain.
This schema is described in our 1998 paper [Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998,
appended in page 229] so it will not be further discussed here. The
schema of TM8 is prepared to enable classification functions similar to
those of TM6 and 2D shape manipulation as of TM7.
The TM8 GUI is aimed to save screen space by allowing the Thing
Class Windows to be shrunk or expanded to display only useful data
fields. By checking or unchecking the four checkboxes at the top of the
window, the associated fields will be displayed or hidden, and the total
size of the window will be adjusted.

Figure 2.48 ThingClass window
There are four data fields, displaying lists of generic classes, environment attributes, composition attributes and simple attributes. The
'DED' and 'INH' symbols at the left edge of the window in Figure 2.48
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are intended to switch on and off derived and inherited attributes to be
displayed in the data fields.
The TM8 GUI makes use of the Drag-and-Drop facilities of the Macintosh OS and the STA Smalltalk environment. Attributes can be included by dragging the ‘handle’ (the small ball at upper right corner of
the windows) to the appropriate places. In this way, schemas can be
constructed entirely by dragging and dropping.
The symbol in the Relation Window [Figure 2.49 middle] is part of an
attempt to create a graphical language for schema definition. We had
experienced difficulties with other such languages, especially EXPRESS-G, when we tried to draw schemas of real things. EXPRESS-G,
of course, is intended for drawing schemas for product model data, and
not for instantiated models.

Figure 2.49 Relation and ThingClasses
Since the property-centred approach of BAS•CAAD moves the schemas down into the instances [Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998], it comes to
odds with the class-centred approach of EXPRESS-G. The term ‘classcentred’ was used by Garrett & Hakim [1998] for systems that focus on
classes instead of on individuals. In class-centred systems, objects aquire
their classification once and for all, when they are created. The opposite
to class-centred is object-centred, where objects are constantly re-classified according to their attributes.
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The symbol in the Relation Window in Figure 2.49 is interpreted as
follows [cf. Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998]:
• The composition of ThingClass #3 includes ThingClass #2 and
ThingClass #1.
• The internal structure of ThingClass #3 includes Relation noname.
• The external structure of ThingClass #2 and ThingClass #1
includes Relation no-name.
• The environment of ThingClass #2 includes ThingClass #1.
• The environment of ThingClass #1 includes ThingClass #2.
TM8 features four kinds of ValueSpaces [Figure 2.50 and Figure 2.51]:
1 Description: A text description of a thing.
2 Magnitude: A numeric value and a unit combined.
3 Magnitude Interval: Two values, defining the minimum and maximum, and a unit.
4 Magnitude List: A list of allowed values and a unit.

Figure 2.50 Attribute menu and Magnitude attribute window

Figure 2.51 Attribute windows: Magnitude Interval and Magnitude List
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The Description ValueSpace text is cumulative, so that the text of generic attributes is added above the text of the displayed attribute [Figure
2.52]. Thus, descriptions can be refined by adding more information
cumulatively.

Figure 2.52 Attribute windows: Description attributes
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THING MODELLER 9 – RECONSIDERING IMPLICATIONS OF THE SCHEMA
A consequence of directly implementing the ontological schema [Figure 2.46 on p. 67] is that it would not be possible to do unilateral definitions. If a relation, as represented by the attribute lines in the
EXPRESS-G diagram of the ontological schema is defined, its inverse,
too, need to be defined to keep the schema self consistent. In other
terms, if the ThingClass ‘Volvo S70 car’ was to be defined as having the
ThingClass ‘Michelin tyre’ among its composition parts, then ‘Michelin tyre’ inversely had to be defined as being a part of ‘Volvo S70 car’.
Such as schema is of course ridiculous and counterproductive. It is not
particularly useful to define things such as bolts and nuts in terms of all
the things they can possibly be parts of, since such definitions would become endless and incomplete.
A solution to this problem was tried in TM9 by inserting the intermediary object Attributer between the three main object classes of the ontological schema [Figure 2.531]. This approach showed soon to be
quite complex and obscure, and was abandoned for these reasons. It is
also nearly impossible to explain the way it was intended to work in a
clear manner. Since TM9 is anyway just about a dead end, it was not
considered worth the effort to explain it, neither for the reader nor the
author. Thus, only a couple of basic considerations are accounted for
below.
In the BAS•CAAD project, we had already adopted the view that a
ThingClass could be defined by six sets of attributes [cf. Ekholm &
Fridqvist 1998, appended in page 229]. The introduction of the Attributer object class was an attempt to make the schema in closer concordance with this view.
Six different types of connections were defined by the kind attribute.
Four of these correspond to attribute sets presented in [Ekholm &

1. The 'attribute' attribute of Attributer in Figure 2.53 points at a UnaryAttribute, a
Relater or a ThingClass object depending on the 'kind' attribute of the
Attributer. This is displayed by the (non-standard EXPRESS-G) dashed lines
This reflects that Smalltalk is an untyped language where instance variables can
reference any class of object, while the attributes of EXPRESS are typed and only
can reference a defined entity. Thus, it would not be possible to show the actual
Smalltalk implementation in orthodox EXPRESS-G.
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name
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Figure 2.53 EXPRESS-G diagram as implemented
Fridqvist 1998]. The lacking two (environment and composition)
could be derived from the external and internal structures, respectively.
The Attributer objects have three attributes substitutedBy, substituteFor
and inferredFrom, which are used to hold information about the schema
or model. Through these attributes, it is possible to see if an attribute
(in the meaning used in Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998) is directly defined
for a ThingClass, if it is inherited from a more generic one, or if it is
calculated by the system as a result of automatic classification or other
processes. This kind of meta-information is considered important for a
user of such a system.
The TM9 ThingClass windows has only one data field, as opposed to
the multiple ones in previous versions. Instead the contents of the data
field can be changed by the user [Figure 2.54 left].

Figure 2.54 ThingClass window and menu
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New parts can be added to a ThingClass with the help of the dialogue
box in Figure 2.55 (top). As before, relations are unidirectional, pointing from one ThingClass to another. Bi-directional relations have to be
created by using two unidirectional relations pointing the opposite way.
Checking the 'Reciprocal' checkbox will tell the system to automatically
create the inverse relation.

Figure 2.55 Creating parts
The three windows at the bottom of Figure 2.55 display the result of
clicking OK in the window in the top of the same figure. The Composition of ThingClass#1 includes ThingClasses #2 and #3. (The names
'ThingClass#1' etc are default ones given by the system; they can be
changed, but this was not done here).
The composition attributes of ThingClass#1 are labelled 'D', to show
that these are defined attributes of ThingClass#1. The corresponding
environment attributes of ThingClasses #2 and #3 are labelled 'P', to
show that these ThingClasses have a relation defined in another Thing74
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Class, but that this relation is not part of their own attribute set. (Incidentally, the 'P' stands for 'pushed'; however, there is no great
significance to the choice of this particular word). In addition to the
one-letter labels, the attribute items are colour-coded; this may be visible as different shades of grey in the illustrations.
The reader may note that in TM9 parts are added to a ThingClass by
means of relating two other (or newly created) ThingClasses to each
other, and then setting the whole as the resultThing of the new attribute
[see the schema in Figure 2.46 on p. 67]. Thus, composition attributes
and internal structure attributes are always created simultaneously, and,
similarly, environment attributes and external structure attributes are
created simultaneously.
Although not completed, the attribute administration mechanisms of
TM9 handles inheritance of attributes. A ThingClass can have several
generic ThingClasses, or superclasses [see the schema in Figure 2.46 on
p. 67], which is a kind of multiple inheritance.
Subclassing a ThingClass will cause a dialogue box to be displayed [Figure 2.56]. Here, the user can select the class to be subclassed. Subclasses
inherits the attributes of a superclass. The inherited attributes are labelled 'I' or 'IP', for inherited, and are colour-coded as well [Figure
2.57].

Figure 2.56 Creating a subclass
The 'library' pop-up menu allows the user to select in which library to
find the class [Figure 2.57]. Libraries are collections of ThingClasses,
Relations and Attributes that are kept together, and can be saved as files.
Several libraries can be accessible at one time, allowing the user to mix
ThingClasses etc from several libraries in one model. Newly created
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Figure 2.57 Examples of subclasses
ThingClasses always land in the current library. Thus, subclasses may
come to reside in a different library than the superclass [Figure 2.58].
This mechanism creates a need to identify objects and libraries; a simple
implementation of such a mechanism was implemented. A further discussion of libraries can be found in [Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998, 1999].

Figure 2.58 ThingClass relations across libraries
TM9 had a simple mechanism to save libraries to files. The contents of
two examples of such files are shown in Listing 2.8 and Listing 2.9.
To identify objects in the files, and across libraries, a simple ID schema
was invented. This schema is only for demonstration purposes; a commercial application would need a much more rigid schema, based on international standardisation.
The object IDs are the text strings similar to 'Library#1<01/11/
2000>@1' in the listings. The IDs are created by adding an '@' and an
index number to the ID of the library. Every time a new object is added
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HEADER
ThingModeller9 Library file
LIBRARY
Library#1
Library#1<01/11/2000>
SCHEMA#
7
OBJECT#
7
OWNER Tester
01/11/2000
SCHEMA
Schema#1
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
RELATIONQ
Relation#1
Library#1<01/11/2000>@4
SCHEMAS
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
INVERSE
Library#1<01/11/2000>@4
THINGCLASS
ThingSubclass#3
Library#1<01/11/2000>@7
SCHEMAS
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
ATTRIBUTE
Generic
Library#1<01/11/2000>@3
THINGCLASS
ThingClass#3
Library#1<01/11/2000>@3
SCHEMAS
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
THINGCLASS
ThingSubclass#2
Library#1<01/11/2000>@6
SCHEMAS
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
ATTRIBUTE
Generic
Library#1<01/11/2000>@2
THINGCLASS
ThingClass#2
Library#1<01/11/2000>@2
SCHEMAS
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
THINGCLASS
ThingSubclass#1
Library#1<01/11/2000>@5
SCHEMAS
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
ATTRIBUTE
Generic
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
THINGCLASS
ThingClass#1
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
SCHEMAS
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1
ATTRIBUTE
IntStructure
Library#1<01/11/2000>@4
Library#1<01/11/2000>@2Library#1<01/11/2000>@3Library#1<01/11/
2000>@1
ATTRIBUTE
IntStructure
Library#1<01/11/2000>@4
Library#1<01/11/2000>@3Library#1<01/11/2000>@2Library#1<01/11/
2000>@1

Listing 2.8 Contents of file 1
HEADER
ThingModeller9 Library file
LIBRARY
Library#2
Library#2<01/11/2000>
SCHEMA#
1
OBJECT#
1
OWNER Tester
01/11/2000
SCHEMA
Schema#1
Library#2<01/11/2000>@1
THINGCLASS
ThingClass#7
Library#2<01/11/2000>@1
SCHEMAS
Library#2<01/11/2000>@1
ATTRIBUTE
Generic
Library#1<01/11/2000>@1

Listing 2.9 Contents of file 2
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to a library, the index is increased by one. The current index is saved in
the file (at SCHEMA#).
The object references in the files are minimal; other references, as defined by the implementational schema in Figure 2.53, would be re-created by the system when the file was read. All references in the run-time
data base would be Smalltalk object references; the object ID strings
were used only for referencing objects in files.
The ID strings can be found in many places in the listings, and will allow the reader to gain some understanding of the TM9 file structure,
and the data schema as well.
Note that the sole ThingClass in Listing 2.9, (ID: Library#2<01/11/
2000>@1), is a subclass of ThingClass#1 (ID: Library#1<01/11/
2000>@1) of Listing 2.8.
Conclusions
The library mechanism developed for TM9 shows that it is possible to
create information systems that support layered schemas. This is probably a necessary feature of successful information systems, since it support compartmentisation of schema definition, i.e. schemas at varying
levels of generality could be defined by different actors [see A layered
model structure in page 152].
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THING MODELLER 10 – A NEW VIEW ON ENSURING
CONSISTENCY
The TM8 schema was defined to ensure consistency by defining inverse
(INV) or derived (DER) attributes. Alas, the enforced consistency
caused a problem by always assigning the inverse attribute. TM9 was an
attempt to solve this problem, but the adopted schema was not very
clear, and it was difficult to implement the functions previous versions
had.
These troubles led to a new view on how to ensure consistency. The argument was that a model conforming to the TM8 schema would be
consistent because of the schema's structure. Accordingly, any set of
statements defining a model that conforms to the TM8 schema would
be consistent. The idea upon which TM10 was built was to provide a
set of statement types that would conform to the TM8 schema, and
thus be available for consistency checking.
The new TM10 schema is based on the attribute concept. Six subclasses
of Attributes represent the six kinds of attributes accounted for in
[Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998], and that is conforming to the TM8 schema. The new schema is presented in Figure 2.59 on page 80.
The TM10 schema has the additional advantage of reflecting the design
statements as defined in [Fridqvist 1999]. Design statements are the
symbolised definitions of the design. Design statements can be in the
form of any kind of data, such as text strings, numeric values, 2D or 3D
graphic data etc. The actual data would be kept in instances of subclasses of UnaryAttributeDefinition [Figure 2.59].
The TM10 GUI adheres closely to the implementational schema; another benefit of a simple and intuitive schema. The supported operations upon ThingClasses reflect the kinds of attributes [Figure 2.60
right]. The dialogue boxes for adding components and internal structure attributes behave similarly to those of TM9 [Figure 2.61 and Figure 2.62].
Two examples of file contents from TM10 are displayed in Listing 2.10
and Listing 2.11. Here, the object IDs are the strings similar to
'LIB346105759@1'. Some of the differences between the data schema
of TM9 and the one of TM10 are visible in these listings.
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attributes S [0:?]

Attribute (ABS)

1

class

ClassAttribute

CompositionAttribute

relatesFrom

DefinitionObject

part

ThingClassDefinition

1

relatesTo

IntStructureAttribute

EnvironmentAttribute

relation

envPart
Relation Definition

envPart
ExtStructureAttribute

UnaryAttribute

relation

unaryAttribute

UnaryAttributeDefinition

Figure 2.59 EXPRESS-G diagram of the implementation

Figure 2.60 ThingClass window and menu
The inverses of most attributes in Figure 2.59 are kept by the system for
administrative purposes. Such inverses are saved to the file, but they are
re-created when a file is read, similar to how TM9 was implemented.
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Figure 2.61 Adding a component attribute

Figure 2.62 Adding an internal structure attribute
HEADER
ThingModeller10 Library file
LIBRARY
Library#1
LIB346105759
SCHEMA#
4
OBJECT#
4
SCHEMA
Schema#1
LIB346105759@1
THINGCLASSDEFINITION
Thing Class Def 1
LIB346105759\1
COMPATTRIBUTE
LIB346105759\2
1
INTSTRATTRIBUTE
LIB346105759\4
LIB346105759\3
LIB346105759\2
COMPATTRIBUTE
LIB346105759\3
1
INTSTRATTRIBUTE
LIB346105759\4
LIB346105759\2
LIB346105759\3
THINGCLASSDEFINITION
Thing Class Def 2
LIB346105759\2
THINGCLASSDEFINITION
Thing Class Def 3
LIB346105759\3
RELATIONDEFINITION
Relation Def 4
LIB346105759\4

Listing 2.10 Library 1 file contents
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HEADER
ThingModeller10 Library file
LIBRARY
Library#2
LIB346106090
SCHEMA#
1
OBJECT#
1
SCHEMA
Schema#1
LIB346106090@1
THINGCLASSDEFINITION
Thing Class Def 1
CLASSATTRIBUTE
LIB346105759\2

Listing 2.11 Library 2 file contents
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OTHER DYNAMIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR
DESIGN
Recently, several product modelling approaches have been published
that support dynamic schema definition and dynamic classification.
This could be interpreted as a reaction to the problems posed to the design process by the static-schema product modelling approaches, or it
may be a way to solve the difficulties experienced in the attempts to create all-encompassing modelling schemas. The flexibility of dynamic
modelling makes it well suited to design, were every new project follows a different path towards a solution. Additionally, the flexibility allows many aspects to be co-modelled.
The dynamic approach is based on a very small set of very generic object
classes, which are comparatively easy to define and implement. These
generic schemas provide the basic mechansims for representation and
communication of knowledge, as well as for enforcing database consistency. Domain specific modelling schemas are built upon the generic
schemas, and thus acquires the neccessary rigidity while still being flexible. See also the discussion in page 131.
Here, five recent approaches to provide flexible models are presented:
• The combination of POSC/Caesar, EPISTLE, and ISO 10303
AP221.
• EDM and EDM-2.
• The SEED project.
• The Dynamic Product Model Kernel of the VEGA project.
• Feature based modelling.
• A core object model for architectural design by Ann Hendricx.
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EPISTLE
EPISTLE is a project to define an information model for the petrochemical industry. The EPISTLE data schema has several interesting
features that may make it useful in other contexts that the petrochemical industry.
The EPISTLE schema is closely connected with the work of POSC/
Caesar and with the ISO 10303 AP221 standard development. The
three efforts have joined into one, and use the current EPISTLE schema, the core model 3.1, as a foundation for future work [Sullivan 2000].
Before the analysis, however, a short remark has to be made on the terminology of the EPISTLE schema, as it relates to the BAS•CAAD schema. In earlier versions of the EPISTLE schema the most fundamental
data class was called thing. This has no relation to the BAS•CAAD
ThingClass. The EPISTLE thing was an abstract entity that could represent both material things, properties of things and concepts. The fundamental data class of EPISTLE is now renamed application_object, a
more neutral name that does not imply matter, as did the term ‘thing’.
As opposed the EPISTLE ‘thing’, however, the BAS•CAAD ‘ThingClass’ does imply matter, and the name reflects its intended purpose.
EPISTLE in general
The structure of the EPISTLE data schema reveals that it is developed
to answer two different objectives. The first one is to support documentation of petrochemical industrial plants; the second is to support administration of this documentation through all lifecycle stages of such
plants, from early design through operation to demolition. This makes
the schema hard to study, since the two objectives give rise to two parallel intertwined structures.
The EPISTLE schema provides, like the BAS•CAAD schema, only a
general structure for describing things. The domain specific information necessary for using the system is to be provided separately, as a Reference Data Library (RDL). The following quotation was fetched from
the POSC/Caesar web site:
“The Product Model consists of a very generic conceptual
Data Model with relatively few entities, few data types and
few constraints, and of a relatively detailed Reference Data Library. The reference data is structured according to the con84
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ceptual Data Model. In addition the reference data contains
elaborate specialisation networks that are not directly reflected in the Data Model structure.”
The RDL is intended to be a foundation for further specialisation by
users, which creates a layered structure [see A layered model structure on
page 152].
The provision of an extensible schema was one of the original rationales
behind the development of the schema. A precursor to the POSC/Caesar and EPISTLE developments is the booklets by Matthew West, published in 1994 [West 1994 a,b,c]. West notices that information
systems often require large changes to accomodate small changes in the
business the systems are to support. The reason is that the structure of
the business is too strongly fixed in the schema. West proposes six principles that, among others, will provide stable and flexible information
systems. The first of these is the principle to base the schema on generic
entity types [West 1994a].
Here it seems approriate to mention that the EPISTLE and POSC/
Caesar projects were not known in the BAS•CAAD project until 1998.
Thus, the occurrences of similar principles result from independent development, and might be acknowledged as a sign of the usefulness and
correctness of these principles.
The generic nature of the EPISTLE schema makes it a candidate for use
in other industries. This has been acknowledged by Ekholm [1999] and
the Norwegian Building Research Institute [NBI 1999]. Ekholm concludes that RDLs for the construction industry can be construed according to standards such as ISO 12006-2 and the Swedish BSAB 96.
The Norwegian Building Research Institute made an experiment to define a wall using POSC/Caesar snapshot E [NBI 1999]; the conclusions
from this experiment may be summarised as:
• POSC/Caesar makes it possible to separate functional, physical,
activity and characteristic aspects of an object, so they can be used
for all phases of a building project.
• By reusing objects when new object are created, it is possible to
model existing systems such as classification tables into one reference library in a way where everything is connected.
• To populate the reference library is resource demanding, and there
is a need for better tools to add and maintain reference data.
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Specific details
The EPISTLE schema implements the class – instance dicotomy [see
Interpretation of classes and instances in page 130]. The most fundamental data object class, application_object, is subclassed into the data object
classes class and individual, from which all other data object classes are
derived. The sub/superclass relation is provided by different subclasses
of classification, which connects an individual to a class. Since classes
can be classified, the generic ‘classified’ attribute points at the generic
application_object [Figure 3.63].
classified
application_object
classification
classifier

class

Figure 3.63 Classification
Composition is achieved in two ways in the EPISTLE schema. The
schema discriminates between compositional parts and features; the latter are materially integrated parts with specific properties, such as the
threaded part at the end of a pipe [Figure 3.64].
whole
composition_of_
physical_object

physical_feature_
of_
physical_object

part

physical_object

whole
feature

physical_feature

Figure 3.64 Composition
Different kinds of properties are modelled by possessed_characteristic. A
Possessed_characteristic is “something that can be observed or measured; or that is a requirement, plan or prediction for something that can
be measured or observed” [POSC/Caesar 1999].
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The EPISTLE schema supports separating function from implementation [Figure 3.65]. This is necessary for an information system for running and maintaining structures and installations, since parts providing
functions may be replaced during the lifetime of the whole system,
while the function persists.
installed
physical_object
installation_of_
physical_object_
for_functional_
physical_object
functional

functional_
physical_object

Figure 3.65 Function and implementation
Design mostly starts by defining the functions for the artefact to be designed, and takes concern about with what hardware to achieve the
functions later. Thus, the separation of function from implementation
data is also necessary to support design.
As stated earlier, the EPISTLE schema supports information management, such as if one piece of data is derived from another one [Figure
3.66]. Similarly, different versions and alternatives can be modelled, as
well as successions of objects. Note that the derivation_association in
the figure relates two instances of application_object, the most fundamental entity. The other relations (version, alternative and succession)
are similarly defined. Thus, these relations may be used to model the
history of data or the development of a design project, as well as the history of actual artefacts and their parts.

derivation_
association_
between_objects

source
derivative

application_object

Figure 3.66 Derivation
Another type of data management information is the history of information changes, and other meta-data about modelling information.
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For instance, there are four levels of decisiveness1 of data – predicted,
required, planned, and actual. Data with different decisiveness about
the same object are related by fulfilment associations, as in Figure 3.67.
The hirarchy of fulfilment, as implied by the different fulfillment associations in the EPISTLE schema, is illustrated in Figure 3.68

possessor

fulfilment_of_
possessed_aspect

fulfiller

fulfilled
application_object

possessed_aspect

possessor

Figure 3.67 Fulfilment

PREDICTED

REQUIRED

PLANNED

ACTUAL

Figure 3.68 Fulfilment hierarchy
Conclusions
It is hard to make a conclusive statement of how applicable, according
to the criteria presented in this thesis, the POSC/Caesar schema is as a
basis for an information system for design. The number of classes is
quite high, and the documentation available has been preliminary.
However, the documentation about POSC/Caesar and EPISTLE, as
well as the early writings of Matthew West, reveal an approach to modelling similar to what we have found necessary in the BAS•CAAD
1. The term used in POSC/Caesar is life cycle stages. Decisiveness is the present
author’s term.
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project. Thus, it seems plausible that the POSC/Caesar schema will
support design according to the BAS•CAAD criteria:
• POSC/CAESAR makes it possible to separate functional, physical,
activity and characteristic aspects of an object, so they can be used
for all phases of a building project.
• By reusing objects to create new objects it is possible to model existing systems such as classification tables into one reference library in
a way where everything is connected.
• To populate the reference library is resource demanding, and there
is a need for better tools to add and maintain reference data.
Abbreviations
EPISTLE:

European Process Industries STEP Technical Liaison
Executive.

POSC:

Petrotechnical Open Software Corporation.

Full names of models
POSC/Caesar Oil and Gas Facility Lifecycle Information Model Specification.
EPISTLE

Core Model.

ISO 10303/221Functional data and their schematic representation for
process plant.

EDM AND EDM 2
The Engineering Data Model, EDM, developed at the University of
California at Los Angeles (UCLA), was intended to “capture the sematics of design and engineering” [Eastman 1994]. It was based on a object-relational database, UniSQL, but is now terminated for technical
and other reasons [Eastman 2000].
EDM
The basic modelling object in EDM is called Functional Entity (FE).
An FE is defined by four attributes: a name, a set of FEs that it specialises, an aggregation and a set of constraint calls.
An aggregation is a set of domains.
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A domain is a set of values, and may be defined as list or as an upper and
lower limit.
A constraint call is a call to a function, which takes a set of domains as
parameters and returns true or false, according to if the constraint is satisfied or not. Thus, constraint calls can be used to check the existence
or fulfillment of relations.
Class-instance dichotomy
EDM makes no difference between classes and instances, to enable unlimited specialisation of the objects. I interpret this as an intent to support a top-down design process, and a wish to not confine the designer
to a fixed design procedure.
Dynamic modelling
An FE may be defined as a specialisation of other FEs. Dynamic schema
definition is explicitly supported; dynamic classification is apparently
also supported, even if this is not explicitly said in the documents. Nevertheless, the structure of the FEs and other data object classes supports
fully dynamic modelling.
Composition
Part-whole relations are defined by compositions. A composition has
four attributes: a name, the whole FE, a set of part FEs, and a set of accumulations.
An accumulation defines one of the relations that define a composition.
It is defined by five attributes, a name, the whole FE, a set of part FEs,
a set of composition rules, and a set of relation rules. The composition
rules define the relation qualitatively, or its necessary preconditions,
while the relation rules define the accumulation quantitatively, i.e. derived values.
Data modelling vs. Design modelling
FEs are not only used to represent artefacts or artefact parts, but also to
define complex data structures built from simpler ones. EDM has this
mixing of data modelling with design modelling in common with other
modelling schemas presented here. I advocate that these two issues
should be kept apart, to make models and modelling clearer. Thus, the
current BAS•CAAD schema does not support data modelling. However, data modelling may be a necessary part of design modelling, but if
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so, it should be done through a separate mechanism, to not confuse design modelling.
EDM-2
EDM-2 builds upon the original EDM, and many concepts and constructs are similar.
The basic modelling object in EDM-2 is called Design Entity (DE). A
DE is defined by three attributes: a name, a list of named attributes, and
a list of constraint calls.
The list of attributes connects names with value classes, which can be
DEclasses or domain classes. Domain classes and constraint calls are similar to original EDM domains and constraint calls, respectively [cf.
EDM above].
Class-instance dichotomy
EDM-2 differentiates between classes and instances. Thus, DEs, domains, and compositions are parted into classes and instances. This is a
change from the original EDM, and is caused by a shift the way to accomplish model evolution; se below.
Dynamic modelling
Eastman and Jeng discuss model evolution in [Eastman & Jeng 1999];
this concept includes dynamic schema evolution [ see Static and dynamic information systems in page 131]. In the original EDM, model evolution was performed by adding to and modifying the schema. In EDM2, schema evolution is still supported. However, a new concept, mapping, is introduced to provide the main mechanism for model evolution.
A map is an object that defines how one DE or domain is to be translated into another DE or domain. Thus, an artefact or part of an artefact may be simultaneously represented by several DE instances, which
are mapped onto each other. DE instances that collectively model an artefact share the same object identity attribute, to indicate the sameness.
As stated above, dynamic schema definition is supported in EDM-2.
This is not limited to non-instantiated classes; if a class has instances,
they will be modified accordingly [Eastman et al 1995].
Dynamic classification (of instances) is apparently not supported; this
is indicated by the following quotation: “A DE class specifies the several
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optional and / or required components of an entity” [Eastman & Jeng
1999]. However, dynamic classification of classes may still be viable,
given that DE classes are defined by attributes that can be other DEs.
Thus, is semms that a DE instance might be dynamically classified
through its DE class; however, this is not discussed in the documents
about EDM-2.
Conclusions
EDM and EDM-2 are both examples of dynamic information systems
for design. Both systems define the information needed for automatic
classification, although for EDM-2 this is true only for DE classes and
not for DE instances.
Abbreviations
EDM

Engineering Data Model.

FE

Functional Entity; the main modelling object of EDM.

DE

Design Entity; the main modelling object of EDM-2.

SEED
The SEED project aimed to develop a prototype software environment
to support the early phases in building design [Flemming & Woodbury
1995]. The functionality of SEED is implemented in modules that
share a common logic and a database.
The SEED project was described in many papers between 1993 and
1998. Three modules were implemented, SEED-Pro for architectural
programming, SEED-Layout for room layout design, and SEED-Config for building element design.
SEED separates functions from technical solutions; the SEED terminology is functional unit and design unit, respectively [Snyder et al
1994]. Additionally, SEED uses specification units to collect related initial goals and requirements as a preparation to programming. All three
of the above classes can be composed into hierarchies.
The underlying information model of SEED, called BENT, is a generic
schema that forms a fully dynamic information system. It “consists of a
set of constructs which provides the basic building blocks for representing any building design domain” [Rivard & Fenves 2000]. It is, how92
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ever, not entirely clear if class definition is aimed to be a resource for the
practitioner using the SEED system, as it is intended in BAS•CAAD
and feature-based modelling [see page 97].
In [Akin et al 1995a] the following kinds of actors, or kinds of involvment with the system, were identified:
• Designer: main user of the system; an architect.
• Experimenter: studies other actors using SEED-Pro, as well as experimenting with the system to analyze its usability and functionality.
• Librarian: maintains the updates of the functional units and case
libraries. Also responsible for making modifications to the existing
functional unit classes.
• System Configurer: defines the tailorable aspects of the system and
creating the work
The above definitions seems to imply that schema extension is primarily intended for ‘system configurers’, i.e. not for normal users.
The basic modelling object of BENT is the Building Entity [Figure
3.69:], which is defined through components, geometry descriptions,
relationships, technology tags and groups [Rivard & Fenves 2000].
Components describe aspects of building entities through collections of
closely related attribute-value pairs. Components come in three varieties, functional units (define necessary requirements); design units (define physical and spatial characteristics) and evaluation units (define the
‘behaviour’ of building entities, i.e. responses to various influences such
as stress etc).
Relationships come in two varieties, containment relationships, which
represent part-whole relations, and domain-specific relationships that
represent other relationships.
Technology tags links building entities to technology nodes, which contain
information on applicable design solutions. Technology nodes are organised into hierarchical trees, technology graphs, that run from very generic solutions to specific ones. Technology nodes define constraints
that have to be satisfied for the technology to be applied, and the SEED
system includes a mechanism to evaluate the constraints automatically.
Finally, technology nodes include design information, such that when
a node is applied to a building entity (through a technology tag), the
entity is completed with parts, relations etc, according to the information in the technology node.
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Figure 3.69: The class diagram of the building entity in UML notation
[Rivard & Fenves 2000]
Groups are used to identify similar building parts, such as windows etc,
that normally are identically designed. Groups facilitate changes of such
similar objects, by keeping the similar attributes in one place.
Automatic classification
Building entities are ordered into classes by the help of classifier instance
objects, which links the building entities to building entity types. It is unclear if BENT supports automatic classification, in the sense used in the
BAS•CAAD project [see Automatic classification in page 148]. The
process of classification in BENT is associated with applying technology nodes to building entities. Technology nodes contain information of
classification, so that each time a technology node is applied to a building entity via a technology tag, the appropriate classification instances
are also created and linked [Rivard & Fenves 2000]. Through the classification instances, building entities can be automatically classified using a description logics approach [Aygen & Flemming 1998].
However, it seems that automatic classification based on attributes in
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the BAS•CAAD sense is not supported, since it is not based on components or relationships.
Nevertheless, the following statement indicates the opposite: “A generic
matching and retrieval mechanism with the required properties is conceivable because all major entities are objects with attributes that can be
compared with attributes of other objects” [Akin et al 1994].
Multi-aspectual modelling
BENT implements a faceted classification schema (see below), where
“each facet defines a specific aspect of the object” [Rivard et al 1998].
Thus, multi-aspectual modelling is supported, since a building entity
may be a member of several classes, each associated with one aspect of
the building.
The term faceted is fetched from the domain of classification, where
enumerative and faceted classification schemas are distinguished [Marcella & Newton 1994]. An enumerative classification schema lists all
classes with the attributes that define membership of each class. One
item may be a member of only one of the classes.
A faceted classification schema lists a set of facets, according to which
items may be classified. Each facet is defined by a set of values to position the item within the facet. The classification of an item is defined
as the set of applicable facet-value pairs, which may be a subset of all facets defined by the schema.
The enumerative schema requires all attributes to be known for an item
to be classified, since the classes are defined with fixed sets of attributes.
Conversely, the (fully) faceted schema allows classification upon scarce
information, since the basis of classification is reflected by the presented
facets.
SPROUT
The SEED project includes the modelling language SPROUT, which
is used to define modelling schemas. Thus, SPROUT has a similar
scope as EXPRESS, the modelling language of the STEP community.
It seems that the user is required to use SPROUT to extend the schema
[Akin et al 1995a]. Since SPROUT is a data modelling language, it is
quite far from building design, and this may be a reason for not assuming end-users to extend the schemas.
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Abbreviations
SEED

Software Environment to support the Early phases in
building Design.

SPROUT

SEED representation of Processes, Rules, and Objects
Utilizing Technologies

BENT

Building Entity and Technology

DYNAMIC PRODUCT MODEL KERNEL OF VEGA
VEGA was a project under the European Community ESPRIT project.
It had the objective to “develop IT solutions enabling virtual enterprises, especially in the domain of architectural design and building engineering” [Junge & Liebich 1997]. Thus, the goal was to explore and
develop ways and technologies to enable communication and collaboration between actors in the construction industry. The outcome would
be an infrastructure supporting distributed work.
The VEGA project is now finished, but the concepts are realised in the
‘OPEN’ (Open Product Model Engineering Network) ‘middle ware’
product, developed by Nemetschek [Junge 2000, by e-mail].
DPM
Of most interest here is the DPM Kernel, the meta model of the VEGA
project. It is based on four components, or object classes:
Instances

the modelling entities.

Patterns

equivalent to classes in object-oriented programming.

Methods

define operations to be performed upon DPM objects
at specific events, such as object creation or the change
of an attribute value.

Filters

are used to query the database; i.e. to select DPM
objects that satisfy specific conditions.

The four DPM components are most generic. Domain specific modelling is made by instantiating these components; thus DPM supports
dynamic schema definition.
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The DPM makes use of the class-instance dichotomy to distinguish singletons [see Interpretation of classes and instances in page 130]. Thus, the
instance and pattern object classes have four subclasses each:
• Object – Object pattern; represent specific and generic concrete
entities, respectively.
• Attribute – Attribute pattern; describe the attributes of objects or
object patterns, respectively.
• Association – Association pattern; represent specific or generic relationships.
• Taxonomy – Taxonomy pattern; structures instances hierarchically.
In [Junge et al 1997] it is explicitly stated that the DPM Kernel provides dynamic schema definition, or as it is called dynamic schema evolution. It seems that it as well supports dynamic classification, although
this is not explicitly stated. However, it is stated that the system supports ‘continuous refinement’, ‘continuous specification’ and ‘dynamic
shift of focus’, all of which seem to imply dynamic classification of
model objects. This is also supported by the structure of the DPM,
where attributes and modelling object identities are represented by separate object classes (Objects – Object patterns and Attributes – Attribute patterns, respectively).
Abbreviations
ESPRIT

Esprit, the information technologies (IT) programme,
is an integrated programme of industrial R&D projects
and technology take-up measures. It is managed by DG
III, the Directorate General for Industry of the European Commission.

VEGA

Virtual Enterprises using Groupware tools and distributed Architecture (ESPRIT Project 20408)

DPM

Dynamic Product Model.

FEATURE BASED MODELLING
Feature Based Modelling (FBM) is an attempt to generalise the concept
of form features, used in mechanical CAD to describe shapes of artefacts,
to support general definition of the properties of artefacts, and to apply
the generalised concept to architectural design. The FBM system has
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been developed mainly by Jos van Leeuwen at Eindhoven University,
and is reported in his PhD thesis [Leeuwen 1999].
An FBM-based information system will provide extensibility and flexibility. These terms are synonymous with the terms dynamic schema definition (=extensibility) and dynamic classification (=flexibility) used in
the BAS•CAAD project. Thus, the FBM approach has a common
foundation with the BAS•CAAD project.
The development of FBM at Eindhoven University is part of a larger
project, VR-DIS, which “aims to develop design support systems for
the various disciplines in Building & Construction, which are to be integrated into a single, though possibly distributed, design environment”
[Leeuwen 1999]. Thus, the FBM system has a stronger aim to produce
an immediately usable system than the BAS•CAAD research, which has
been more directed towards theoretical analysis.
In the thesis, van Leeuwen recognises that the domain specific schema
has to be represented by instances to provide a dynamic system. The
classes implemented in FBM represent no specific domain concepts but
only generic concepts, similar to the BAS•CAAD system.
The FBM system makes use of the class-instance dichotomy to represent individuals; the classes are called Feature Type and Feature, respectively. Both are subclassed into six subclasses each, to provide storage of
different kinds of information: Simple, Enumeration, Complex, Geometric, Constraint, and Handler Features and Feature Types.
Specific details
The most interesting of these is the Complex Feature and Complex
Feature Type. These correspond approximately to the BAS•CAAD
ThingClass, while the other Features and Feature Types correspond
most closely to the UnaryAttribute of the BAS•CAAD system.
The ComplexFeatureType [Figure 3.70] supports modelling of generalisation, (de-) composition, and functional and spatial relationships, as
well as defining complex attributes.
Generalisation is modelled through the ComplexFeatureType optional
attribute superType, which has the cardinality of one; i.e. multiple inheritance is neither supported nor used for modelling purposes, as it is
in the BAS•CAAD system.
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domain

default

3,1(1)

Complex
Feature Type
superType

5,4
ComplexDomain
6,4
ComplexDefault
has S[0:?]

SuperType

4,1 Component

typeID

2,1 TypeID

Figure 3.70 Definition of the class ComplexFeatureType [van Leeuwen 1999]
Composition (or decomposition) and relations are modelled through a
set of Component objects [Figure 3.71 on page 100]. A Component object is identified with a Role, which “indicates the relationship the component has with the Complex Feature Type”. Roles are distinguished in
three types, defining the kind of relationship: Decomposition, Association
and Specification. Thus, a component with a Decomposition Role defines a compositional part, while a component with an Association Role
defines what would be called a relation in BAS•CAAD terminology.
The Specification Role defines a basic property of the thing modelled
by a Complex Feature, such as mass or other measurable or otherwise
definable properties. Thus, a Complex Feature can describe a complex
state, such as the thermodynamic state of an ideal gas, which is described by the measures pressure, volume, number of molecules and
temperature. The relations between the measures (i.e. pV=nRT) would
be defined using Constraint Features or Handler Features.
Conclusions
The FBM approach is similar to the BAS•CAAD system in that it establishes a generic framework before doing any domain specific modelling. It also has recognised the necessity of dynamic modelling. The
criticism that could be applied from the viewpoint of BAS•CAAD is
that FBM lacks the stringency the BAS•CAAD schema has gained from
being derived from systems theoretical concepts. This is apparent in the
lack of a specific entity for modelling concrete things. The closest FBM
entity to the BAS•CAAD ThingClass is the Complex Feature Type;
however, this is also used for defining complex attributes of things.
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Figure 3.71 Definition of the support class Component for Complex Feature Types
[van Leeuwen 1999]
Abbreviations
FBM:

Feature Based Modelling.

CAD:

Computer Aided Design

VR-DIS:

Virtual Reality – Design Information System or Virtual
Reality – Distributed Interactive Simulation.

OO-instance An instance in the sense of object oriented programming.
OO-class
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A core object model for architectural design

A CORE OBJECT MODEL FOR ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN
A core object model for architectural design is the title of Ann Hendricx’ PhD thesis, which describes her work with developing an information system for architectural design. Hendricx’s work starts with the
observation that computers are not used in today’s architectural practice until the design is completed. A computer-integrated process, on
the other hand, would provide the architect with tools for interactive
modelling and evaluating designs.
The work is an attempt to develop a core object model for an integrated
digital design environment for architecture. The object model is aimed
to support several aspects of architectural design, e.g. physical aspects,
spatial aspects and user activities, any of which can be the starting point
for design.
The core object model will support describing architectural data
through objects with a semantic meaning (as opposed to traditional 2D
or 3D CAD objects, which hold no meaning beyond their shapes).
The object model is based on a general conceptual model for computeraided architectural design, developed by Neuckermans [1992]. It is
characterised of three levels of design. At the masterplan level, the designer handles units such as buildings, blocks etc. The block level focuses
on spaces and space layouts within buildings. Finally, the space level organises building elements such as walls and openings.
Hendricx strives to combine a fixed schema with a generic model, to
provide the benefits of both while limiting the disadvantages. Thus, the
core model would provide consistency and facilitate data exchange
through a fixed set of (domain specific) classes, while simultaneously allowing flexibility and extensibility through the generic model.
Specific details of the core object model
The core object model is mainly class oriented [see Property-oriented information systems in page 129]. However, there are classes that in
BAS•CAAD terminology would represent relations and properties,
such as dependency relations, space, and material.
The classes of the core object model are grouped into three layers:
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The generic principle layer [Figure 3.72:] describes how shape-defining
data is linked to semantic data through the object class element, instances of which represent “one concept in the designer’s mind”. Instances
of Element are linked to one or several graphical entities for shape definition and to one or several CAAD entities for semantical definition.
Each graphical entity is linked to one CAAD entity by the help of a representation link object, while a CAAD entity may be represented by several graphical entities this way.
PROJECT

ELEMENT

GRAPHICAL ENTITY

REPRESENTATION
LINK

CAAD ENTITY

DEPENDENCE
LINK

Figure 3.72: The generic principle layer
The diagrams in Static and dynamic information systems and Figure
3.73 are drawn in the ‘simplified ER-notation’ used in Hendricx’ thesis.
Two kinds of relation are used:
• Superclass-subclass relations are shown by filled black triangles.
• Existence dependencies are shown by a line starting with a circle. The
existence dependency is a concept of the MERODE analysis system, used by Hendricx, and denotes that the dependent object cannot be instantiated but as an attribute of an instance of the master
object.
In this notatoion, an empty circle means the existence dependency is
optional, a filled circle that it is mandatory. An arrow ending means a
one-to-many reference; a plain line ending means a one-to-one reference. Thus, a project may have zero, one or many elements.
The diagrams were redrawn by the present author to illustrate the
present analysis. Thus, several object classes have been omitted for the
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sake of this purpose. For complete schemas, the reader is directed to
Hendricx’ thesis.
The architectural aspects layer [Figure 3.73] extends the CAAD entity
class with subclasses for modelling different aspects of architectural design. Additionally, the architectural aspects layer includes the object
class physical element type, the instances of which represent the specification of physical element instances, through type links.
CAAD ENTITY

USER-DEFINED
CAAD ENTITY

PHYSICAL ELEMENT
COMPOSITION

PHYSICAL
ELEMENT

SPACE

PHYSICAL
ELEMENT TYPE

COMPOSITION
LINK

USER ACTIVITY

COMMON SPACE

TYPE
LINK

SPACE DEFINING
LINK

MASTERPLAN
BLOCK

SPACE ASSEMBLY

SPACE ASSEMBLY
LINK

Figure 3.73 Architectural aspects layer
The specialisation layer, or library layer, includes subclasses of physical
element type. While the generic principle layer and the architectural aspects layer are supposed to be fixed, the specialisation layer is meant to
be defined by application developers, and to be provided to end users
in libraries.
Composition
The core object model has three (or maybe four) different mechanisms
for representing part-whole relations. Dependence links model that one
CAAD entity is spatially subordinated to another in some way, such as
being a part of, or situated in. For a CAAD entity, to be dependent on
another one (the master object) means that the spatial position of the
subordinated object is determined by reference to the master object.
Thus, dependence is equal to most interpretations of the part-of relation.
A second part-whole relation is defined for spaces, which can be organised into space assemblies. However, a space assembly is neither a subclass to space nor to CAAD entity. Thus, it seems infeasible to use space
assemblies as a means to decompose bigger spaces into smaller ones dur103
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ing top-down design. Neither is this the intended way to achieve this
functionality; instead a coarse partition of a building into spaces is modelled through masterplan blocks.
The third kind of composition is represented by physical entity composition objects, which define the composition of physical entity type objects.
Physical entity composition represents the conceptual composition or
‘construction recipe’, but does not refer to any specific parts.
A possible fourth kind of composition would be that spaces can be defined by physical elements through space defining links. The
BAS•CAAD project has developed a view on building spaces as material
things, composed by the building elements that enclose the space’s
voids [Ekholm & Fridqvist 2000]. In the view of this definition, the
space defining links would represent part-of relations.
Incremental design
Hendricx’ schema does not provide a separate property representation,
like the BAS•CAAD schema and others. In these schemas, incremental
design is supported by separating representation of things from the
properties of things. Not separating things and properties makes the
schema less flexible. However, this is an intended move, to enhance
consistency and facilitate data exchange. The end user of Hendricx’
schema is able to change classification of CAAD entities, by re-linking
to another physical element type. This provides flexibility, but the available physical element types would limit the extent of the flexibility.
Thus, an extensive library of physical element types would allow a
greater flexibility than a limited library.
Schema flexibility
The end-user is not intended to define physical element types; this is regarded to be a task of system developers. Thus, Hendricx’ system would
fall into category B of the classification of static and dynamic information systems presented in Figure 3.74: (see also Static and dynamic information systems in page 131). In Hendricx’ system, Libraries of
physical element types will be developed by specialists and provided to
the end-users. A limited library was developed by Hendricx and presented in the thesis to demonstrate the modelling approach.
Although the lack of user-definable classes and of separate properties
seems to make Hendricx’ approach limiting for incremental design, this
may not turn out to be the case in practical use of the system. In the
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Figure 3.74: Static and dynamic information systems
conceptual phases of design, the user is able to capture the semantic
content of his elements through user-defined CAAD entities. These objects could represent any concept, until the design has developed
enough to let the designer re-define the element through a library physical entity type.
Another opportunity to enhance flexibility suggested by Hendricx is to
provide a user-defined entity type in the library.
Conclusions
Hendricx acknowledges the need for flexibility and extensibility also addressed by the BAS•CAAD project and others. She is, however, sceptic
to total flexibility, and shows a way to obtain some flexibility to support
design better than completely fixed schemas do, while still providing a
rigid schema to support consistency control and communication.
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THE HISTORY OF CAAD
INTRODUCTION
In the mid 1980s, commercially available computer aided building design implied two-dimensional draughting. This seemed to the present
author be as far as the development had reached, and the new concept
‘product modelling’ was not yet implemented. Now, about fifteen years
later, building CAD software has become tree-dimensional, and advanced schemas have been proposed for how to arrange much more versatile and powerful design software.
However, during the years of developing the BAS•CAAD system, the
author has occasionally come across references to early systems, notably
the British OXSYS and SSHA integrated systems. The search of more
knowledge of these systems has revealed that ideas put forward in modern papers can be found in papers published as early as in the 1960s. It
seems that this is not well known among researchers today; at least contemporary papers seldom reference the early works.
Recently, Charles Eastman published a comprehensive book about
building product modelling [Eastman 1999], which includes a good account of the history of CAAD and building product modelling. Earlier
works dealing with the history of CAAD includes Cross [1977], Bijl
[1989], and Lawson [1990].
This text aims to display the importance of issues put forward in the
BAS•CAAD project, by showing how these issues have been pursued or
acknowledged earlier in the now nearly 40-ear old history of CAAD.
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Since the applicability of computing depends on the availability and
power of computers, some knowledge of the development of computers
and computing in general would give the reader a deeper understanding
of the development of CAAD. Therefore, a very brief account of the beginning and development of computing is presented in the next couple
of pages, before the main subject of CAAD history.

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTING
The development of mechanical calculators may have a root in the precision engineering of clockwork making. Although mechanical clocks
were created already in the antiquity, the need for clocks first arose in
the monasteries of the middle ages, where sermons were to be held at
set times day and night. Eventually the great clocks in cathedrals not
only measured the time of the day, but also included calendars to help
determine when holidays would occur. An example is the Horologicum
Mirabile Lundensis in Lund Cathedral, which is mentioned already in
1442.
The technology of clockwork-makers enabled the first mechanical calculators to be built in the 17th century. Pascal made one that could add
and subtract in 1642 while Leibnitz' machine of 1671 handled all four
modes of calculation [Bubenko & Ohlin 1970].
In the 18th century, the worldwide sailing trade had become an important business, and the need for exact navigation became obvious. In
1714 the British Parliament set up a prize of 20,000 Pounds to anyone
who could device an exact method to determine a ship's longitude. The
clockwork maker John Harrison could finally collect the prize in 1772
for the invention of the chronometer, a very precise clock. With the
help of the chronometer the difference in solar time between the current location and a fixed one could be estimated, and accordingly the
exact longitude.
Nighttime navigation required exact tables of celestial phenomena. The
findings of astronomy had enabled precise prediction of the positions
in the sky of stars and planets through mathematical formulas. However, to calculate these formulas was difficult and time-consuming, and
could not be expected by the navigator on a ship. Instead, tables filled
with pre-calculated numbers were published. The tables were calculated
by hand, which was error-prone and set a limit on the precision. To be
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able to mechanically do calculate these tables, and others needed for engineering and astronomy, would obviously be a great advantage and
this need set the spark to the development of calculating devices.
The British mathematician George Boole [1815-1864] made a most
important contribution to the development of digital computing with
the so-called Boolean algebra. Much modern electronics is based on
Boolean algebra, and components performing different Boolean operations are manufactured to be assembled into systems; among these are
digital computers.
In 1820, the British mathematician and professor Charles Babbage presented drawings for an advanced calculator, the difference-engine. He
was granted 17,000 pounds from the British government, to be paid
over 20 years, for developing and building the machine. [Bubenko &
Ohlin 1970]. However, before the difference-engine was completed
Babbage invented a more advanced machine, the analytical engine.
This machine had many features in common with modern computers,
and would have been the first programmable computer. Alas, the precision of mechanics was insufficient at the time, and the development
ran into many troubles. The financial support was finally withdrawn
from the too ambitious project, and the work stopped.
Nevertheless, the development of mechanical calculators did not stop.
The need for exact and reliable mechanical calculation promoted an industry that prospered until the late 1970s, when electronic circuits finally substituted the cogwheels.
Modern computing started in the late 1930s. In 1936, the Brit Alan
Turing had stated fundamental principles for computer logic. Turing
was later involved in the British wartime effort to crack German codes;
one of the predecessors of modern computers was built to help in this
work.
In Germany, the engineer Konrad Zuse built several machines in the
late 1930s and early 1949s; the later models were used in the German
aircraft industry during the war. Another of the first machines was the
electro-mechanical Mark I, developed by Howard Aiken at Harvard
University in the USA in collaboration with IBM. In the ENIAC of
1945, the relays of earlier machines were substituted by electronic
valves, which gave a substantial increase in speed.
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The first computers were developed and built at universities. In the early 1950s, the UNIVAC 1 became available as the first commercially
available digital computer. It was soon followed by other makes, and a
new industry was created.
Before the mid-1950s, computers had not been particularly reliable,
due to the short life of vacuum tubes. This changed when the transistor
was introduced, and then the computer could be a product sold to customers for reliably doing productive work [Tanenbaum 1992].
Programming
The first computers were used for computing tables and for solving the
complex equations of scientific problems. This use required very little
user-interaction with the computer, and the tasks were very close to the
mathematical-logical operation of the machines. The earliest machines
were programmed by connecting wires on great patch-tables, a task that
could take days to accomplish.
This was changed when computers were built according to new principles, published by John von Neumann in 1946. Von Neumann, who
became one of the prominent figures of computing, was born in Hungary, but moved to USA in 1930 and made his career there. One of
Neumann’s contributions was to use the same memory for program
and data, thereby making it much faster to change programs. The new
principle paved the way for higher level programming languages, where
a computer program translates human-readable code to machine instructions. It also enabled computer programs to be stored and distributed on the same media as data, at first on punched paper tape or cards,
later on magnetic tapes and discs, and now on CD-ROMs and computer networks.
Since the very first computers were intended for computing numbers,
they accordingly could only handle numbers; thus also program instructions were given as numerical codes. However, it was soon recognised that the contents of a storage positions in a computer’s memory
could be interpreted not only literally as a binary number, but as a sign
that represents something else. Latin letters and other typographic symbols were coded into binary numbers, and new computers had operations added to handle non-numeric data. The computers got facilities
for in- and output of letters, and this made it possible to use computers
for managing registers and book-keeping. Thus, the first commercial
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computer, the Univac 1, was bought by the US Bureau of Census in
1951.
The new symbol handling operations enabled coding with mnemonics,
i.e. short abbreviated textual symbols for the computer operations. In
the early 1950s, the first programming languages were developed with
Grace Hopper as one of the foremost pioneers.
Many of the programming languages used today were developed in the
late 1950s and the early 1960s: FORTRAN (1954), Algol (1960,
1968), COBOL (1960), LISP (1961), and BASIC (1964). Of special
interest to product modellers is SIMULA 67, which was developed at
Norsk Regnesentral in Norway and published in 1967. SIMULA 67 is
known as the first object-oriented programming language, and thus is
the ancestor of the programming techniques used in most productmodelling approaches today.
Operating systems
The early computers were controlled manually through lamps and
switches. The operator fed each program and the accompanying data
into the computer, and the execution was started by the flick of a
switch. At the end of the execution, the computer's memory was similarly emptied, and the next program and data was loaded. The operator
also managed the lists where people wanting to use the computer had
to book time. The goal was to keep the machine running as much of
the time as possible, and to keep the idle time between jobs at a minimum. Soon, operators began to create programs to automate their
tasks, programs that eventually developed into the operating systems of
today. The computer hardware was developed hand-by-hand with operating software, so that new ideas of automating computer operation
sparked development of new hardware, and vice-versa.
Many of the features of product modelling systems of today rely on
such computer hardware – system software facilities [Bubenko & Ohlin
1970; AFIPS 1987].
Computer efficiency - lower prices
The combined computer hardware - system software facilities made the
computers more efficient, and thus enabled more work to be done on
the same computer, which lowered the price for using computers.
Time-sharing systems, where many users simultaneously have access to
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one computer, and remote terminals, where a computer terminal is
connected to a computer via a telephone line or dedicated wire, also
made computing more affordable during the 1970s. The lowered costs
made more tasks affordable for applying on a computer, and this in turn
created a greater market for computers, with the lowered prices of massproduction.
It was, however, not until the 1980s and the microcomputers, that
most offices could bear the costs of computer use. Today, in the first
days of the 2000s, fast and powerful personal computers [Mealy 1987,
Warren 1977] have finally become affordable to all kinds of professions. Additionally, widespread and reliable computer networks have
turned the computer into a communication device instead of the calculator it was at the beginning of its history.

DEVELOPMENT OF CAAD
This part aims to show that much of the goals and strategies developers
of product modelling and design systems pursue today have a long
record in computer history. The examples below span from the beginning of Computer Aided Design (CAD) in the 1960s until the early
1980s. This period was chosen since it covers the period before the micro computer revolution, a time when the circumstances for computer
aided design was quite different from what they are today. Additionally,
it is often complicated and time-consuming to acquire documents from
this period, which is a good reason to put some light on this early development.
In the period early sixties to early eighties much interesting research and
development was made in spite of the limited availability and power of
computers at the time. Also, very few of the intended users of Computer Aided Architectural Design (CAAD) systems, i.e. architects at architectural offices, had access to computers before the middle of the 1980s,
because of the high costs of computing before microcomputers. Since
the mid-1980s, the microcomputer revolution has made it much more
feasible to implement the kinds of CAAD systems attempted earlier.
The increased availability of computers probably also have expanded
the research and development in the field.
A set of papers that are among the very first about computer aided design was published at the ‘AFIPS Spring Joint Computer Conference’
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in 1963. Among these was Ivan Sutherland’s presentation of his pioneering interactive computer aided drawing program Sketchpad [Sutherland 1963]. Other papers of interest are the presentation of the threedimensional drawing program Sketchpad III [Johnson 1963]; Coon's
An Outline of the Requirements for a Computer-Aided design System
[Coons 1963], where he describes a vision of general design systems for
all kinds of designers; and Ross' and Rodriguez' paper Theoretical Foundations for the Computer-Aided Design System [Ross and Rodriguez
1963], where they argue for a generic information storage method and
for open design systems. We will return to these papers later.
Krauss and Myer [1968] suggest a computer system for cost estimating
based on an entity-relationship structure. Entities would “stand for the
many things such as walls, spaces, doorknobs, and electrical junction
boxes that make up a building. Attributes stand for the many relationships between these things, lend structure to the building file, and allow
it to reflect the physical structure of the actual building”.
In 1970, Krauss et al wrote about the properties of computer systems
for building design [Krauss et al 1970]:
“We propose that a computer system that can aid building
design activity must have several characteristics.
The system should focus on geometric form, permitting its
composition and review, and through visual simulation as
well as through other modes it should aid in its modification.
The system must be graphic and preferably three-dimensional. Its routines must relate back to the geometric form and
must show how their output affects physical solutions.
The system should permit the designer to select the scale at
which he is to operate; to consider part, or whole, or the
broader context of the project; and to proceed with operations in the order he judges to be best. It must allow for variables to be investigated in any order.
The system should permit the treatment of a large number of
variables, most of which become known only after the problem-solving process has begun, many of which are not susceptible to either numerical or discursive definition, and many of
which can find definition only in visible form.
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The system should keep the designer in close contact with the
problem-solving process. The system must continuously
present the designer with material that will augment his understanding and stimulate his insights.”
It is interesting to compare the ‘network representation of a simple
building’ published in 1970 by Krauss et al [Figure 4.75] with a recent
data schema for Building product modelling, exemplified by the one
published in 1995 by Björk [Figure 4.76, next spread].
Although 25 years have passed between the two diagrams, they both reflect a similar view of buildings. According to this view, buildings have
material components and spaces. Designers need to focus on both components and spaces. It is also necessary to co-ordinate both kinds of objects, which is done through various interrelations. Accordingly, both
schemas include one object type for building parts and another for the
voids between the parts. Both schemas also have objects for wall openings, which are arranged as attributes of the wall objects. Finally, the
spaces’ adjacencies to other spaces are expressed in similar ways, i.e.
through shared boundary objects.
Computer integrated construction process and multiaspectual modelling
The computer was invented to execute long and tedious series of arithmetic operations, needed in scientific research and engineering. The rationale behind developing computers was that they would, without
errors, do repetitive calculations previously done by people equipped
with calculating machines. Accordingly, the first programmers and users of computers were scientists and engineers; it was only later that
computers were taken into use for administration.
The first computer programs were quite small, compared to modern
standards, and focused on specific problems. Towards the end of the
1960s, the development of computer hardware and system software allowed long-time storage of data and programs, and controlling the
computer by alphabetic commands. The procedure of entering data by
hand into programs seemed unnecessarily time consuming and error
prone. This was especially true when several different programs were to
be executed one after another, the output of the one being the input of
the next. This observation promoted the conception of what we would
now call a computer integrated construction process. The idea was that
if data could be transferred between different programs inside the com116

Figure 4.75 “Networkrepresentation of a simple building” [Krauss et al 1970]
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Figure 4.76 “Schema for spaces, space boundaries and enclosing structures”
[Björk 1995]
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puter, without data having to be printed, read, interpreted and re-typed
into the computer, many sources of error and inconvenience would be
eliminated. Co-developing different programs to inter-communicate
could achieve this. A further development would be to provide a common structure, upon which the different programs would be built.
Coons envisioned already in 1963 general design systems, which would
be used by such dissimilar professions as architects, machine designers
and electronic designers [Coons 1963]. By the early 1970s, several authors had described computer systems where many different engineering applications would be co-operating. One such system was ICES
(Integrated Civil Engineering System) [Logcher 1970], that was developed at MIT to provide a foundation for developing civil engineering
analysis programs. It also provided some functions of modern operating
systems. Based on ICES, several applications were developed, among
them BUILD for building design [Teague 1968] and STRUDL for
structural analysis [Logcher 1970].
The extension of such a civil engineering system into an information
system for building design was conceived already at this time. In 1970,
Logcher writes:
“The most promising approach lies in the development of
flexible systems covering a wide range of design operations
and applications. In order to provide flexibility, the computer
must be used for more than mere computation. It should be
viewed as an information storage and retrieval device and as a
medium of communication between the designer and his
problem.”
In Britain, two integrated systems were actually taken into productive
use: the OXSYS system for hospital design, and the SSHA system for
producing housing. Both of these were based on building systems. A
building system is a set of pre-defined and well-studied construction
and production methods and selected materials and components. The
building system may define all combinations of the different constructions and materials. Thus, a design according to a building system is
very predictable in terms of performance and cost. The effort of making
production plans is schematised, which makes it less time and work
consuming. All of this also makes building systems fit for being implemented as computer software, as expressed by Cross: system building
techniques “made the life a lot easier for the computer program119
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mers”...”most of the comprehensive CAD systems ... are based on particular
building systems” [Cross 1977]. The development and history of the
OXSYS and SSHA systems are accounted for both by Bijl [1989] and
by Eastman [1999]. About the OXSYS system, Hoskins [1972] writes:
“It is therefore possible to use such a building image, not only as a basis for
evaluation and automatic design, but as a record and communicator between the members of the design team”.
Integrated systems would need to be multi-aspectual as well. The rationale was to provide the different actors in the design and building
process with information according to their needs. Eastman presented
another reason for multi-aspectuality as a conclusion of his pioneering
protocol analysis studies of designers [Eastman 1970]. He argued that
any designer would need to use different views on his design, to penetrate different kinds of problems:
“It would seem that any man-machine system to aid the designer must recognise his reliance on multiple representations. Any methodology must also be able to include within
it all information relevant to design or it must allow a designer to work back and forth between representations.”
Generic objects and dynamic classification of design
objects
A necessary precondition for an open, or fully dynamic, design system
is that it must be based on a generic data structure for design objects.
Generic objects allow the designer to add attributes to the objects in his
model at will, and allow the objects to be dynamically re-classified according to these attributes [see also Static and dynamic information systems in page 131].
Already in 1963, Ross and Rodriguez argued for a generic information
storage method. They presented 'n-component elements' and 'plex
structures' as “a completely general method of storing and manipulating arbitrarily complex information” to provide “general applicability,
naturalness of use, and expandability” [Ross and Rodriguez 1963].
However, Ross and Rodriguez seem not to envision dynamic classification.
In the 1970s Eastman developed a succession of information systems,
which allowed modelling of not only shape information, but also nongraphical properties. The last one, the GLIDE modelling language
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[Eastman 1977], employed a generic data type. GLIDE seems not to
have supported more developed dynamic classification, but there was
an embryo of it in “set membership information” that could be incrementally added to objects. Eastman does, however, not state whether
such information could be withdrawn.
Dynamic definition of design object classes
It is generally recognised that design is an open process, the path
through which cannot be known beforehand. Software for design, accordingly, must be open. In one of the earliest papers about computer
aided design, Ross and Rodriguez [1963] argues that systems for computer aided design must be open; that it “is inconceivable to build in
beforehand all possible solutions to all possible problems”.
In 1970, Logcher defines characteristics for a computer-aided design
system in four points, the last of which is: “Provides mechanisms and
organisation for continued expansion of the scope of the system.”
Although these authors did not describe dynamic definition of design
object classes as done by e.g. the BAS•CAAD project, they show an
awareness of the problems with the fixed structures commonly implemented into computer systems when such systems are applied to design.
CAD for the design phase
It has long been held by researchers that computer aided design needs
to be continuously used from the earliest design phases, if the most benefits are to be gained. In 1976, Willey states that “If c.a.a.d. systems are
to provide the architect with real help in controlling design then they
must operate during the sketch design process” [Willey 1976]. Willey
lists several attempts by various researchers to develop software for the
“more creative phases of the design process”. However, “despite the efforts of research workers throughout the last decade the adoption of
computer techniques has been very slow”[in architectural practice].
The following diagrams [Figure 4.77], taken from an information brochure about the Building Design System (BDS) from Applied Research
of Cambridge, are an example of an often-heard argument for the use
of CAD early in the design process. The BDS system was an attempt to
commercialise the OXSYS system. The figure displays how the BDS
system would make it possible to put more effort into early conceptual
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design compared to traditional practices, assuming the total cost being
the same, and thereby elevating the quality of designs.

Figure 4.77 Diagrams from BDS brochure [Applied Research of Cambridge Ltd, 1978]
Incremental modelling
Eastman has been active in the field for a long time, during which he
has developed several building modelling systems; Building Description System (BDS) and GLIDE in the 70s; EDM in the late 80s, and
EDM-2 in the 90s. All of these have aimed at providing building modelling, with non-graphical attributes as well as shape data.
In the GLIDE modelling language, the successor of BDS, attributes
could be added after an object was created: “...a Form or a Copy can be
dynamically expanded by the addition of new Attributes.” Eastman says
it is “important in a database system oriented to interactive design,
where simple structures may be created initially which are later refined
and elaborated in ways that could not have been anticipated at the start
of the process” [Eastman 1977].
Building spaces modelling and user activities modelling
Space allocation software was a very prominent field of research in the
seventies. Broadbent writes that “over one quarter of all published programs, not to mention academic papers about computing, are concerned with space allocation” around 1969-1972 [Broadbent 1988].
The aim was in most cases to develop software that would automatically
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generate such plans [Cross 1977], although some would just evaluate
human-designed plans. The automatically generated plans would be efficient according to some criteria, such as travelling distance for people
moving between spaces in their daily work. An example of such software is the ‘General Space Planner’ program [Eastman 1972], which
enabled specification of spaces, and relations to be satisfied by a space
layout containing the spaces. There were four types of relations, specifying adjacency, clear line of sight, distance and orientation.
Obviously, the criteria or relations generally did not apply to the spaces
as such, but to the activities the spaces were planned to accommodate.
Thus, it can be argued that at least some approaches to space planning
was in effect activity modelling.
The system Krauss and Myer [1968] proposed for cost-estimating included spaces as specific entities, in addition to building elements.
A more developed conception of modelling user activities as a design instrument can be found in an article by Moran, where he discusses a conceptual basis for computer aided design programs. In a footnote, he
suggests that such programs may model activities, and that objects may
be defined by the activities in which they are part:
“Processes or activities may also be represented as concepts
within the general framework to be described. It may be considered that activities are composed of other smaller activities,
and processes may be expressed as sequences of activities.
Thus an object concept can be defined in terms of its purpose,
that is, the activities or functions with which it is associated
and its place in those activities” [Moran 1970].
The BUILD prototype information system for building design included modelling four building systems, namely activities, spaces, surfaces,
and structure [Teague 1968]. In the example of the referred article, activity objects are only created and assigned to spaces. It is not clear if
relations between activities could be defined, thus enabling activities
systems modelling. However, in the light of what we have found in the
BAS•CAAD project, it is interesting to see such an early example of dividing a building model into activities, spaces and structure.
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The influences of commercial needs and possibilities on
the development of CAAD
The historical record shows that many ambitious and insightful
projects for computer aided building design has been attempted. This
promotes the question of why such systems have not come to common
use in architectural practise by now. Instead of advanced software for
modelling, evaluation, and correlation of user activities, spaces and
built structure, we have got conceptually simpler draughting and wordprocessing software.
An initial obstacle for CAD was the scarcity of computers, the high
costs for computing and the limited power of the computers. Building
projects are generally one-off designs that could not bear the costs of
CAD until the PC-revolution in the 1980s. Only large architectural
and engineering offices could afford computer use in the 1970s.
Eastman has suggested (personal e-mail) that a reason for the lack of
commercial success for advanced CAAD was that the systems would require to much change in architectural practices. The draughting and
word-processing systems that emerged in the 1970s, on the contrary,
could immediately fit into current practices. Run on the so-called minicomputers of the 1970s, such systems were economically accessible to
large offices. Later, when the PCs had become sufficiently powerful in
the late 1980s, computer systems have become common in architectural practice and education.
An exception was the successful integrated systems developed and used
in Britain in the 1970s, the SSHA and the OXSYS systems [Bijl 1989].
The success of these systems, however, was based on specific building
systems, as well as the high construction rate of housing and hospitals,
respectively, at the time. When circumstances changed, these systems
were too rigid to be transformed and had to be abandoned.
The development of PC-based CAD systems for construction has been
based on document production and presentation. The early two-dimensional draughting systems have successively been augmented with
three-dimensional shape modelling and increasingly more advanced
photo-realistic rendering capacities. It cannot be clearly stated whether
this development has been driven by user demands, or by technical advancements of software developers.
The current development of commercial CAAD software, however,
seems to be catching up with the early visions of integrated, modelling
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systems. The latest incarnations of commercial CAAD systems are developing towards building product modelling. The systems provide facilities to enable project management and concurrent design, as well as
automatic scheduling. Also the international standardisation efforts of
STEP and IAI are signs that the visions of the late 1960s are becoming
real.
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5

ELABORATED AND NEW ISSUES
Introduction
Some of the issues treated in this chapter can also be found in the earlier
published papers that are appended at the end of this book, starting in page
211. Since the papers were originally written to introduce the subjects, the
reader is suggested to read them before this chapter.

PROPERTY -ORIENTED INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Property-oriented systems1 are a new kind of information systems,
which better support design than traditional class-oriented ones. Traditionally, information systems, and especially product modelling systems and other so-called CAD-systems, have been class oriented. A
discussion of the problems of class-oriented information systems in relation to design is introduced in [Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998], which is
appended on page 229. Some issues from that paper are taken further
in this part.
Property-oriented information systems differs from class-oriented ones
in the way they manage the universe of discourse, i.e. the part, or view,
of reality that is to be modelled. Class-oriented information systems use
classes of thing as the concepts around which to organise data. Property-oriented information systems, on the other hand, are based on concepts of the properties that distinguish things and according to which
we classify them. This means that property-oriented systems are dynamic at least concerning classification of data objects, see the discussion of
1. For a definition of this term, see Information systems on page 235.
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this subject in Static and dynamic information systems on page 131. Most
of the issues covered in this part specifically concerns property-oriented
information systems.
The BAS•CAAD system is not the sole property-oriented information
system; other examples of such systems are reviewed in Part 3, Other dynamic information systems for design, on page 83.

INTERPRETATION OF CLASSES AND INSTANCES
In the BAS•CAAD project, the view has been adopted that classes and
instances in object oriented product modelling have a similar meaning
relative to the things to be modelled. Both refer to kinds of things; an
instance may refer to a kind that is so specific that it only has one member. However, before this question can be further discussed, a few other
things must be explained.
Conceptual class and OOclass
To make the following discussion less confusing, we need to distinguish
conceptual class from ‘class’ as used in object oriented programming.
Henceforth, the terms conceptual class and OOclass1 will be used.
A conceptual class is a concept that refers to things, or to other concepts
[see also Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998]. It is used to classify things and
concepts. In the following, we will take interest only in classifying concrete things. Classification can be viewed as a mechanism for biological
survival. If we are able to swiftly classify an approaching animal as a lion
or an antelope, we will enhance our chances of survival and reproduction. Humans have developed classification further to become a mental
device for sorting anything that can be mentally focused on or objectified. Thus, a conceptual class is a tool for contemplating or discussing
a kind of thing, without referring to any specific thing.
An OOclass is a computer-programming device that, among other things,
serves as a template for producing instances. Instances are the computer
objects that populate object-oriented models or data bases. Generally,
instances of a class are used to simulate the behaviour of things of a specific kind [see also Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998, appended in page 229].
1. OO stands for Object Oriented, i.e. OOclass is class in the sense of object oriented computing techniques.
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Thus, there is a connection between the concept ‘kind’, or conceptual
class, and the programming device ‘OOclass’; this is the reason that the
term ‘class’ is used in object oriented programming. This use is not
problematic in normal object oriented programming; to continue this
discussion, however, we need to distinguish the one from the other.
Object oriented programming
Historically, object oriented programming originated from computer
simulations. The computer language Simula is recognised as the first
one that supports objects, and Simula was, as its name suggests, aimed
at making it simpler to write simulation programs. The idea behind
Simula was that the real world could be viewed as being composed of
interacting bodies; i.e., Simula makes a systemic approach to modelling. We may further see that the bodies can be sorted into a few kinds,
where each kind has members that behave in a characteristic and similar
way. Also, the members of one kind can be described by the same set of
attributes; only the values of the attributes will differ.
If we are to model reality in this way, we will need to create one class
for each of the kinds of bodies, and define the classes to have instances
that behave like the bodies of the corresponding kinds. Then we start
our program, create our instances, and watch them interacting. Maybe
we can thereafter make some conclusions about the reality from our
studies of the model.
In the example above, the instances make it possible to create many
similar objects from one template. Without instances, we would have
to define all objects separately, and furthermore, all relations between
objects the same way. Differentiating between classes and instances thus
makes programming more efficient.
Dividing modelling into defining a schema (i.e. classes) and creating
the actual model (i.e. instances) also is beneficial conceptually. The
conceptual schema shows all kinds of relations between the various
kinds of objects in an abstract way that is easy to comprehend. Try to
imagine reading a diagram of all objects in a model of an actual building!
Static and dynamic information systems
A product modelling system is an information system, i.e. a computer
system for collecting and maintaining information. An information sys131
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tem is conceptually composed of three parts: a conceptual schema, an
information base, and an information processor [Boman et al 1993].
Information systems can be static or dynamic according to two aspects.
The following figure illustrate the four classes of information systems
that result from combining the two aspects [Figure 5.1]. Fully static information systems, kind A, are systems like banking systems, flight reservation systems etc. For these systems, the conceptual schema is
defined according to a view of the business to be operated. The schema
need not, and should not, be changed after such a system is put to use.
Some specific design systems can preferably be only partially dynamic,
General design systems, however, need to be fully dynamic, i.e. of kind
D.
classification of model objects
static dynamic
static

A

B

dynamic

C

D

definition of conceptual classes

Figure 5.1 Static and dynamic information systems
The reason for this is that in design, concepts change and new ones are
developed. The axis labelled definition of conceptual classes in Figure 5.1
refers to the conceptual schema in Boman's definition above. A dynamic conceptual schema allows new classes of objects to be defined during
the lifetime of the information system. To be able to define new classes
is necessary in design, since it is not possible to beforehand conceive of
all kinds of products, parts and functions a designer might need or invent. If the designer cannot define his own classes, he will be forced to
use some other class, which will cause the model to be inconsistent with
the designer’s intents. This ability is also called dynamic schema definition.
The axis classification of model objects in Figure 5.1 refers to class membership of objects in the information base. Dynamic classification allows objects to be re-classified during their lifetime in the information
system. This supports the incremental nature of design, where most often only the most general properties of objects are defined initially,
while further properties are incrementally added as the design process
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continues. This requires that the model objects need to be reclassified,
from a generic initial class to successively more specific classes.
For a further discussion on static and dynamic systems, [see Ekholm &
Fridqvist 1998, appended on p. 229].
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To enable a fully dynamic system, the classification schema must be
moved away from the conceptual schema (in Boman’s terminology),
and into the information base. The conceptual schema contains the implemented structure of the computer program or database; this structure is fixed by the programmer in the program code, and cannot be
changed when the program is executed.

Figure 5.2 Sliding down the model schema
Moving the classification schema is illustrated in Figure 5.2 [see also
Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998]. The picture is based on the conception that
the conceptual schema (where OOclasses are found) and the information base (where instances belong) are orthogonal domains in object
oriented terminology, like in the figure. In traditional object-oriented
modelling, OOclasses are defined to represent the various kinds of
things in the realm to be modelled, while the instances represent the individuals belonging to the classes.
The OOclasses are defined using an object-oriented programming language, such as Smalltalk, Java or C++, or an object-oriented database.
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The collection of OOclasses is fixed during execution of the modelling
application. The OOclasses serve several purposes, one is as templates
for the instances that contain the model data during execution. Normally the instances disappear when execution is ended, and the data is
lost, but object oriented data-bases use persistent objects, where instances are automatically saved on files and thus kept between program
runs.
The class-instance dichotomy
Since OOclasses defined in the program code are fixed, while instances
are dynamically created and deleted, a fully dynamic information system need to represent the schema classes by instances. Thus, such a system represents not only individual model objects by instances, but
schema classes as well. This may introduce a problem to discriminate
classes from individuals. A solution is to establish two different classes,
and let the instances of the one represent schema classes and the instances of the other represent individuals. This two-class approach
maintains the dichotomy between conceptual classes and individuals,
and so assists to discriminate between classes and individuals.
The OOclass whose instances represent schema classes must be extremely generic in order to generate instances that can represent generic
classes of things, a necessary property of a generic design tool. This
transfer of the schema into the realm of instances is what the Figure 5.2
attempts to show, and which is referred to by the phrase ‘sliding the
schema down’.
The approach to keep the dichotomy between conceptual classes and
individuals was taken in several of the early incarnations of the
BAS•CAAD prototype [see The BAS•CAAD prototypes, especially the
parts about ThingModeller 4 (p. 44) – ThingModeller 7 (p. 63)]. However, the last versions uses only one OOclass, the reason for which is to
be discussed in the next part.
Thing class instances designate conceptual classes
The first computers did just that: compute numbers, and that was the
reason why they were developed [see Development of computers and computing in page 110]. However, it was soon recognised that the storage
positions in a computer’s memory could be interpreted not only literally as a binary number, but also as a sign that represents something else,
i.e. a symbol. Latin letters and other typographic symbols were coded
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into binary numbers, and new computers had operations added to handle non-numeric data.
The translation between binary numbers and alphabetic characters is
principally not internal to a computer, but an external process. Internally the computer handles data either as numbers or as symbols. An example of this is that a picture can be rasterised and transformed to a
sequence of binary numbers. If this sequence is sent to an old typewheel
printer, the output will probably be several pages of gibberish. The sequence must be directed to an image printer or a display driver to
render a picture.
Now, a symbol within a computer need not only occupy just one memory position or byte. Symbols may cover an arbitrary number of bytes,
depending on how the computer is programmed. This makes it justifiable for us to regard objects in product modelling data bases as symbols.
We will in the next few paragraphs show that both object classes and
instances of product models can be viewed as symbols, and that this allows us to create a generic and powerful modelling schema.
To begin with, we may acknowledge that instances in building product
models have some kind of relation to building components. Each instance may be viewed as a stand-in for a physical object, factual, future
or possible. This relation is labelled R2 in Figure 5.3.
OOclass

instantiates

R1

a kind of things

instance
R2

is a member of

thing

Figure 5.3 Classes, instances and things
Similarly, the implemented classes (labelled OOclass in the figures, to
distinguish them from conceptual class) have a relation R1 to the kind
of things, of which the ‘thing’ is an example.
The collection of OOclasses and their interrelations in an implementation is a generic model of the universe of discourse; it is also known as
the conceptual schema or data model [Björk 1995]. The collection of instances and their attributes, created during execution of the software, is
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a specific model of the object(s) of interest. The diagram reveals that traditional product modelling becomes static by directly implementing the
generic model through OOclasses.
Now, we may proceed to analyse the natures of R1 and R2. Both are
traditionally said to be representing, i.e. OOclasses represent kinds of
things and instances represent specific things. In other words, there is a
perceived one-to-one relation between OOclasses and kinds of things
and between instances and things, although R1 and R2 are different.
This is what we call the class – instance dichotomy, which we will try to
eliminate [cf. the BAS•CAAD prototypes TM4 and TM5 in pages 44
ff.].
Now we will be able to return to the meaning of the objects in a product
model. To this end, we need a set of terms to describe the relations between symbols, ideas or concepts of things, and things. The terminology as defined by Bunge will be used [Bunge 1974].
Bunge's goal is to describe a philosophy of science. His interest is the
elements of scientific theories, how theories can be can be construed
and how scientific theories and propositions relate to reality. Thus,
Bunge mostly uses the term construct, which includes concept, scientific
theory and proposition [Bunge 1974:13]. This fits well with product
modelling, since a product model might be viewed as a proposition
about a product. Bunge's terminology is depicted in Figure 5.4; the
shape of the diagram is transformed from the triangle used by Bunge to
better fit our purposes here. Note that two different shaped boxes are
used, to make difference between entities in the real world and mental
entities1.
It is worth to stress here that the term ‘construct’ is not used for written
or otherwise formulated theories or propositions, but for the propositions as concepts. In other words: Darwin's theory about evolution is a
construct, while his book The origin of species is (or contains) a symbol
for this construct.
In design, the artefact-to-be is an idea in the mind of the designer, or
the minds of the design team. Ideas are concepts, just as kinds are. An-

1. It may be argued that mental entities, too, belong to the real world, since they
are nothing but processes of the brain. Although the author subscribes to this
idea, the dichotomy is maintained here for the sake of clarity.
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symbol
designates

denotes

construct
references

thing(s)

Figure 5.4 Bunge's schema
other word for kind is (conceptual) class. A class is the concept of all
things that belong to the class, or that conform to the class definition.
OOclass

instantiates

designates
(R1)
denotes

class of things
references

all similar things

instance
designates

R3

thing-concept

denotes
(R2)

references
is one of

thing

Figure 5.5 Bunge's schema superimposed to classes and instances
In Figure 5.5 above, Bunge's schema of Figure 5.3 has been applied to
the schema of classes, instances and things of Figure 5.2. This has added
new levels to the left and right columns, as illustrated by the added boxes. It is revealed that R1 in Figure 5.2 is equal to designates of Figure 5.3,
and that R2 is equal to denotes. Thus, the relation between instances
and things goes via a concept. This makes it possible to view both
OOclasses and instances as symbols that designate concepts and denote
things. Thus, OOclasses and instances have the same kind of relation
to things, not different ones as in Figure 5.2, and the class – instance
dichotomy is eliminated.
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This is the view adopted in the BAS•CAAD project: both OOclasses and
instances of product modelling are symbols for concepts that refer to things.
Through this view, we will have a clearer view of how to understand
and develop a fully dynamic information system.
Galle has presented a similar view, i.e. that sketches, models, drawings,
and other things produced during design may be seen as symbols for the
idea of the artefact to be designed [Galle 1999].
‘OOclass’, ‘instance’, and ‘thing’ are drawn as sharp-cornered boxes in
the figures, since both are entities of the real world. The latter is important to understand, since it makes it easier to treat computer objects as
symbols.
Next, we'll analyse the relation ‘R3’ in Figure 5.5. It relates a concept
of an individual thing to a class of things, where the individual thing is
one of the similar things referenced by the class. A concept referencing
an individual thing may be viewed as a class with only one single member; such a single-member class is also called a singleton [see also Ekholm
& Fridqvist 1998, page 234 in this book]. To conclude: R3 is a superclass-subclass relation since the sole member of the singleton ‘thingconcept’ is also a member of ‘class’.
In object oriented programming there is a demarcation between implementation and run-time issues. OOclasses are defined when implementing a program, while instances are created at run-time. As we have
shown above, in traditional product modelling approach both
OOclasses and instances designate domain concepts, i.e. classes of
things and concepts of individual things.
The BAS•CAAD implementation [Figure 5.6] has taken the consequences of the alternative view referred to above:
• The OOclass ThingClass designates the ‘class of all things’, which in
turn references all things.
• Instances of ThingClass designate domain concepts, that in turn
reference things.
The BAS•CAAD approach, in other words, provides a most generic
OOclass, the ThingClass, which denotes all (concrete) things [see also
Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998]. According to the interpretation of ‘R3’ of
Figure 5.5, ThingClass instances may be defined to denote any subset
of ‘all things’. Since such a subset may contain only one individual, instances of ThingClass may be defined to denote any concrete thing.
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is an instance of
is an instance of

(the OOclass)

ThingClass

a ThingClass

designates

the class of all things

a ThingClass
(an instance)

designates
is a subset of

references

class of things

references

denotes
all things

R4

(an instance)

are some of

all similar things

designates
is a subset of

singleton

references
denotes
is one of

denotes

a thing

Figure 5.6 Conceptual interpretation of the ThingClass class and instances
Compare this to the two planes in Figure 5.2 on page 133. By ‘sliding
the schema down’ into the ‘realm of instances’, all modelling of the domain of interest comes to be done completely by creating instances,
thereby allowing the doubly dynamic schema necessary for design.
In Figure 5.6, the diagram is extended to illustrate how the BAS•CAAD
system uses the same kind of objects for schema definition and for modelling purposes. Figure 5.6 shows only two levels of generalisation beyond the trivial one. In reality, many levels would be needed, which in
the illustration amounts to inserting more middle columns.
The relation R4, which points at a more generic ThingClass, is in the
BAS•CAAD system implemented by instances of ClassAttribute [see
Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998, page 241 in this book, and Fridqvist 1999,
page 254 in this book].
Representing individuals and eliminating the material – functional
dichotomy in the schema
In traditional modelling, an instance represents an individual thing, as
well as the properties of that thing. In the BAS•CAAD system, individuals are recognised according to the aspectual view of the user [see The
context defines singletons in page 141]. This makes it possible to combine
two ThingClasses into one, by using them as class attributes in the definition of a new ThingClass.
An example of this is illustrated in Figure 5.7. The figure shows how a
building model is developed in four stages. In the last stage, the two enclosure objects are combined to become a single wall object. The figure
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was first presented in the paper “The BAS•CAAD information system
for design - principles, implementation, and a design scenario” [ on p.
265]. Please refer to the original paper for a fuller explanation of the illustration.
space

building

building
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composition

composition

space 1

composition
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composition

composition
composition

composition

specialises
enclosure
enclosure

enclosure 1

enclosure
wall-WR

wall-BE

enclosure 1

enclosure 2

wall A

Figure 5.7 Four stages of the design of a building (in modified EXPRESS-G)
The new ThingClass need to be interpreted as a singleton, combining
the attributes of both its parents, regardless if the parents were originally
singletons in different contexts, or in the same one.
One result of this is that the ThingClass supports a pure materialistic
view on modelling. All ThingClasses represent material objects, which
may or may not be functionally defined. Separation between f unction
and implementation can be aquired in this schema through this one
class. Implementational objects would be defined without functional
attributes, but with all attributes that would physically determine them.
Functional objects, on the other hand, would be defined defined with
only functional attributes; however, they would nevertheless represent
material objects, only that the material properties are left undefined.
The combination of the two would create a complete description, as the
‘wallA’ in Figure 5.7 d is defined by combining the functional proper140
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ties of ‘enclosure1’, ‘enclosure2’, and ‘wall-BE’ (Building Entity) with
the materially defined ‘wall-WR’ (Work Result) .
The ability to discriminate modelling of function from material implementation is of great use both in artefact design and in maintenance. In
the former case, it allows the designer to handle the functional requirements without necessitating decisions on implementation until the
function is well understood. In maintenance, it is useful to be able to
update the model when a broken part is replaced without having to remodel the functional dependencies. An early exponent of this is the
General AEC Reference Model (GARM), which differentiates between
Functional Units and Technical Solutions [Gielingh 1988].
Several recent schemes discriminates between function and implementation; among these are the EPISTLE schema, which is aimed towards
management of complex process industry installations [see analysis on
page 84], the SfB system and it successor in Sweden, the BSAB 96 classification schema for the construction industry.

THE CONTEXT DEFINES SINGLETONS
A problem still left to analyse is that it depends on context if a class is a
singleton or not. An example: In the context of designing cars, a model
object ‘VOLVO V70’ is a singleton, while in the context of car production an identical object would not be a singleton.
A modelling system that keeps the class – instance dichotomy need not
cope with context; instances are always interpreted as singletons. The
drawback is that the model is correctly interpreted only in the one context it was defined for; in other contexts the interpretation of the model
would likely be erroneous. This makes it problematic to re-use such
models. In the example of the Volvo cars above, the instance ‘VOLVO
V70’ in the design context has to be transformed into a class ‘VOLVO
V70’ for the production context. With an instance-free modelling system, on the other hand, models would be directly used in any context.
Without help from a class – instance dichotomy to identify singletons,
we need to device another means for this purpose. Identifying singletons is basic to useful modelling; for instance, in cost estimating it is
necessary to count parts and only objects representing individuals
should be counted.
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What is needed is a way to define contexts so that such definitions could
be used by the system to find singletons. This would allow a model to
be used in many contexts without changes. A drawback would be that
the user would need to determine the context before modelling.
We have not had time yet to develop a mechanism for context definition in the BAS•CAAD project. Conceivably, such a mechanism might
apply the same set of objects as the modelling schema, i.e. ThingClass
and the six kinds of attributes. Contexts might be defined in terms of
these objects, as patterns to which the model objects can be compared.
Certain pattern matches could define singletons in a specific context.
A less sophisticated and less general solution would be to provide a special class of attribute to mark ThingClasses that are singletons in a specific context. This would be close to re-implementing the class –
instance dichotomy, but it would make redefinition of singletons into
classes simpler than the traditional approach, since there would be no
need to transform instances into classes.
At last, it is important here to stress that BAS•CAAD ThingClass instances are designed to designate concrete concepts that references concrete objects such as buildings, building parts, users and user activities.
ThingClasses are, on the opposite, not designed to designate abstract
concepts, such as mathematical or philosophical concepts.

OBJECTIFIED RELATIONS
In a given and well-analysed modelling situation, the relations between
kinds of model objects are known. It is therefore natural and efficient
to model relations as attributes of the different entities; this situation is
illustrated in Figure 5.8. Attempts to define product-modelling
schemes have assumed such an well-analysed situation. This was no
mistake, since most product categories are well known and can be analysed; thus products can adequately be modelled using pre-defined
schemes.
The problem of pre-defined schemes lies not in their suitability for
modelling well-known products, but in their lack of supporting analysis
of new products.
A dynamic schema requires a generic modelling object. However, if
only things and not relations are represented by a generic object, a situation similar to Figure 5.9 we be at hand. All kinds of relations then
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relation type 1
ModelObject 1

relation type 2

ModelObject 3

relation type 3
relation type 4
relation type 5
relation type 6
ModelObject 2

relation type 7

ModelObject 4

Figure 5.8 Predefined kinds of model objects and relations
relation type 1 S[0..?]

relation type 2 S[0..?]

relation type 3 S[0..?]

ModelObject

relation type 4

Figure 5.9 A generic model object with predefined kinds of relations
have to be defined beforehand, and implemented as attributes (EXPRESS terminology) or instance variables (Smalltalk terminology). The
trouble with this solution is that all relations a designer might find necessary to use could probably not be known beforehand. Thus, the designer would be confined to the pre-determined relations, which will
plausibly present an obstacle to a free flowing design process.
Because of this consideration, it is necessary to give the user an option
to define relations. This requires relations to be objectified, i.e. represented by a generic object class that can be instantiated as necessary
[Figure 5.10]. This is in principle the solution used throughout all versions of the prototype software.
ModelObject

Relation

Figure 5.10 A generic model object and a generic relation object
The schema in Figure 5.10 is not sufficient to support automatic classification, since all model objects and relations will be unique. Different
solutions to this have been tried. The first was to provide a relation class
object, to keep all similar relations together [Figure 5.11]; this was used
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in TM4 (RelationClass), TM5 and TM6 (PropertyClass), and in TM7
(ClassAttribute). These schemes implement the class – instance dichotomy [see page 134].
ModelObject

Relation

Kind of relation

Figure 5.11 Generic model and relation objects and a kind-of-relation object.
From TM8 the class – instance dichotomy was abandoned, and classification was achieved through generic – specific connections between
objects. A generic model object or relation object will form a superclass
to specific objects; according to that superclass the specific objects can
be classified [cf. Interpretation of classes and instances in page 130].

UNIDIRECTIONAL RELATION OBJECTS
The BAS•CAAD system includes only uni-directional relations as
modelling objects, see the ontological schema [Figure 2.46 on p. 67]
and the implementational schema [Figure 2.59 on p. 80]. This may be
perceived as a limitation, since it may be argued that many relations are
bi-directional and even involve more than two objects. However, the
choice of implementing only unidirectional relations is rational and
conceptually well considered.
Firstly, it's well considered since properties and classes of things both
refer to things. These two concepts differ in the viewer's subsumed
standpoint, not in reference. Thus, the two concepts are ‘parallel’ in respect to reference, and a choice can be made of which to use; see also
page 233.
Secondly, it's rational since multi-part relations can be perceived in an
unlimited number of configurations that would be quite impossible to
implement, and because the BAS•CAAD modelling schema provides
the ThingClass for modelling complex relationships. Separate complex
relation objects would be redundant.
This is explained by the similarity of thing concepts and property concepts. Both refer to things; they differ by the aspectual view upon
things. For a further discussion, see introduction to TM6, page 48 ff,
and Object, concept, property and class in page 232.
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As a result, complex relations can be viewed as systems, and accordingly
be modelled as ThingClasses. If there is a need to objectify a complex
relation; i.e. to give it a name and an identity, this can be achieved by
defining a ThingClass with only internal structure attributes.
Since ThingClasses can model systems of any complexity, Relation objects are only needed for the most simple relation, the uni-directional
binary relation.

DESIGN MOVES , DESIGN STATEMENTS AND
ATTRIBUTES
The term design move was introduced by Schön [1983], and is used to
denote the designer's actions on the design [Fridqvist & Ekholm 1996].
Design moves may be formalised into design statements, which in a
computer based design system are expressed as various kinds of data
[Fridqvist 1999].
The BAS•CAAD information system is based on Bunge's definition of
system, which is characterised by its composition, structure and environment [Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998]. Several attempts were made to
define a conceptual schema that would correctly and usefully implement Bunge's system concept [see The BAS•CAAD prototypes in page
27].
Finally, a satisfactory schema was defined, that was both in concordance with Bunge, and straightforward to implement.
The foundation is that a ThingClass may be expressed by different
kinds of attributes [Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998]. Each kind of attribute
defines a kind of design statement, and an additional kind is the one
stating the existence of a ThingClass. This makes for seven different
kinds of design statements [Fridqvist 1999]:
• There is a kind of things, called X.
• An X-thing is a kind of Y-thing (= kind X is a sub-kind or specialisation of Y).
• An X-thing is composed by a C-thing part.
• An X-thing is internally structured, so that any part of kind P1 is
related to any part of kind P2 by an R-relation.
• The environment of an X-thing includes an E-thing.
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• An X-thing is related by an S-relation to any E-thing in its environment.
• An X-thing has the unary property Q.

DATABASE INTEGRITY AND CONSISTENCY CONTROL
Consistency control can be applied on at least three levels. The first is
whether the data is consistent with the conceptual schema, the second
if the conceptual schema [see Information systems in page 235] of the database is consistent with reality, and the third if the data is consistent
with reality.
Consistency on the first level is required by all information systems, or
else queries will give unreliable results. Since computers are inherently
sequential, complex manipulation of data has to be done piece by piece.
During the process of manipulation, the data is unreliable, since it is
not complete. A transaction is such a process, during which the data is
not guaranteed to be reliable. Since data are not guaranteed to be consistent during transactions, a transaction must be completed in its entirety or not performed at all, to keep the database consistent.
Information systems include mechanisms to keep consistency in this
first level.
The second level of consistency control, ensuring that the conceptual
schema of the database is consistent with reality, is addressed when the
schema is defined. This requires careful analysis of the part of reality to
be modelled, and the concepts upon which to build the schema. The
BAS•CAAD prototype information system is based on a most generic
schema, to allow the user of the system to model any conceivable concrete thing. The degree of consistency control possible to enforce in
such an open system is obviously less than in a more specific system. In
the BAS•CAAD information system, consistency control on the second
level is accomplished by applying a well-founded conceptual system for
describing concrete things as the basis for the conceptual schema.
The third level of consistency control would automatically be satisfied,
if the first and second levels were. However, this is a relative truth, since
the specifity of the second level determines how closely the model is enforced to adhere to reality, or more correctly, to a given perception of a
part of reality.
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The trouble is that very rigid requirements on consistency control are
at odds with the requirements of design. Most design tasks involve contradictory requirements upon the design solution, and rigid consistency
control would prohibit such requirements from being included in the
database simultaneously. This would render the system unusable for design, if not a walk-around were implemented.
Keeping different versions of whole or partial designs simultaneously in
the database is such a walk-around. Every version has to be internally
consistent, but the versions can be mutually inconsistent. Only one version is active at any moment; thus the consistency requirement is satisfied.
The trouble with this schema is that the conflicts in the design requirements will be hidden behind partial consistencies. Thus, a solution that
is less rigid may be a better one for the designer, since it more openly
shows the problems of the design task. Consistency checking, however,
would still be useful to analyse and solve the inconsistencies.

THE LIMITED ROLE OF THE CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA
The conceptual schema is expected to reflect the relations between different data entities in an information system. However, for an objectoriented system, the schema does not necessarily hold the complete picture. The schema defines only the general limits, but what will actually
be achieved is determined by the methods, i.e. the program part of the
system.
This is especially apparent in a non-typed language as Smalltalk [see
Smalltalk is an untyped programming language in page 167], but it is important to consider in any object oriented application.
The point is that the conceptual schema defines the classes of objects
that can be interconnected, but not which instances. This has to be decided at run-time, and is thus defined in the code-part of the system.
The EXPRESS product data definition language is of special interest
here. EXPRESS is not a programming language; it lacks most constructs for defining software activity. However, EXPRESS includes
constructs to define algorithms for determining derived attributes, constraints and other dynamic features. Thus, EXPRESS makes it possible
to define the static and part of the dynamic component of a conceptual
schema. The static component encompasses the set of data types, enti147
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ties and their attributes; the dynamic component is the definitions of
rules, functions and procedures.
Nevertheless, program code is as important for the actual performance
of the system as the conceptual schema. The consistency and integrity
of the database must to a large degree be maintained by coded procedures, and the flexibility of the system depends on how well these procedures are implemented.
The user interface is also important for the performance of an information system for design. A design system should feature analysis functions to help the user to understand and correctly interpret the actual
state of the model. Such functions may put limits on what can be put
into the database, and must also be considered.
The conclusion here is that not only the conceptual schema has to be
carefully defined, but also the program code that handles the database
and the user interface functions, to render a useful information system
for design.
Thus, to create a successful information system for design it is not
enough to define concepts for the things to be designed. Concepts from
the design and production processes must also be studied and incorporated into such a system.

AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION
A product modelling information system based on properties definitions, such as the BAS•CAAD system, would enable automatic classification. The latter is a subject that is studied in a branch of artificial
intelligence (AI) research called description logics (DL). Probably methods and strategies from DL-research can be utilised in further development of properties-based CAD (P-CAD), for supporting several
functions, such as:
Case-based design. If design cases and design problems both are stored
in a P-CAD format, automatic classification could find applicable solutions. A design problem could be described as a thing class, with a set
of attributes representing the design requirements. Thus, any case that
is a specialisation, or sub-class, of the problem, would constitute a solution, since it would have all the properties required. Additionally, any
case that is a generalisation of the problem might indicate a path to a
solution.
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Product finding. Similar to case-based design, products that would fit a
functional requirement could be found through automatic classification.
Model synthesis. Synthesis of missing data from a library of examples
would enable early analysis of designs with high predictability. Automatic classification would provide a means to find examples, and to establish the data needed to complete a model for analysis purposes, see
also The structure of the construction process in page 155.
The mechanism behind automatic classification is conceptually set
comparisons. If the set of attributes of thing class A is a subset of the
attributes of thing class B, then A is a superclass, or generalisation, of B
[see also Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998]. Automatic classification was implemented using various subclasses of the Smalltalk object class Collection in the sixth version of the prototype software, see report in page 51.
Implementing automatic classification is complicated by the fact that
attributes can be specialised. Preferably, attribute values ought to be
represented by any suitable kind of data object – integer or real numbers, characters or strings, graphic or 3D-data, video or sound etc. Attribute values should generally be treated as intervals, or spaces, in order
to support the undecidedness or generality of early design phases.
A possible implementation of a set comparison algorithm would first
evaluate attributes according to ‘families’, then in a second step it would
employ attribute value space comparisons for making the final judgement about the relations between the compared attribute sets.
Thus, to enable classification we need functions that evaluate how one
attribute space relates to another one of the same kind. Relations of interest include inclusion, exclusion, and intersection.
Description Logics
Description Logics (DL) systems support definition and automatic
classification of concepts, the basic entity in DL. A concept in DL is a
named object that includes a definition, based on other concepts. Note
that the use of the term ‘concept’ in DL is somewhat misleading; ‘term’
would be a more correct name for the basic object in DL, since DL objects wold more correctly be viewed as terms that designate concepts [cf.
Figure 5.4 in page 137, see also Thing class instances designate conceptual
classes in page 134].
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Concepts definitions include roles. A role is part of a concept definition
that relates the role concept to the one being defined. For example may
the concept ‘family’ be defined trough the roles ‘son’ and ‘daughter’,
which are filled by the concepts ‘Boy’ and ‘Girl’, respectively.
It is important to understand that difference between roles and concepts in DL. This difference may be to counter-intuitive when a role is
a specialisation of its filler. An example is the hypothetical definition of
a concept ‘Family’, where the role ‘Husband’ is filled by the concept
‘Man’. Since the set of all husbands is a subset of all men, ‘Husband’
could as well be defined as a concept in its own right.
A comparison of description logics with systems theory is presented in
Table 5.1.Note that no equivalence is implied between columns, only
a comparison.
Systems Theory

DL

composition

The collection of all role fillers in a concept definition.

environment

The collection of all concepts that are
defined with roles filled by a specific concept.

internal structure

The set of roles in a concept definition.

external structure

The collection of all roles where a specific
concept is a role filler.

Table 5.1 Description Logics compared to System Theory
The comparison above is problematic, since systems theory is aimed at
describing the material world while description logics is aimed at definition of concepts. Standard DL makes no difference between theoretical concepts and concrete concepts, i.e. between concepts that refer to
other concepts, or concepts that refer to material things.
However, several attempts have been made to include an explicit schema for material composition in DL [Lambrix 1996]. In Lambrix’ own
schema is extended with part definitions, which are intended to allow
defining concrete concepts, i.e. concepts referring to concrete things, in
terms of their material composition.
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The BAS•CAAD prototype that implemented DL-like functions,
Thing Modeller 6 [TM6, cf. page 51], was well on its way when the
present author learnt about description logics. Thus, TM6 did not use
any of the available DL systems. Nevertheless TM6 showed several
similarities to DL, plausibly because of the similar goals.
Although the existence of DL was known when the versions of the
BAS•CAAD prototype after TM6 were developed, it was decided not
to use DL. The BAS•CAAD system, especially the last one, TM10, is
in some aspects more powerful than the DL known by the present author. While the BAS•CAAD system allows definition of ThingClasses
by both as viewed ‘from within’ (composition and internal structure) or
as viewed ‘from the outside’ (environment and external structure), DL
supports only the ‘from within’ perspective. Thus, DL does not easily
lend itself to specify function, i.e. the external perspective on things [cf.
the analysis of the SEED schema on p. 87].

CONCEPTUAL SENSE
The meaning, or correct interpretation, of a term or other kind of symbol is obviously necessary to know in order to use it. Computer model
objects can be viewed as symbols, as discussed in page 134 ff. Obviously
a correct interpretation of these symbols is crucial for the use of the
models. Standardisation of terms and other symbols is a means to define their correct interpretation; i.e. to define the concepts designated
by the terms, and thus to ensure correct interpretation of the terms.
The meaning of a construct (a concept, a proposition or a theory) is defined by Bunge as a combination of reference and sense [Bunge 1974b:
45]. A concept’s reference is the things that are referred to by the concept; e.g. all cylindrical things in the case of the concept ‘cylinder’ and
all red things in the case of ‘red’.
Sense could be described as the conceptual context to a concept (C).
The sense includes other concepts that are needed to define C, and concepts that are implications of C [Bunge 1974a:117]. Another view of
sense is the associations that come to mind upon contemplating a concept.
It is indisputable that a correct interpretation or understanding of terms
is crucial to communication. Bunge’s definition of meaning as the combined reference and sense may serve as a model for how this is achieved.
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We learn our professional terminology in school or in practice by reference and through sense; a term’s reference when we are directed to
things that are examples of a concept; a term’s sense when concepts are
logically interrelated. Compare this to Kuhn’s discussion on how science students learn the current paradigm [Kuhn 1962].
If conceptual sense could be made explicit, product models would be
given increased precision and capacity to communicate. Users would
find sense valuable both when learning to understand how library objects may be used in their designs, and when attempting to precisely
pinpoint complex requirements in their designs. In other words: if we
regard a design as a message, both the sender and the receiver of this
message might find the inclusion of sense beneficial to communication.
Building the database upon sense is crucial to information systems supporting dynamic schema definition. For systems with fixed schemes,
the concepts behind the different object classes can be defined outside
the system, in separate documents. A dynamic schema, on the other
hand, will be unintelligible if definitions of new concepts (i.e. object
classes) are not included in the database. Actually, it seems not possible
to create a useful dynamic system without sense-based schema definitions. The BAS•CAAD system, for instance, is based on defining concepts through sense. ThingClass objects are defined through attributes
that references other ThingClass objects in several different ways [see
Ekholm & Fridqvist 1998, appended in page 229].

A LAYERED MODEL STRUCTURE
Design and product modelling information systems should support a
layered model structure. In a layered structure, specific information is
based on generic information [Figure 5.12].
A layered structure facilitates communication by providing a system for
referencing common standards. Thus it delivers a means for translation
of models, for instance between different national standards.
A layered structure allows the responsibility of information to be distributed among different actors. International authorities, followed by
national and local sources may maintain the most generic information.
A layered structure allows generic information such as building regulations, product descriptions, and ‘best practice libraries’ to be distributed
and incorporated into building models in a standardised manner.
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(user defined)

composition
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Figure 5.12 An example of models built on referencing
Viewing model objects as symbols that designate concepts of things facilitates implementing a layered modelling structure [see Thing class instances designate conceptual classes on page 134].
A layered structure requires a mechanism for referencing objects across
the layers. Since layers will generally be distributed as separate data files,
this mechanism must include a means to accurately identify libraries
and objects within libraries that are independent of files. Such a system
needs to be internationally standardised. It has to provide reliable identification, but also be flexible enough to allow anyone to publish libraries.
The creation of such an identification system is beyond the scope of the
BAS•CAAD project. However, a simple system was developed to experiment with and demonstrate the feasibility of a layered information
structure [see page 76 ff].

STANDARDISING PRODUCT MODELLING
Standardising building product modelling (PM) is problematic, since
concepts differ between countries, due to different organisations of the
national building industries. Concepts also differ between branches
within the building industries. As long as information is communicated
though drawings, this problem is hidden by the fact that drawings can
be interpreted differently by different actors. In this way different con153
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cepts can be co-ordinated through the drawings. However, when drawings are to be replaced by product modelling according to specific
concepts, this ad hoc co-ordination cannot function. The differences in
concepts have to be taken care of. Next, two examples aimed to illustrate the problem are given:
Different object extension. In some cases, calculation of the stiffness of
walls includes parts of perpendicularly adjoining floor slabs and walls.
An engineer's view - in this context - of the extension of a wall object
differs from what e.g. an architect would find natural.
Different national practices. There are differences between countries regarding what professions are responsible for different tasks. The following example shows one such difference regarding plasterboard walls: In
Britain, frames are built by carpenters, while the plaster boards are fixed
by plasterers, who also finishes the wall with a thin layer of plaster. In
Sweden, plasterboard walls are built by carpenters; both the frame (regardless if it is made from steel or wood) and the boards are assembled
by carpenters. As a preparation to painting or hanging wallpaper painters smooth the joints between boards with putty. The British ‘plasterer’
profession has no Swedish counterpart. Thus, in the context of work result and work task distribution, there is a difference between Swedish
and British practices. In a computer integrated building process, production planning is one part of the overall design process [see The structure of the construction process in page 155]. Since production planning
will require product models to include production information, such
misfits between national practices may be problematic for international
standardisation.
Product modelling requires standardised conceptual schemes, describing products, parts of products and properties of products. A product
or product part is defined through a set of attributes, describing the
properties of the product.
It is plausibly easier to agree on standard property definitions than on
standard product definitions. As a matter of fact, fundamental properties are already internationally standardised in the SI system of units of
measure.
By using standardised property definitions, PM communication might
be supported without the need to create general solutions to the problem of communication between systems based on different product
concepts. In a communication situation, the receiving software would
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be able to classify the received model data according to its own concept
in a best-fit manner, and thus build a model according to its own aspectual view. In case the system is unable to make a translation, it would
ask the user for instructions.Thus, the problem of translation would be
moved from the general case to the specific, where the informed user
could contribute with his knowledge. It is supposed here, that translating a model between two modelling aspects is easier in the specific case
than in the general one.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
The optimal use of a full product modelling information system may
require that the building process be reorganised. 2D-CAD and word
processing could be fit into an existing practice while more advanced
modelling may require changes to practice.
A product modelling information system is a necessary component of
the improved construction process suggested by Söderberg [1996].
Central to Söderberg’s improved construction process is that design is
performed by teams that consist of all relevant professions including
production planners and facilities managers. Clients and users will be
closely tied to the design teams. The teams will develop a holistic view
of the building, as opposed to the fragmented views that are the result
of current practices. All professions will be encouraged to aim for solutions that are best for the building as a whole, wich will result in increased quality of designs and of buildings. Söderberg argues that the
costs for construction and maintenance will be decreased by emphasising the design phase in this manner.
Important to Söderberg’s vision are new advanced computer-based
analysis tools, which will allow detailed evaluation of designs at all stages of completion. The tools will present multi-aspectual views onto the
design, supporting the different needs of different professions, and allowing precise and error-free communication as well within the team,
as between the team and other parties involved in a building project.
An important foundation for the analysis tools would be banks of examples, and a means to ‘synthesise’ missing data about a design from
such examples. Early analyses would be based mostly on synthetic data,
but as design progresses, analysis precision would be increased by actual
data replacing the synthetic data. The SYRE building cost analysis soft155
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ware, developed at Söderberg’s department, is an example of this kind
of analysis tool [Persson 1987].
A property-based modelling system, such as the BAS•CAAD system,
would support generation of synthetic data by the ability to match examples with given conditions.

THE TROUBLE OF EXTENDED INPUT
A fuller building model, e.g. including design rationale, user activities,
functional relations, etc., would require more data to be input by the
designer. Designers are used to sketch on paper, keeping the intended
meaning of the sketched marks inside their heads. This doesn't require
any effort or time, as opposed to explicitly formalising the meaning as
computer input. If extended modelling doesn't pay back to the designer, it will not be done. Thus, further research and development of product modelling for design need to consider the designer's costs for and
benefits from such systems.
Product modelling for design might possibly benefit designers through
an increased semantic level of design input. The possibility is based on
the idea that concepts representing high semantic content would allow
the designer to express complex considerations with little input or few
operations on the system's user interface. By raising the semantic content of the designer's interactions with the system less interaction would
be needed to input complex information, which would be a benefit.
Additionally, the resulting higher semantic contents of models would
support new computerised evaluation tools to be used by the designer
when making decisions.
To the author's knowledge, the possible benefit presented above has not
been studied anywhere. Further research and development is needed
before it can be rightly assessed.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO SMALLTALK
Introduction
This appendix is intended to give readers who have no knowledge of Smalltalk a basic understanding of the Smalltalk syntax, primarily in order to
understand the example code in the next appendix. Read also the part about
Smalltalk in page 259.
Since this text is quite short, it is necessarily incomplete. For a complete account of Smalltalk, the reader might find a book on Smalltalk in the nearest
library. For readers with knowledge of other object-oriented languages, the
article I Can Read C++ and Java, But I Can’t Read Smalltalk by Wilf
LaLonde is recommended.

BASICS
In Smalltalk, operations are invoked by sending messages to objects.
When an object receives a message, it will perform the requested operation. An object is said to understand a message, if it has a method for
that message; a method is a piece of Smalltalk code with instructions of
how to handle the message. The name of a method is identical to the
message (without parameters, see below).
All methods send a return object back to the message sender. The return
object may be the answer to the question of the message, or it may hold
some information about the success of the operation. Often, the return
object is ignored.
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The concepts class and instance are important in Smalltalk. A class can
be viewed as a template for instances; the latter are the objects that contain the data and perform the actions in a running Smalltalk program.
The class defines what messages the instances understand, and what instance variables they have to hold data.
Since each class defines its methods, identical messages can be implemented differently in different classes. Thus, method names need not
be unique between classes – actually it is encouraged to use the same
method name for similar operations in different classes. This feature of
object oriented programming is called polymorphism.
Another common concept is encapsulation, which means the internal
workings of a class need not be known outside the class to use it. All interactions with objects are made through messages; the actual data is
not directly accessible from outside. If a particular attribute of an object
is to be queried, a message must be sent. It makes no difference to the
outside if the method fetches the value of the attribute from a variable
or if it calculates it anew every time.
The third concept of object oriented programming is inheritance. Classes define the structure and behaviour of objects. Structure is equal to
what variables each instance will have; behaviour is equal to what messages an object understands, and how it reacts to these messages. New
classes may be defined as extensions of existing ones; this is called subclassing. The subclass inherits the structure and behaviour of its parent
class, i.e. it has the same variables and understands the same messages.
Additionally, a subclass normally has variables and methods of its own,
and it may re-implement inherited methods.
Examples of the Smalltalk syntax
Let us presume that numeral objects understand the message double1,
and return another numeral with the double numerical value upon receiving this message. This is illustrated in Figure A1.13 below, where
objects are illustrated with rectangles and the message with an ‘envelope’.
The corresponding Smalltalk code would be
2 double.
1. The messages used here are mostly invented for the sake of explanation; they
might or might not exist in true Smalltalk environments.
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double

2
4
Figure A1.13 Message
Apparently, the Smalltalk syntax for sending a message to an object is
to type the message name immediately after the object’s reference. Smalltalk expressions are ended with a period, as opposed to many other programming languages that use a semicolon for this purpose.
Some operations require a parameter; for instance many mathematical
operations do. Parameters are objects; in Figure A1.14 the numerical
object ‘2’ is sent the message add: with the numerical object ‘3’ as parameter. The return object is a new numerical object with the value 5.
add:

2
3

5
Figure A1.14 Message with one parameter
Messages requiring a parameter are by convention ended by a colon in
Smalltalk. Thus, the code for this example would be
3 add: 2.
An exception to the colon-ending convention are some common operations, e.g. add, subtract, multiply and divide use the common symbols
+, -, *, and /.
Some operations require several parameters; here exemplified by adding
to a point’s x and y values. Message with two parameters illustrates how
the point 2@4 is sent the message addX:Y:, to add numbers to the X and
Y co-ordinates, respectively.
The Smalltalk code is
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(2@4) addX: 1 Y: 5.
addX:Y:

2@4
1

5

3@9
Figure A1.15 Message with two parameters
Evidently, messages requiring several parameters are divided into several parts, all of which end with a colon. The parts usually give a clue of
the nature of the parameters, just as in this example.
An object is always returned to the sender of a message. The returned
object can be sent a new message, as in Figure A1.16. When several
messages follow each other as in this example, the Smalltalk precedence
rules must be considered:
add:

2
3
multiplyBy:

5
2

10
Figure A1.16 Message to the returned object
1 Messages with no parameter are executed first (unary messages).
2 Messages with one parameter are executed next (binary messages).
3 Other messages are executed last.
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4 Parentheses can be used to change the order.
5 Code is executed from left to right.
Since the two messages add: and muliplyBy: both are binary, the messages are executed from left to right according to rule 5.
The code for this sequence would be
2 add: 3 multiplyBy: 2.
A way to understand this is to pretend that an object – message pair is
substituted by its return value. Thus, the following sequence would appear:
1 2 add: 3 multiplyBy: 2 (start)
2 5 multiplyBy: 2 (the first object – message pair is substituted by its
return value 5)
3 10 (the second object – message pair is substituted by its return
value 10)
Return objects can be used as parameters, as in Figure A1.17. The first
parameter for the message addX:Y: is the return value of sending the
message double to the object 2.
addX:Y:

3@1
double

2
4

5

7@6
Figure A1.17 Nested messages
The Smalltalk code would be
(3@1) addX: 2 double Y: 5.
By substituting with return objects as above, the following sequence
would be obtained:
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1 (3@1) addX: 2 double Y: 5 (start).
2 (3@1) addX: 4 Y: 5 (2 double is executed first, according to precedence rule 1).
3 (7@6) (the last return value).
The last basic syntactic feature of Smalltalk to be covered here is cascading. This means that one object is sent several messages, one after each
other. Cascading makes the code more compact and possibly more
readable.

x:

1@1

3
y:

3@1
4

3@4

Figure A1.18 Cascading
In Figure A1.18, the (point) object 1@1 have its x and y values changed
by two messages. The Smalltalk code is
(1@1) x:1; y:5.
Apparently, the two messages are kept apart with a semicolon; the general syntax is this: receivingObject message1; message2; message3; etc.
Observe that only the return value of the last message is available; in the
example above the return value is the message receiver, but this is not a
rule. Thus cascading is used only when return values of the intermediate messages are not of interest, e.g. when an object is to be initially set
up immediately after creation.

MORE ADVANCED FEATURES OF SMALLTALK
An important Smalltalk feature is the block. A block is an executable
Smalltalk object; it can be viewed as a piece of code. Blocks can be sent
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parameters. The power of blocks is that Smalltalk code can be treated
as objects, like any other kind of information. In DesignClasses, blocks
are used for defining property rules [see page 30].
A block is delimited by square brackets. Block parameter definitions are
preceded by colons, and kept apart from the executable part of the
block by a vertical line:
[ :param1 :param2 | param1 + param2 * 2 ].
Blocks are objects that understand several messages for evaluating the
block, i.e. to execute the code of the block. One of these is value:, which
takes one parameter.
The Smalltalk code [ :param | param + 5 ] value: 7 can thus be analysed
by substitution as follows:
1 [ :param | param + 5 ] value: 7 (start).
2 [7 + 5] (substitute the parameter with the value).
3 12 (the last return value)
A powerful feature of Smalltalk is the various Collection classes that collect other objects. One of these classes is the Set, which holds only one
reference to any object. Thus, if an object is added twice to a Set, there
will nevertheless be only one reference.
A List, on the other hand, may hold several references to one object.
Additionally, the objects are ordered, and can be referenced by an index
number.
A Dictionary organises pairs of objects, the one as a key and the other
as the corresponding value. There can be only one of each key, while
the same object may be the value for many keys. Value objects are inserted into and retrieved from a dictionary with the help of a key object.
The following methods put and retrieve elements into/from Dictionaries:
at:put: puts a value object at the position indexed by key object into a
Dictionary:
aDictionary at: France put: Paris.
at: retrieves the value object indexed by the key object from a Dictionary. Given the above statement was previously executed, the following
one would answer ‘Paris’:
aDictionary at: France.
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The MultivalueDictionary is a subclass of Dictionary developed for
use in the BAS•CAAD prototype. Ordinary Dictionaries can hold only
one value object for each key, so sending the at:put: message a second
time with the same key would replace the previous value object at that
position. MultivalueDictionary was implemented for the BAS•CAAD
prototype to hold a set of value objects for each key. An example of using a MultivalueDictionary is the DoComposeSystems method of SystemsCollectorView, the main method for implementing the ‘compose
systems’ function of the TM6 [see The Smalltalk code for automatic composition of systems in page 169].
at:add: adds an object to the value set indexed by the key object.
at: retrieves the value set indexed by the key object from a Dictionary.
The objects of a collection can be iterated very easily. The iteration messages take a block as a parameter; the block describes the action to be
taken on all elements in sequence.
do: is the simplest iteration messages; it just takes one element from the
collection at a time and applies the block code to it. It is used to perform
some action on many objects, where no result objects are expected, or
they are of no interest:
aCollection do: [ :item | item doSomething ].
select: samples the elements conforming to the comparison in the
block. The return object is a similar collection as the receiver:
aCollection select: [ :item | item > 5 ].
If the collection were a list containing the numbers 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, the
return object would be a new list with the numbers 5, 6, and 7. The
original list is unaffected.
collect: collects the results of applying the block to each of the elements
in the list. The return object is a similar collection as the receiver:
aCollection collect: [ :item | item * 10 ].
Using the same collection with numbers 3 to 7 as above would return
a new list containing the numbers 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70.
Finally, the assignment operator in Smalltalk is ‘:=’. Thus
Q := DesignProject new.
means that the object DesignProject is sent the message new, and the
return object is assigned to the variable Q. In this case the object
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‘DesignProject’ is a class, and the message ‘new’ returns a new instance
of this class. By convention, names of classes have capital first letters in
Smalltalk.
Smalltalk is an untyped programming language
In programs written in a typed language, the classes possible for different variables and parameters must be defined in the schema; this is the
case of EXPRESS, for instance.
In a typed programming language, the program code can be typechecked when it is compiled to become an executable program. If there
are assignments in the code that contradicts type declarations, the compiler will issue warnings. Additionally, the variables and parameters can
be checked during the execution of the program, to catch type mismatches that are not possible to find during compilation. This will produce runtime errors and program failure, but is preferable, since those
errors can be handled by special error handling routines created to minimise the damage.
In Smalltalk, on the other hand, any variable or parameter can point to
any class of object. Thus, a type mismatch will more likely result in a
disastrous error. This puts a heavier burden on the programmer to
know what classes parameters for messages should have, and especially
to know what class a return object will have.
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THE SMALLTALK CODE FOR AUTOMATIC COMPOSITION OF SYSTEMS
The Smalltalk code has been quite thoroughly commented; nevertheless it would need a lengthy text to be explained in detail. However, this
is not the goal of this appendix, but rather to give a view of the complexity of implementing functionality such as automatic composition.
It is hoped that all code needed for an experienced Smalltalk programmer to have a view of the complexity of the algorithm has been included. Readers who have little or no experience of Smalltalk, may
nevertheless gain some understanding of the code by reading the comments in the code, which are italicised for readability. Reading the preceding An introduction to Smalltalk [page 159] may also be helpful.
In Table 1 below, the classes and methods that are included in the appendix are listed. The code excerpt does not include all of the methods
for the classes; only those that are called by the main method, doComposeSystems. This method was placed in the SystemsCollectorView
class, a GUI object. It is of course not recommendable practice to place
such fundamental functionality-related methods in GUI objects, but
this is a prototype, after all.
The initialize methods are included to explain what kinds of objects are
held in some of the instance attributes. Initialize methods are commonly used to prepare a new instance before it is taken into use, by, for instance, giving the instance variables appropriate initial values. Many of
the methods below assume some instance variables to hold a Set or a
Dictionary. That this is the case is assured by the initialize method.
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SystemsCollectorView
doComposeSystems
SystemObject
initialize: aProject
addCollector: aCollector
addPropertyQuietly: aPropertyInstance
allSuperclasses
properties
propertyInstances
PropertyClass
initialize: library
allDerivatives
allSuperclasses
derivatives
newInstanceFor: anOwner
superclasses
upperLimitOfFundamental: aPropertyClass
PropertyInstance
initialize
addDerivative: aPropInstance
asFundamental: aPropertyClass addQuietly: aPropertyInstance
canTakeAnotherFundamentalForClass: aPropertyClass
completeConnections
numberOfFundamentals
propClass
tryAddingAsFundamental: aPropertyInstance
PropertyRelation
isDerivative
isSuperclass
MultivalueDictionary
at: key add: value

Listing A2.1 Classes and methods included in this appendix
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viewedCollector systems do:
[ :sys |
| instances properties |
instances := sys propertyInstances select: [ :p | p propClass isFundamental
].
instances do:
[ :inst |
inst propClass allDerivatives do:
[ :der |
propertyList at: der add: inst

"Create a dictionary of all possible properties for this new system,
and what propertyInstances will be fundamental to them"
propertyList := MultivalueDictionary new.

"Create new system object"
newSystem := ((SystemObject newAt: (viewedCollector project)) name: newName).

"This method only handles emergent properties presently.
Resulting properties are not used for building the new system! "
"A question is if all possible parts should be used for resulting
properties, or if only those included because of their being
fundamental to the new whole."

| newSystem propertyList instList supList exList result newName |

doComposeSystems

SystemsCollectorView
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].

"First create a new list,and seed it with the first item of instList."
result := {instList first}.
instList remove: (result first).
"Use setList to collect
1: the most completely funded instance,
or, if equally well funded,
2: the most specific instance

"Create all listed properties.
Since propertyList is a dictionary, a property occurs only once.
Make a dictionary, containing the propertyInstances as keys
and their superclass-lists as values."
supList := Dictionary new.
instList := propertyList keys collect:
[ :prop |
| newInst |
newInst := prop newInstanceFor: newSystem.
(propertyList at: prop) do:
[ :inst |
newInst tryAddingAsFundamental: inst.
].
supList at: newInst put: (prop allSuperclasses).
newInst.
].

].

].

"key: property class, value: set of propertyInstances"
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result do:
[ :r |
"Check first within a class hierarchy."
((supList at: (i propClass)) includes: (r propClass))
ifTrue: "i is a subclass of r, i.e. i is more specific than r..."
[
(i numberOfFundamentals) _ (r numberOfFundamentals)
ifTrue: [ replaced := r ] "...and i is equally or better funded than r"
ifFalse: [ add := false ]
].
((supList at: (r propClass)) includes: (i propClass))
ifTrue: "i is a superclass of r, i.e. i is less specific than r..."
[
(i numberOfFundamentals) > (r numberOfFundamentals)
ifTrue: [ replaced := r ] "...but i is better funded than r"
ifFalse: [ add := false ]
].
].
"Add / replace if appropriate."
add ifTrue:
[
result add: i.

within each property class hierarchy into result."
instList do:
[ :i |
| add replaced |
add := true.
"initially we assume that i should be added to result"
replaced := nil. "and that no replacement will occur"
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"Add the property instances to the new system"
result do:
[ :i |
newSystem addPropertyQuietly: i

"Get a name for the new systems, or quit"
newName := (Prompter
prompt: 'Compose into a new System Object with name:'
default: 'Unnamed System').
(newName isKindOf: String)
ifFalse: [ ^nil ]. "No reply; quit"
newSystem name: newName.

"If no properties are left, notify and quit"
(result isEmpty)
ifTrue:
[
Notifier
prompt: 'No property could be found that all parts would be fundamental
to'
okButtonLabel: 'Cancel'.
^nil
].

].

].

"Remove if appropriate."
result remove: replaced.
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viewedCollector addSystem: newSystem.
newSystem addCollector: viewedCollector.

"Update systems list"
newSystem parts do:
[ :p |
viewedCollector removeSystemQuietly: p
].

"Complete the connections between the new system and its parts"
result do:
[ :i |
i completeConnections
].

].
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properties add: aPropertyInstance.

addPropertyQuietly: aPropertyInstance

collections add: aCollector

addCollector: aCollector

project := aProject.
name := 'Untitled System Object'.
properties := List new.
collections := Set new.

initialize: aProject

superclass: Environment@#Object
classVariableNames: #()
instanceVariableNames: #(name properties project collections)

SystemObject
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^properties

propertyInstances

^properties collect: [ :a | a propClass ]

properties

^result remove: (project lib)

result := Set new.
self properties do: [ :p | result addAll: p allSuperclasses].

| result |

allSuperclasses
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^result

self derivatives do: [ :d | result add: d; addAll: d allSuperclasses ].
result remove: lib.
self superclasses do: [ :s | result addAll: s allDerivatives ].

result := Set new.

| result |

allDerivatives

name := 'Unnamed Property'.
instances := Set new.
relatedProperties := Dictionary new.
lib := library.

initialize: library

superclass: Environment@#Object
classVariableNames: #()
instanceVariableNames: #(prefix name instances relatedProperties valueSpace lib
superClass subClasses)

PropertyClass
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^newInstance

newInstance := (PropertyInstance new: anOwner).
instances add: newInstance.

| newInstance |

newInstanceFor: anOwner

^relatedProperties keys select:
[ :p | (relatedProperties at: p) isDerivative ]

derivatives

^result

self superclasses do: [ :s | result add: s; addAll: s allSuperclasses ].

result := List new.

| result |

allSuperclasses
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(limit isKindOf: Point)
ifTrue: [ ^limit y ]
ifFalse: [ ^limit ]

limit ifNil: [ ^-1 ].

limit := (relatedProperties at: aPropertyClass ifAbsent: [ ^-1 ]) limits.

| limit |

upperLimitOfFundamental: aPropertyClass

^relatedProperties keys select:
[ :p | (relatedProperties at: p) isSuperclass ]

superclasses
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max := propClass upperLimitOfFundamental: aPropertyClass.

| max |

canTakeAnotherFundamentalForClass: aPropertyClass

fundamentals at: aPropertyClass add: aPropertyInstance.

asFundamental: aPropertyClass addQuietly: aPropertyInstance

derivatives add: aPropInstance

addDerivative: aPropInstance

fundamentals := MultivalueDictionary new.
derivatives := List new.

initialize

superclass: Environment@#Object
classVariableNames: #()
instanceVariableNames: #(propClass owner fundamentals derivatives baseValue)

PropertyInstance
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^propClass

propClass

fundamentals do: [ :p | result := result + (p size) ].
^result

| result |

numberOfFundamentals

fundamentals do:
[ :fList |
fList do:
[ :inst |
inst addDerivative: self
].
].

completeConnections

^((fundamentals at: propClass) size < max)
"If aPropertyClass is not fundamental, max = -1, and the return
value is false"
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^false

(self canTakeAnotherFundamentalForClass: prop)
ifTrue:
[
self asFundamental: prop addQuietly: aPropertyInstance.
^true
].

prop ifNil: [ ^false ]. "Quit, answering adding didn't succeed"

"A property (f) is fundamental to another (p), if f or one of f's
superclasses is fundamental to p."
prop := propClass whatFundamentalFor:
(
{aPropertyInstance propClass} addAll:
(aPropertyInstance propClass allSuperclasses)
).

| prop |

tryAddingAsFundamental: aPropertyInstance
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^relation = #superclass

isSuperclass

^relation = #derivative

isDerivative

superclass: Environment@#Object
classVariableNames: #()
instanceVariableNames: #(relation limit)

PropertyRelation
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^(self at: key ifAbsentInsert: [Set new]) add: value

at: key add: value

superclass: Environment@#Dictionary
classVariableNames: #()
instanceVariableNames: #()

MultivalueDictionary
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DASK – A BUILDING MODELLING SOFTWARE
DASK was an architectural modelling software developed at the division of Computer Aided Architectural Design in the later 1980s
[DASK 1988]. The name is an acronym for Datorstödd Skiss (Computer-aided Sketch), which reveals its intended use. DASK was initiated
by Jonas af Klercker, and programmed mostly by Sverker Fridqvist.
Jonas af Klercker is an architect and teacher at the School of Architecture. He had gained experience with personal computers in the later
1970s, when he was involved in user studies. The research involved collecting noise levels from several points with a computer, an ABC 80, a
Swedish pre-IBM PC brand. The data was presented as tables, and af
Klercker experimented with programming in BASIC to use the character-based graphics for presenting it in a more intelligible way.
In the early 1980s the CAD system Medusa had been installed at Lund
Institute of Technology. A few graphical terminals were placed around
the campus. Jonas af Klercker had opportunities to try Medusa, but
found that it required a great effort to learn the system. The CAD drawing practice had little resemblance to traditional pencil drawing. Additionally, the costs would have been too high to allow educating students
on this kind of system.
Jonas af Klercker figured that a computer would be able to automatically do all the line drawing for different building entities, provided the
right software and hardware. At the early 1980s ‘home computers’ were
popular for computer hobbyists. They were equipped with a rudimentary operating system and a BASIC interpreter in ROM. More important, they had graphics hardware to handle the computer games they
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were intended to run, which gave them more powerful graphics than
professional PCs at the time. Af Klercker decided to try developing
computer programs on such a machine, a Spectravideo. Among the
programs he created was an architectural design program where the user
manipulated building entities, such as walls and doors, instead of
graphical entities, such as lines and curves, which were the common
practice in commercial CAD Programs at the time.
When I graduated as an architect, I was engaged by Jonas af Klercker to
develop a new, improved version of his architectural design software.
He felt his programming expertise to be too limited, while I had taken
computer-programming courses as an extension to the architectural
curriculum. The new software was to be developed in Pascal, on an
IBM PC XT running DOS and equipped with an EGA colour display.
Colour was important; otherwise I would have preferred a Macintosh
with its superior Graphical User Interface (GUI). However, the colour
Macintosh II had not been presented yet when we started the work.
The new software was called DASK, Computer-aided Sketch. It was
based on a product modelling approach, although we were not aware of
the term ’product modelling’ at the time. Neither did we know about
the historical development in CAAD, and that approaches similar to
ours had been taken fifteen years earlier. The reason for this ignorance
probably was that in the early 1980s commercial CAD was identical to
two-dimensional draughting. We had no reason to believe that the
commercial software were less conceptually advanced than research
prototypes from more than a decade earlier, and didn’t check the prehistory, since we didn't expect any prehistory. Actually, we had the impression that 2D CAD was the beginning, not a parallel development
to building modelling [see The history of CAAD in page 109].
Having seen the benefits of a GUI on the Macintosh, and the problems
of command-line interfaces in Medusa, we decided that DASK would
feature a GUI. The graphical library that was available, however, did
only support the very most basic graphical functionality. I had to program basic features of the GUI myself, and since the goal was not to develop a GUI, the level of ambition in this area had to be kept low.
Anyway, the main interaction with DASK was with the mouse, with
only occasional keyboard input of necessary text and numbers.
DASK supported a fixed set of building objects. The graphical appearance of the objects was hard-coded, and could not be changed by the
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user. However, the last incarnations of DASK featured support for cost
analysis. Using the data fields connected to this feature, each object
could be classified at will, but these data would only be useful to external applications. DASK itself acknowledged only the original set of object types.
During the first period of DASK development, I was the only programmer. Later, Anders Lundahl assisted me, and finally the cost analysis
functionality was solely programmed by Björn Nilson. A successor version of DASK for the Macintosh platform was begun by Robert Haneklou, but it was never taken as far as the DOS one. However, the Mac
version had a real windows based GUI, thanks to the Macintosh operating system. Development of DASK was ended around 1990, when
the commercial software ArchiCAD had made DASK obsolete by providing most of the functionality in a more developed application.
Similar to early versions of ArchiCAD, DASK was internally three-dimensional, but model building and editing was performed in a 2D-plan
view. In addition to the plan view, the design could be viewed in elevation or perspective presentations. The elevation and perspective views
only displayed building elements, not furniture or equipment objects.
Furthermore, in those views the building elements were only displayed
as planar surfaces, although they had thickness attributes in the data. In
the plan view, however, walls were displayed with thickness.
The simple input of building elements in DASK made it a candidate for
input of shape information into analysis software. The final version of
DASK could export data in four formats, to be used as inputs into other
applications. The four export data formats were Multiplan (a spreadsheet application); the BKL-method application for computing energy
use [Källblad & Adamson 1984]; the SYRE building cost analysis application [Persson 1987]; and the POINT AEC application built upon
AutoCAD by the Swedish firm Cadpoint.
The ability to export DASK models into the SYRE and the BKL-method programs provided a much more convenient way to enter building
data than the alphanumeric input supported by these programs themselves. This development was an effort to show the feasibility of providing architects with a computer-integrated design environment. The
Multiplan export provided a means for a user to access the objects inside
DASK for doing other analyses.
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Although implemented in non-object oriented versions of Pascal,
DASK was object oriented as a program. Data about the different
building elements were kept in Pascal user definable data types
(records), and thus could be treated as entities. Also, pointers and
linked lists were used extensively, enabling a dynamic handling of data
similar to object oriented programming languages. The type definition
for furniture and equipment objects is presented in Listing A3.1. Most
names in the original Pascal code were in Swedish (with the Swedish letters åäö replaced by aao). For the benefit of readers not proficient in
Swedish, the code fragments are here translated into English.
type
kind_of_furniture = (wc, small_basin, large_basin,
bathtub, bidet, stove, sink, bottom_cupboard,
top_cupboard, full_cupboard);
p_furniture_object = ^furniture_object;
furniture_object = record
next :
p_furniture_object;
kind:
kind_of_furniture;
origo:
point;
direction:
real;
width:
real;
text:
string[3];
material:
material_info;
end;

Listing A3.1 Data type definition for furniture and equipment
The data in DASK was organised in a compositional hierarchy, were a
single building object was at the top. Below the building object would
be a set of floors, into which the building elements such as walls, furniture objects, floor slabs and roof slabs would be organised. Listing A3.2
presents the type definitions for wall, floor and building.
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type
kind_of_wall = (wallA, wallB, wallC, wallD);
p_wall = ^wall;
wall = record
next:
p_wall;
kind:
kind_of_wall;
startpoint:
point;
endpoint:
point;
thickness:
real;
frontface:
surface;
backface:
surface;
openings:
p_opening;
module_position: real;
P1, P2, P3, P4:
point;
material:
material_info;
end;
wall_thicknesses = array[wallA..wallD] of real;
wall_list = array[1..3] of p_wall;
type
floor_name = string[20];
p_floor = ^floor;
floor = record
next:
p_floor;
prev:
p_floor;
name:
floor_name;
thickness:
real;
room_height:
real;
covers:
p_cover;
walls:
p_wall;
stairs:
p_stair;
lifts:
p_lift;
furniture_parts: p_furniture;
end;
type
house = record
description:
origo:
direction:
floors:
end;

string[255];
point;
real;
p_floor;

Listing A3.2 Compositional hierarchy
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begin
if (field <> f_drawing) or (basic.scale >= 1/200) then
begin
while object <> nil do
begin
with object^ do case f_type of
wc: begin
create_furniture_contour(objekt, number_of_items, shape);
shift_and_rotate_contour(n_of_items, shape, origo, direction);
prepare_contour_for_display(falt, antal, figur);
clip_polygon(field, closed, n_of_items, shape, clip);
colour := 14;
paint_area(n_of_items, shape, colour);
colour := 2;
draw_line(closed, n_of_items, shape, colour);
shape[1].x := 0.25; shape [2].x := 0.25;
shape [1].y := -0.20; shape [2].y := 0.20;
n_of_items:= 2;
shift_and _rotate_contour(n_of_items, shape, origo, direction);
prepare_contour_for_display(field, n_of_items, shape);
if clip then clip_polygon(field, open, n_of_items, shape, clip);
colour := 2;
draw_line(open, antal, shape, colour);
end;
small_basin: begin
create_furniture_contour(object, number_of_items, shape);
shift_and_rotate_contour(n_of_items, shape, origo, direction);

procedure draw_furniture(field : field_name; object : p_furniture_object);
var
shape : display_line;
n_of_items : integer;
colour : colour_type;
clip, memory : boolean;
kind : type_of_furniture;
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end;
object := object^.next;
end;
end;
end;

Listing A3.3 Display procedure for furniture and equipment

(similar case clauses for the other kinds of furniture objects were placed here)

prepare_contour_for_display(falt, antal, figur);
clip_polygon(field, closed, n_of_items, shape, clip);
colour := 14;
paint_area(n_of_items, shape, colour);
colour := 2;
draw_line(closed, n_of_items, shape, colour);
shape[1].x :=0.10; shape [2].x := 0.10; shape [10].x := 0.10;
shape [1].y := -0.20; shape [2].y := 0.00; shape [10].y := 0.20;
n_of_items := 10;
Arc(1,2,10, shape, 0.201);
shift_and_rotate_contour(n_of_items, shape, origo, direction);
prepare_contour_for_display(field, n_of_items, shape);
if clip then clip_polygon(field, closed, n_of_items, shape, clip);
colour := 2;
draw_line(closed, n_of_item, shape, colour);
end;
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Figure A3.1 DASK screen display
The different visual presentations of the different furniture and equipment types were hard coded. Listing A3.3 shows part of the procedure
for drawing furniture objects on the screen. As can be seen, all of the
visual features of furniture objects were hard coded into the DASK Pascal code. All drawing procedures would take two parameters, the screen
area where to draw the object and a pointer to the object to be drawn.
The screen was divided into one large plan view area and a set of palette
areas [Figure A3.1]. A record describing the geometrical features of one
such area would be supplied to the field parameter.
The main screen of DASK was divided into a sketch area to the left, and
a palette area to the right. A selected palette tool is displayed by its background colour becoming green, displayed as gray in here.
The uppermost six rows of the palette are tools for inserting or editing
building elements and equipment:
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Bidet
Small washbasin
Top cupboard
'Red' internal wall
'Red' external wall
Left hinged door

Bathtub
Large washbasin
Bottom cupboard
'Green' internal wall
'Green' external wall
Right hinged door

WC
Kitchen sink
Full height cupboard
Stove
Window
Double door

The next rows are as follows:
È=(c) This should be a stair symbol, but since the Windows environment uses a different character set than DOS, it did not get the
right looks in these screen captures.
tak
select the tool for inserting or editing roof elements.
ele
toggle between displaying the elevation and plan views.
blg
select the tool for inserting or editing roof elements.
rot
get a pop-up menu for rotating the view (useful in elevation
mode).
upp go up one floor.
vån get a pop-up menu for inserting, editing or deleting a floor.
ner
go down one floor.
jlp
toggle on or off the help lines; also get a pop-up menu to edit
the help lines.
»•«
centre the clicked-on part of the model on the screen.
läs
not implemented.
#
toggle on or off the grid lines; also get a pop-up menu to edit
the grid lines.
mät area measuring tool.
psp display the model in perspective.
HUS get a pop-up menu for saving the model on file, reading a saved
model from file, or beginning a new model.
T
not implemented
XPT get a pop-up menu for exporting the model data in different
file formats.
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Figure A3.2 Data input prompt
The last five rows display various data. By clicking in some of these
fields, the data could be changed.
1 The accumulated cost of the building elements currently in the
model.
2 The name of the building.
3 The name of the floor.
4 The current scale.
5 The length of the wall, or the edge of a roof or floor slab element,
currently being input.
The black field at the bottom displays the version of the DASK program.
Prompts for data input would be displayed in a green ribbon across the
screen, in Figure A3.2 the name for a new model is prompted for.
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Figure A3.3 Snap grid, materials pop-up and four walls
Pop-up menus would be a blue square with lines of text inside. The
menu items were selected by mouse pointing and clicking. In this picture a new floor has just been created, and a pop-up menu is displayed
for the user to input the name, the slab-thickness and the room height
of the new floor.
The figure shows pop-up menu for choosing, displaying and editing the
materials info assigned to each new inserted object. This menu is obtained by right-button clicking the palette field.
When the grid is activated, input would snap to grid points. Here are
four wall objects added to the model, which is calculated to cost
152,592 Swedish crowns.
In addition to grid points, clicks are always snapped to centre lines and
endpoints of walls, if within a pre-defined distance.
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Figure A3.4 Model with openings added
In Figure A3.4 the model has had some windows and a door added.
Doors and windows can only be added into walls, and will automatically snap to the nearest point of the nearest wall. Doors and windows are
inserted with two clicks at the mouse on the same wall element. The
distance of the second click to the first one defines the width of the
opening. Since the grid has been activated here, the widths are multiples
of the grid spacing.
Note that the accumulated cost has increased due to the added windows
and the door.
By right-button clicking an object, a pop-up menu for editing the object would be displayed. What attributes are accessible depends on the
object type.
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Figure A3.5 Elevation view
The elevation mode divides the display area into two, with a plan view
at top and an elevation view below [Figure A3.5]. By rotating the views
around the vertical axis with the rot tool, different façades can be
viewed in the elevation view. The rotation pop-up menu has four choices:
1
2
3
4

See from above, relative current view.
See from left, relative current view.
See from right, relative current view.
Return to original rotation.
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Figure A3.6 Defining a roof slab
Here a roof element is being added [Figure A3.6]. Roof elements put
directly above the cur-rent floor level are displayed with a green dotted
perimeter, shown as grey in print. Aas a guide to design, also roof elements below the current floor level would be displayed, in this case as
solid green polygons.
The pop-up menu has choices for defining the slope of the roof element, and the material.
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Figure A3.7 Defining the slope of the roof
The direction of the slope is always defined graphically in the plan view
[Figure A3.7]. The direction is defined by cklicking twice, the highest
point first. The rotating axis will be perpendicular to the direction line,
which is displayed in the figure, and intersect it at the second point.
After the slope line is defined, the value of the slope can be input either
numerically in degrees, or graphically by clicking in the elevation view
to provide a height value for the highest point of the slope line.
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Figure A3.8 Elevation view with roof
The gable wall misses the triangular top part, since the wall has the same
height all the way. DASK walls are assumed to rest on the floor, but
their ends may be of different heights. This makes it necessary to split
the wall into two parts, before the wall’s shape can be adjusted to fit under the roof.
The menu reads ‘Change the height of the wall’. Three different selections are provided:
• to the preset wall height of the floor
• to the next roof/floor slab above
• to a numerical value.
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Figure A3.9 Wall after split and height adjustment
After the wall is split, each part may be automatically adjusted to fit under the roof above by selecting till tak/bjälklag (to roof/floor slab) from
the wall-editing pop-up menu [ cf. Figure A3.8].
The result is shown in Figure A3.9.
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Figure A3.10 A perspective view of the house
The hidden surface algorithm was obtained from a book on graphics
programming. The algorithm was quite problematic, firstly because it
was not very explicitly formulated in the book, and secondly since it
needed quite a lot of reworking before it produced correct result.
Objects would be displayed as no-thickness polygons in three-dimensional space. The problem was that DASK allowed walls to intersect,
which caused problems in the depth sorting of the display polygons. Before sorting, the polygons had to be cut at intersections, making each
polygon definitely in front of or behind any other polygon.
Before the sorting algorithm was finally sorted out, so to speak, even the
most traditional house would often get a quite deconstructivistic perspective rendering...
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Figure A3.11 Help lines
The help lines were four lines to with mouse clicks would snap [Figure
A3.11]. The intersection of the help lines would always be on the previously clicked point, thereby assisting the user to place objects in defined directions. The user could set the angle of the diagonal help lines
using a pop-up menu.
The area measuring tool would allow the user to draw a polygon in the
plan view, the area of which would be calculated a displayed in a message banner [Figure A3.12].

Figure A3.12 Area measurement display
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Figure A3.13 Plan and perspective views of export example
As menitioned intially, DASK could export data in four formats, to be
used as inputs into other applications. The last part of this overview of
the DASK software is an example of how model data could be exported
to the Multiplan spreadsheet application.
The building modelled in the example is shown in plan and perspective
in Figure A3.13.
The latest DASK implementation was able to store addtional information about building elements, aside from geometric properties as position, thickness, height etc. This additional data would be obtained from
a pre-defined file upon program start-up, for each of the selectable
kinds of elements. Default data for an object type could also be fetched
from a file during program execution. Thus, different objects could
have different materials data automatically defined at insertion time.
Since the materials data was only text strings, any data could be defined,
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Figure A3.14 The materials info pop-up
and any number of different object types could be used, within the basic
types provided by DASK.
Figure A3.14 displays the material info for a wall object. In this case, it
contains a'recipe' for the wall, describing the materials and different layers.
The last three rows are for the SYRE cost analysis data. '53121' and
'yv161' are different classification categories for the SYRE program.
The last row is a toggle to switch on and off the prompting for SYRE
data whenever a new object is inserted
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FLOOR

KIND

NAME

AREA

PRICE
kr/m2

COST kr

0

WALL

TYPE a

7,2

670

4824

0

WALL

TYPE a

7,2

670

4824

0

WALL

TYPE c

17,6

1870

32912

0

WALL

TYPE c

17,6

1870

28050

WINDOW

2,6

2700

7020

TYPE c

31,2

1870

45628

0

LEFTDOOR

4,2

4900

20580

0

WINDOW

2,6

2700

7020

TYPE c

17,6

1870

28050

WINDOW

2,6

2700

7020

0
0

0

WALL

WALL

0
0

WALL

TYPE c

17,6

1870

32912

0

WALL

TYPE c

31,2

1870

58344

0

ROOF

CEILING

73,54

1170

86041,8

0

ROOF

CEILING

73,54

1170

86041,8
+
----------

Total cost

Table A3.1 Multiplan export of DASK model
An example of the model exported as a Multiplan file is shown in Table
A3.1. To be readable, the original Swedish texts have been translated
into English. However, the table is otherwise identical to the Multiplan
file exported from DASK. In Multiplan (or any spread-sheet software),
the file will open as an active spreadsheet, where fields in the COST column are formulas.
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449267,6

CONCLUSIONS
The DASK software was a test-bed for our ideas of an appropriate computer based work environment for architects. We managed to show that
several different analysis applications could be fed with data from a design database in a useful manner.
The DASK software was a major programming task. The code consisted of 39 modules, encompassing almost 29,000 lines. The software was
object-oriented in its approach, although object-oriented programming
methods were not used. However, data was structured into Pascal
records, i.e. ‘packages’ that combine simple data types like integers and
text strings. Thus, all data about one particular building element could
be treated as one unit since it was collected in a record. The experience
of this was helpful in the later development of the object-oriented
BAS•CAAD prototypes in Smalltalk.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE APPENDED PAPERS
The reader is encouraged to check the appended papers after the introduction in part 1, but before the remaining parts. The papers were originally written to provide introduction to the subjects treated, and the
reader will probably gain from reading the papers before the mentioned
chapters.
The appended papers have been selected because they treat subjects that
are also dealt with in this thesis. The papers should be regarded as parts
of the thesis, although some of the subjects of the papers are developed
further in other places in this thesis.
Three of the papers have been co-authored by Ekholm and Fridqvist.
In those papers, Ekholm has contributed the parts regarding general
property theory and systems theory, while Fridqvist has contributed the
parts dealing with implementation and computer programming. The
development of the conceptual schemes and the parts of the papers discussing these schemes are joint products of both authors.
The original layout and pagination of the papers have been redone to
fit the format of this publication. Therefore, the reader who wishes to
reference a paper should refer to chapters and not to page numbers. The
original references are given for the papers; in case of referencing, please
use these original references.
Basic Object Structure for Computer Aided Modelling in
Building Design
Conference paper by Fridqvist & Ekholm; Presented at the CIB W78
workshop Construction on the Information Highway, Bled 1996.
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This paper reports an early development of the BAS•CAAD object
structure, which has since been further developed in the papers referred
to below. However, the paper has a discussion of the design activity,
and the requirements this activity puts upon a modelling system. Thus,
the paper gives a perspective on the issues discussed in the next three papers.
A dynamic information system for design applied to the
construction context
Conference paper by Ekholm & Fridqvist; presented at the CIB W78
workshop The Life-Cycle of Construction IT, Stockholm 1998.
This paper is the most complete report of the considerations behind the
BAS•CAAD system. It discusses the requirements for an information
system for design, and some concepts that are useful for discussing such
systems. Additionally the paper presents ontological terms and concepts, necessary to get an adequate understanding of design systems.
Implementation of a dynamic information system for
design
Conference paper by Fridqvist; presented at the CIB W78 workshop
Information Technology in Construction, Vancouver 1999.
This paper re-defines the BAS•CAAD implementation schema, and
changes the nomination of the schema from the 1998 paper to ’Ontological schema’. Additionally, the paper describes some considerations
made when programming the research prototype computer program
for the BAS•CAAD project.
The BAS•CAAD information system for design - principles,
implementation, and a design scenario
Conference paper by Ekholm & Fridqvist; presented at the CAADfutures conference Computers in Building, Atlanta 1999.
This article is mostly an abbreviated concatenation of the Stockholm
and Vancouver articles. The repetitive parts have been excluded here.
What remain is the part titled ’Libraries’, which is extended compared
to the Stockholm version. Additionally, the concluding two design scenarios have not been published elsewhere. They explain in a practical
way the workings of the BAS•CAAD system.
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BASIC OBJECT STRUCTURE FOR COMPUTER AIDED
MODELLING IN BUILDING DESIGN
Sverker Fridqvist and Anders Ekholm
Conference paper presented at the CIB W78 workshop Construction on
the Information Highway, Bled 1996. Please use the original reference
(proc. ed: Turk, Z.; pp. 197-206; publisher: University of Ljubljana,
Ljubljana).
Abstract:
This working paper describes important considerations for development of a computer-based modelling tool for use in design. Such a tool
must support the actions of a designer. The design tool presented here
is both generic and consistent as a result of its foundation in a well-conceived ontological theory. At first the concrete things that are to be represented are described, then it is shown how these things can be
represented, and a conceptual schema is suggested. Finally we discuss
how operations on this data structure correspond to different design activities.
Keywords: CAD, CAAD, CABD, system, design, modelling, analysis,
synthesis, design tool

STARTING POINTS FOR THE BAS•CAAD RESEARCH
PROJECT
The origin of the work in the BAS•CAAD research group is the fact
that in early phases of building design both buildings and user organi213
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sations are designed [Ekholm 1987]. Commercially available CAD
tools focus on representing the built structure and are not fit for modelling the user organisation. However, buildings are erected with the
purpose to fill some needs of a user. Building design generally starts
with an analysis of the user organisation that is going to use the building. This exploration results in an interpretation and understanding of
the user organisation, which the building’s hardware such as walls,
floors and other components are designed to support. The design of the
building and the user organisation is to a certain extent done simultaneously during the earliest phases of the design process. Some conclusions can be drawn from these observations:
1 CAD tools available today cannot be used until the design process
has proceeded long enough to have reached a set of decisions on
building hardware and technical solutions.
2 Most of the conditions behind the configuration of a building are
based on the configuration of the intended user organisation.
From 1) follows that today’s CAD software cannot provide design evaluation tools until later stages of design process when much of the design
has become fixed, and the results of the evaluation are hard to implement. It also follows that the interpretation of the acronym ‘CAD’ as
‘computer aided design’ is questionable in the realm of building design
and the tools available today.
From 2) follows that a considerable amount of the information gathered during building design today is not forwarded to the subsequent
stages of the construction process due to the lack of means of modelling
user organisations and their interactions with buildings.
The study at hand aims at developing a computer based modelling tool
for use in building design. Another study within the BAS•CAAD
project aims at developing conceptual schemas for user organisations,
buildings and spaces. The modelling tool and the schemas will be parts
of an information system for computer aided building and user organisation design [Ekholm and Fridqvist 1996].

DESIGN TOOLS
When discussing problems in technical and scientific research, Bunge
recognises two main types of problems; analysis and synthesis:
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The analysis problem is: Given a system (i.e. knowing or assuming its composition, environment, and structure), find its
behavior. The inverse problem is that of synthesis: Given a
behavior, find or design a system that realises it [Bunge
1983:274].
This suggests a division of design tools in two groups: analysis tools and
synthesis tools:
Analysis tools are used for evaluating designs, i.e. solutions to problems
obtained through synthesis. Examples of analysis tools are software for
cost estimation, stress analysis and energy balance calculation. Typical
for analysis is that once the system is known, the task of finding solutions to problems regarding the system will follow given rules. Thus
analysis tools can be highly automated, provided the necessary data is at
hand in a suitable form.
From an interpretation of Bunge’s definition of synthesis we conclude
that a synthesis tool, has three characteristics:
1 It assists the designer initially to describe the desired behaviour or
functions of the thing to be designed.
2 It supports composing and describing things that have these functions.
3 It presents data in ways that are suitable both for analysis tools and
for the realisation of the design.
Today’s commercial CAD software may be categorised as synthesis
tools. However, they generally have limitations which might make the
categorisation questionable. They don’t support point 1 above, and
they generally only give second hand support to points 2 and 3. What
primarily is supported by most CAD software are graphic entities, like
lines, faces and solids, which only in a secondary way may be used to
describe concrete things and their non-geometrical properties.

PRODUCT MODELLING TOOLS
The term ‘model’ is used both for specific and generic models. This
gives rise to an ambiguity in terminology [Björk 1995, Ekholm 1996].
The objective of this paper is to discuss features of a system framework
and to show its usefulness for describing products.
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The purpose of product modelling was initially to communicate design
solutions [ISO 1995]. A modelling tool for this purpose would handle
objects, that could be instantiated from a set of classes. In order to ensure consistency between the model and reality, the classification
scheme would reflect the classes of parts that real products are composed of. Once an object is instantiated in such a tool, its class cannot
be changed. In addition to an object’s modelling properties, the class
may also decide the behaviour of the modelling tool in respect to the
object; for instance by restricting objects of class window to be inserted
only within the limits of objects of class wall.
The drawbacks of such a pre-determined classification of model objects
has been discussed by Ramscar [1994], Junge [1995] and in papers concerning different general representations of design data like EDM-2
[Eastman et al 1993], the SOFA notation [Galle 1994], and Feature
based modelling [van Leeuwen et al 1995].
A synthesis tool will not have the rigid class structure described above.
This follows from Bunge’s definition of synthesis, where the functions
of the system to be designed are modeled before the parts and the whole
that has these properties. For these reasons we have chosen to use the
systems concept as described by Bunge as the foundation for our modelling tool.

CONCRETE SYSTEMS
Buildings and user organisations as systems
Designs for creating or reshaping built environment are not sufficiently
described without accounting for the user organisations for which the
buildings are made or modified. This is true especially in the early stages, where often at least a spatial configuration for the user organisation
has to be designed. The spatial configurations of the user organisation
and of the building relates to each other, such that the user organisation
tells us what is necessary for the building, and the building tells us what
is possible for the user organisation. Building design at early stages is
very much about co-ordinating these demands.
As stated above, in building product modelling we want to model, or
represent, buildings. Thus a building product data model for buildings,
or a schema, is necessary for making a building product modelling tool.
Such a schema answers questions as “what parts composes any build216
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ing” and “what properties do such parts have in common”. A building
is a physical entity, a thing, composed of things. Things used in building construction may be classified as building elements. However, in
the beginning of the design process it is essential that the parts available
are not a priori classified in a way that would force a class structure on
the designer.
We also need to model user organisations. Accordingly a schema for
user organisations is necessary for making a building product modelling
tool. Also a user organisation is a thing, because it is composed of
things: people and equipment. If we use a representation of things as
the basic modelling element, we will accordingly be able to model
buildings and user organisations together in one model.
Systems
Composition and environment
Concrete systems are things with composition, environment and structure [Bunge 1979].
The composition is the collection of parts that composes the system. A
part has an individual existence before the whole, it precedes the whole.
Parts may be systems in their own level, in which case they are subsystems to the higher level system.
The environment of a system consists of things that has bonding relations [see 0] to the system without being part of it. Which parts that belong to the system or to the environment is generally a question of the
purpose of the model.
Structure
The internal structure of a system is the complex of relations between
its parts. The external structure is the complex of relations between the
system and its environment. The terms ‘relation’ and ‘property’ designate the same concept, but from different viewpoints. In other words,
to say that “object O has the property P” is equal to say that “O has a
P-relation to another thing” [Bunge 1977].
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Properties of things [see Figure A5.19] can be factual or phenomenal.

Bonding
Factual

Mutual
Intrinsic

Substantial property
Phenomenal

Mutual

Rel.to the environment

Non-bonding
Rel.to a reference frame

Non-bonding

Subjective/Objective

Figure A5.19 Kinds of properties [Ekholm 1996]
Factual properties exist independently of an interpreting mind, while
phenomenal properties depend on an interpretetion. The phenomenal
properties can be more or less objective, which is the degree to which
they conform with factual properties.
A relation is bonding, if a change of state in one object will cause a
change of state in the other object(s). The functions of a system are
bonding relations to the environment. Often things are classified and
named according to their function. Compare for instance the disparate
objects tennis ball, basket ball and rugby ball, which all are called ‘ball’
because of their similar functions in the different games (_ projectiles
around which the games focus).
An intrinsic property is inherent in a thing. A mutual property is an interaction between two or more things. In many cases it may be implicit
what is ‘in the other end’ of a mutual property, which will make it seem
intrinsic. For example it might be said that a property of pencils is their
ability to produce marks. However, this property depends on what the
marks are made on. Compare a glass sheet and a piece of paper as writing surfaces. Similarly, to be scribable is not an intrinsic property of paper. Instead, both ‘marking’ and ‘scribable’ are mutual properties of
paper and pencil, or in other words relations between them.
In many cases it is most efficient to model properties as intrinsic, since
this allows us to simplify the models. For instance, Newton told us that
gravity is a relation between two bodies. Nevertheless, in building product modelling it is generally more useful to view weight as an intrinsic
property. This of course relieves us from the burden of including the
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whole earth in our model. Other properties modelled this way are time
and global position.
An emergent property is a property that is found in a thing as a whole,
but not individually in its parts. Emergent properties are important in
modelling the functions of technical systems. These functions depend
on the basic properties of materials and parts. Ventilation, for instance,
is a complex property composed of the properties of the system parts:
conducting, distributing, propelling, heating and filtering air, and of
the systems environment, the building’s spaces that are enclosing to air.
Also architectural properties as ‘spaciousness’ are emergent and ultimately rest on both physical properties of the building and on properties of the human observer, the latter often being common to a cultural
group. An important conclusion is therefore that it would in principle
be possible to model also these properties.
The scope of a property is the collection of entities possessing it [Bunge
1977]. A more general property thus will have a larger scope than a
more specific property. For example, there exist more coloured objects
than yellow ones in the world; that is, the scope of ‘coloured’ is larger
than that of ‘yellow’. Accordingly, the scope of a design representation
would be the intersection of the scopes of all its represented properties.
A general representation has a large scope; a specific representation has
a small one.
Often adding property representations to a design will make it more
specific, as in this example of the series cutlery-spoon-teaspoon: Cutlery
are used for manipulating food when eating. Spoons are cutlery for liquid food. (Added property: liquid container.) Teaspoons are small
spoons that fit for stirring tea in a tea-cup. (Added property: size that fit
into cup.) Each advance in this sequence adds a property, but the important thing is that each addition diminishes the scope of the combined properties.
Subclassing a property representation is to lessen its scope. Accordingly,
exchanging a property representation for its subclass will mostly lessen
the scope of the design representation as a whole.
There are reasons why adding or subclassing a property representation
not always will reduce scope. One is, that there is a practical limit for
specificity. To model all individuals of mass-produced items would be
impractical. Another reason is, that representations of high-level prop219
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erties may presuppose low-level properties. Imagine for example a garden design, where a high-level property of lawns is ‘grown with grass’.
Adding the property ‘green’ to a lawn wouldn’t specify it further. Of
course, in the real world to be grown with grass implies being green;
that is, ‘grown with grass’ is a complex property that includes ‘green’.
Regions
Regions are functionally and spatially defined subdivisions of a thing.

Figure A5.20 Clotheshangers with different compositions
Regions should not be confused with compositional parts. For example
a common wooden clotheshanger has three different parts; we may call
them hook, shoulders and bar. Plastic hangers, however, are often
moulded as a single entity, and the hook, shoulders, and bar are regions
of the hanger.
State
The state of a thing may be viewed as its position in a multi-dimensional conceptual space, a state space. The axes of a state-space refer to its
different properties: The position of the thing in respect to one such
axis is obtained through the property’s state function. If these functions
are independent of each other they describe simple properties.
Sometimes properties depend on each other. For instance, for an ideal
gas the four properties pressure, volume, number of molecules and temperature are dependent. The dependence is described in natural science
by the formula pV = nRT, which represents a natural law. The four
measures together describe the thermodynamic state of a gas, which is
a complex property. The formula pV = nRT is an expression of the state
function of the complex property thermodynamic state.
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Statements about reality are always followed by validity limits, so called
state-space restrictions. For instance the formula pV = nRT is valid only
for gases, and in certain ranges of pressure and temperature. The formula and the set of limits together describe the state-space of a gas. Outside these limits we will not have a gas, but a solid, a liquid or a plasma,
which all have properties qualitatively different from a gas.
Process
An event is the change of state of a thing. A process is a sequence of
events in a thing. In order to model the changes of a thing through
time, a temporal reference frame has to be included in its state functions. Any process will constitute a temporal reference frame; i.e. also
subprocesses or other processes may be used as reference frames. By
modelling processes as changes of states, an individual process object is
not necessary.

THE

DESIGN TOOL

In order to understand the requirements of a design modelling tool it is
not sufficient to have knowledge of design as a general activity; is also
required to know the object of design. Here, building research and classification answers the question of “what”, while design activity research
might tell us “how”.
Design moves
The term design move was introduced by Schön [1983], and is used to
denote the designer’s actions on the design. A design is a representation
of a thing, existing or factually possible. The representation may either
be a conceptual or a concrete model. In the following the term design
is used to denote the conceptual model. It seems that the effects on the
design caused by design moves are seldom analysed, mostly it is just
stated that design moves were made.
In [Oxman 1995] a design move is defined as an “act of production, or
modification, of a representation”. The study at hand concentrates on
the design move as a result, and tries to describe it as a change in a system representation. This makes it possible to relate design moves to the
ontological framework applied in this research project.
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Oxman proposes a ‘taxonomy of design moves’ [Oxman 1995], based
on his definition above. The taxonomy is based purely on the visible effects of design moves, and thus might prove useful for our continued
study of design operations. Since the taxonomy to our knowledge isn’t
published at writing time for this paper, we cannot make any further
comments here.
Design styles
Oxman and Oxman [1992] specifies two ‘cognitive styles’ for design:
refinement and adaptation. Refinement is to sequentially transform an
initial generalised schema into a specified design. The basic design operation of the refinement style is substitution, in which “the designer replaces the existing state of the design with another representation”.
Adaptation is to transform a specific precedent into a new design; it is
also known as case-based design. Three basic strategies may be found:
Elemental adaptation, where elements of the prior design are transformed; and schema adaptation, where the schema is changed; and hybrid adaptation, where multiple precedents are incorporated into a new
design.
An important case of adaptation is finding new and unanticipated uses
for things. Here, something is moved into an new environment, where
it is given new functions. A well-known example of such adaptation is
Nikita Chruschev’s use of his shoe as a hammer. Of course this could
be done because the parts and the internal structure of a shoe support
this adaptation.
BAS•CAAD design object structure
The BAS•CAAD object structure is intended to meet the requirements
of modelling physical objects in a design situation. Important characteristics of design at early stages are “fuzziness” and generality. As the
design process advances, fuzziness and generality decrease. A tool that
supports these requirements will not force the designer to input various
data to keep the design data base consistent. Instead it will allow the designer to push decisions forward to a moment when enough is known
about the design to make the decisions. Thus the designer can keep at
the task at hand, without being too specific at an early stage.
The BAS•CAAD object structure is used to develop schemas and designs that represent concrete systems. It is based on the characteristics
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of systems: composition, structure and environment . The schemas and
designs will be created from three classes of objects, called design objects, that the user can instantiate and manipulate.
System object
System objects alone represent only the identity and existence of a concrete thing. System objects have the attributes composition, structure
and environment. The properties of a system are modelled by assigning
property objects to the system object; the structure is a collection of
such assignments. The composition and the environment are collections of references to objects that constitute the composition and the
environment, respectively.
Property object
Property objects represent properties of concrete systems. A property
object is instantiated only once, to ensure compatiblity between different modelled objects. Consider, for instance, the property ‘mass’: In the
real world there is only one kind of mass. This should be reflected in a
model, so that there is only one instance of property object that represents ‘mass’.
A property object always have a state function, and may optionally have
an emergence definition and a relation definition. The state function
represents the possible states of the associated systems with respect to
the property. The emergence definition describes the circumstances under which an emergent property will emerge. The relation definition
describes what system objects may be related to each other through a
relation in terms of what properties they are assigned to. Thus a property library will constitute a classification schema for system objects.
Since the classification is based on properties and not inherent in system
objects, it will fit very well into the evolving nature of design. The development of property libraries will have to be guided by analyses of the
different design areas the tool is intended to be used within.
Property objects are treated as classes for state objects. Accordingly,
property objects can be subclassed to reflect a tighter state space. For example the property ‘colour’ may be subclassed into ‘yellow’.
State object
State objects can be considered to be instances of property objects, telling the actual value of the property’s state function for a system object.
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A property object may have a collection of state objects that model the
different states of the modelled systems in respect to that property.
What states the set may contain is described in the state function of the
property object. Complex properties will have complex states, for instance the thermodynamical state of a gas will be represented by at least
three of the four numerical variables [see 0].
Design tool operations
Design tool operations are operations that can be performed using a design tool and its user interface. Classes of design tool operations should
correspond to classes of design moves, but this is not necessarily a one
to one relation. The shortcomings of today’s CAD tools as design instruments can be viewed as a lack of coherence between design moves
and the operations supported by the CAD tools.
Generic operations on design objects
Given a system object, design tool operations may be classified according to what changes are imposed upon composition, environment, and
structure. Using our three classes of design objects, we have five generic
design operations:
1 Creating system objects.
2 Creating or subclassing property objects.
3 Assigning a property object to a system object (intrinsic property)
or to a collection of system objects (mutual property / relation).
4 Composing system objects.
5 Creating state objects and assigning them to system objects.
These operations have inverses that undo them.
Design styles interpreted as generic operations on
designs
If we try to adopt our terminology to Oxman & Oxman’s design styles
from 0, we will have the following result:
• Refinement is to add design objects to a general design.
• Elemental adaptation is to exchange the system objects of a known
representation, but to keep its structure, i.e. the associated property
and state objects.
• Schema adaptation is to keep the system objects but to change the
structure, i.e. the relations between the system objects of a known
representation
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• Hybrid adaptation is to merge representations so that some system
objects and some of the structure of the original representations are
kept.
Specification and generalisation of system objects
Specification in terms of the generic operations in 0 is (mostly) equivalent to assigning propery objects and state objects to system objects; i.e.
operations 3 and 5. Conversely generalisation is to delete property objects and state objects from the system object.
Integration and disintegration of system objects
To integrate is to combine a set of system objects as parts into a new
whole. Integrating takes place when we have a collection of parts, that
we realise are so tightly integrated that they constitute a system. In
terms of the generic operations integration is to compose system objects
and to relate them to oneother; i.e. operations 3 and 4. To disintegrate
is to carefully take a system to pieces. The pieces will still have their intrinsic functionality.
Disintegration vs. demolition
To demolish is to smash into pieces. None of the original functions are
left, but the pieces may have new properties. Demolition is not a design
activity, as it renders unforeseeable results. Environmental concern today demands of products that they or their parts can be reused. What
is planned for is not demolition, but disintegration.
Granulating and degranulating of system objects
Granulating takes place when we have an object with known properties
but unknown composition, and we want to specify what parts would
constitute a system with these properties. In terms of the generic operations granulating is first: to create new system objects, second: to relate
them to oneother, and third: to compose them into the system object
to be granulated; i.e. operations 2, 3 and 4. Degranulating is to keep the
functions of a system object, but remove the specification of its composition and internal structure.
Substitution of system objects
Substitution is to replace one design object with another that has equivalent properties. In this case the environment is kept the same but the
function is held by a different thing. Substitution is a common opera225
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tion in order to arrive at an economically and environmentally acceptable solution. In terms of the generic operations substitution is to delete
a system object and to insert another object in the now empty place; i.e.
operation 4, inverted and straight.

CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to relate findings of design research in the form of design
moves to the ontological framework applied in this research project.
Using this knowledge it would be possible to specify a design tool that
both supports styles of work in the design situation and organises design
data in a consistent manner.

CONTINUED WORK
The work presented here will constitute a foundation for the development of a prototype CAAD design software. This software is aimed for
evaluation of the conceptual models for buildings and user organisation
that are developed within the BAS•CAAD research project. A goal of
BAS•CAAD is to be able to represent both buildings and user organisations at any moment, from programming through design and use to
demolition of a building, and to deliver useful data to other applications
at all these stages.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we discuss the requirements for an information system for
design and outline a prototype that tests these principles in the context
of building design. Information systems can be characterised as static or
dynamic concerning the definition of classes in the model schema, and
concerning classification of model objects. An information system for
routine design can be closed in both respects, while an information system for innovative design must be open in these respects. The
BAS•CAAD information system, presented in this paper, is a dynamic
information system for design, built on a generic ontological framework. The system supports the definition of classes in different levels of
universality, the classes may originate from different standards or the
individual designer, and allows a free combinations of attributes.
Keywords: Information systems, dynamic schema evolution, product
modelling, design, CAD
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1. INTRODUCTION : BACKGROUND AND PROBLEMATICS
The development of computer based information systems and information networks means a revolution to information handling in the construction process. It enables a computer integrated construction
process, where information is generated, used and communicated between different actors in planning, design, production, use and maintenance of the built environment. Among the prerequisites of a computer
integrated construction process is that:
• information must be structured into computer based models in
order to enable computer based analyses of the products and processes that are developed,
• the computer must be able to handle information of other objects
than buildings, e.g. the user organisation, the site, the construction
process, and the facility management process,
• information must be standardised in order to be consistent
throughout the processes,
• information must be computer based already in the initial processes,
• it must be possible to use the computer as a design tool.
The questions of the structure of building product models and the communication of building product data between different actors and computer systems have been given much attention within construction
information research, see e.g. GARM [Gieling 1988], RATAS [Björk
1989], and COMBINE [Augenbroe 1995]. The issues of standardised
product representations to enable interoperability among computer systems are on an international level handled by the ISO STEP activity
[ISO 1994], and the IAI, International Alliance for Interoperability
[IAI 1997]. These activities are parallel to the construction information
standardisation work carried out within ISO through TC59/SC13/
WG2 [ISO 1997], and national construction classification agencies.
Lately also the principles for structuring computer based user organisation information have been discussed see e.g. Eastman and Siabiris
[1995], Ekholm and Fridqvist [1996], Maher, Simoff and Mitchell
[1997].
In spite of its apparent success, the main approach to product modelling has been criticised to lead to static representations that are not suitable in a design situation, see e.g. Eastman and Fereshetian [1994],
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Eastman, Assal and Jeng [1995], Galle [1995], Junge, Steinmann and
Beetz [1997], and Leeuwen and Wagter [1997]. A generic keyword, in
the references mentioned here, is that an information system for design
must support dynamic schema evolution, DSE. One way of formulating the criticism is that the traditional approach to product modelling
is class centered, and that it must be abandoned for an object centered
approach [Garrett and Hakim 1994]. The apparent similarity of an object centered approach to product modelling and the facetted approach
to classification has been pointed out by Ekholm and Fridqvist [1997].
In this paper we report a research into how an information system for
design, supporting DSE, would be conceived and implemented. In section 2 we discuss the characteristics of design and how mental representations are developed. In section 3 we present the principles of
information systems and how these are applied to problems of product
modelling, and what the consequences for a system for design would be.
In section 4 the BAS•CAAD system for design is presented. Finally in
section 5 some conclusions and ideas for future research are presented.

2. DESIGN AND REPRESENTATIONS
Design
Design is a problem solving process, it is similar to solving both everyday life problems and scientific ones. A problem is a conceptual representation of an object or its state, where a certain understanding is
wanting, namely the solution to the problem [Bunge 1983:271]. A
problem solution, also called hypothesis, describes the object or its state
in a way that is satisfactory, and eventually enables a test. The test may
be theoretical, relating the solution to existing knowledge, or empirical,
involving an experiment or construction and test of an artefact.
Problem solving is a process of exploration, where hypotheses and tests
are made alternately. In the process, the properties of the hypothesised
object are determined in an incremental manner. The process of exploration in design is characterised by adding and removing attributes
from the conceptual representation of the designed artefact.
A design problem may be characterised as open or closed concerning
the determining factors of the designed artefact, e.g. in building design
such factors are environmental impact, user requirements and available
technology. To a closed problem, the determining factors and their
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combinations are well known, while to an open problem neither the determining factors nor their combinations are known, but must be explored or invented. Open problems are also called “wicked” [Rittel
1984].
Design can be categorised as routine or innovative. Routine design is a
closed problem solving process, it consists of selecting a prototype solution and determining the values of its attributes. Innovative design is
necessary when no such prototype solution can be applied, and new
kinds of things or new uses for known things have to be created. Building design is an example of both routine and innovative design, the latter especially during early stages. The approach to building product
modelling today, e.g. in CAD programs, does not support innovative
design and is best suited for the later stages of the design process.
Information systems are computer based systems that support the information handling process, e.g. during problem solving. An information
system for design must support the development of design solutions. In
order to put requirements on information systems for design, it is necessary to have a clear understanding both of how mental representations
are built, and how information systems can be organised.
Object, concept, property and class
Essential to the description of mental representations are the constructs
‘object’, ‘concept’, ‘property’ and ‘class’.
In a general philosophical sense, an object is defined as an entity, concrete or abstract, towards which our attention is directed [Webster’s
1995]. The process of discriminating between objects, concrete or abstract, results in the formation of kinds, e.g. the class of buildings or the
class of ideas [Bunge 1979:165]. From a neuropsychological point of
view, a kind is a mental construct, a brain process, or rather, an equivalence class of brain processes [Bunge 1983:40]. From a philosophical
point of view the kind is a concept, the basic thinking block [Bunge
1974:13].
The process of forming kinds is central to problem solving. It consists
in distinguishing similarities and differences of objects, or rather, of
their properties. Therefore, the process of forming kinds consists in
conceptualising properties and attributing these to the objects [Bunge
1983:165]. The concept of a property is called attribute [ibid:165]. The
concept of kind, or class can be defined using the concepts of scope and
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property. The scope of a property is the set of things possessing it
[Bunge 1977:140]. A class is a set of things that constitute the scope of
a property [ibid:140].
The object-property dichotomy is purely conceptual. Even though we
can conceptualise a property, it has no separate existence from the objects that have them. It may be argued that the concept of property is
questionable and could be regarded unnecessary; and that it would be
sufficient to state that there are different kinds of objects. However, it
is epistemologically useful to conceptually separate the object from its
properties, e.g. during a process of investigation we attribute properties
to objects and try out our hypothesis by testing whether the objects
have the property or not.
Predicates
Properties of objects are the basis for distinguishing classes, therefore,
class concepts are distinguished by their attributes, representing the objects’ properties. Class concepts are usually called predicates [Bunge
1974:15].
A predicate is a function from individuals in a domain to statements in
a range, or value space [ibid:15]. For example, at a given moment of
time each piece in a game of chess has a specific position on the board.
Chessboard position is a property of each of the chess pieces. The predicate "chessboard position", P, is a function that relates every individual
in the domain, consisting of chessboard, B, and pieces, C, to a statement in the range, V, of chessboard position values. The possible statements constitute the value space, of the predicate function, P:CxB_V.
The range of chessboard position statements, V, equals the 64 possible
positions.
The association from a construct to an object of any kind is called reference [Bunge 1974:34]. Similarly the association from a construct to
the properties of an object is called representation [Bunge 1974:89].
For example, the predicate "person" refers to persons. Some predicates
only refer, e.g. "person", while other predicates also represent, e.g. the
predicate "smiling" both refers to persons, and represents a property of
a person.
A predicate may be composed of other predicates. The domain of the
composed predicate is the intersection of the domains of the constituent predicates. For example the predicate "yellow song finch" is com233
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posed of the predicates "yellow", "song" and "finch". Every member of
the resulting domain has yellow colour, ability to sing, and finch characteristics.
In order to separate between the predicate function and the constituent
predicates, we have found it practical to use the term predicate when we
mean the predicate function, and the term attribute when we refer to
the constituents. For example "yellow song finch" is the predicate while
"yellow", "song" and "finch" are the attributes in the predicate.
Mental representations of specific interest to the development of information systems are class concepts. A generic class concept, or predicate,
P, may be defined as a set of attributes A such that P={Ai.. An}. The attributes constitute the definition of the predicate.
Individual and class concepts
It is useful to distinguish between individual concepts, and class concepts [Bunge 1974:15]. Individual concepts refer to identified individual objects, e.g. "St Paul’s cathedral" refers to the individual St Paul’s
cathedral. Class concepts also refer to individual objects, but to unspecified individuals in a collection of similar kind, e.g. the class concept
"cathedral" refers to all cathedrals. The class concept is also called a universal concept since the property that is referred to by the concept is
universal to the referenced objects. The individual concept can be understood as a class with only one member, such a class is called a singleton class.
Whether a class, with reference to a certain collection of objects, is a singleton class or a universal class, depends on the conceptual context. A
conceptual context consists of a domain of objects, predicates characterising the objects in the domain, and statements relating objects and
predicates [Bunge 1974:57]. For example if we want to identify a certain individual member of a domain of persons, the individual construct may be either a predicate, e.g. "smiling", or a statement, e.g. ‘the
smiling person’. The predicate "smiling" may be universal concept in a
context where every person in the domain is smiling, and an individual
concept if there is only one smiling person.
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3. INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR DESIGN
Information systems
An information system is a computer based system which makes it possible to store and retrieve information of relevance to the information
needs of a user [Boman et al 1993:7]. It consists of a conceptual schema,
an information base and an information processor [ISO 1985:15]. The
conceptual schema is a framework of classes that refer to the domain of
discourse. The information base consists of predicate statements describing the state of the class members. The information processor enables the user to query and update the conceptual schema and the
information base. A conceptual model of a member of the domain of
discourse, consists of the conceptual schema and the information base
[Boman et al 1993:60].
Conceptually, the data in the information base (the instances in an object-oriented system) are subclasses of classes in the conceptual schema,
and are singleton classes in the modelling context. In a traditional implementation the classes of the conceptual schema refer directly to the
objects in the domain of discourse. A specific model of an object is
achieved through selecting an appropriate class in the schema and determining the values of the attributes that describe the object.
Dynamic and static information systems
In the BAS•CAAD project, we have found that information systems
can be characterised as dynamic or static concerning the possibility for
the user to 1) define new class concepts in the conceptual schema, and
2) classify model instances. These two characteristics are mutually independent, see Figure 6.1:.

classification of model objects
static dynamic
static

A

B

dynamic

C

D

definition of conceptual classes

Figure 6.1: Dynamic and static information systems
The four kinds in Figure 6.1: are:
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A Static systems: the user is restricted to a predefined set of modelling
classes, and model objects have to retain their classification once
instantiated into the model.
B Dynamic classification: the user is restricted to a predefined set of
modelling classes, but can reclassify model objects between these
classes during modelling.
C Dynamic schemas: the user can create new classes, but cannot
reclassify model objects during modelling.
D Fully dynamic systems: the user is free to create new classes and to
reclassify model objects between all classes, predefined and new,
during modelling.
The literature on information systems (see the previous section) describe systems that belong to category A, but the terminology and theory can be used for all kinds of system in Figure 6.1:.
A static or closed classification is often suitable for a routine design
process, which presupposes a high degree of detailed knowledge about
the domain of discourse; however it is not suitable for a more searchlike innovative design process. The problems with the static systems of
category A in design has been addressed by several authors, as referred
to in part 1 of this paper.
An example of a static design system is the system for handling information about multi-variant heat-exchangers to be used by sales persons,
which appears in a paper by Hedin et al [1998]. However, the core of
that paper describes a generator of such systems. While both the generator and the generated system are of category A, the combination is of
category C.
An approach to dynamic modelling
Through developing a meta-schema that defines and relates classes that
only indirectly and in a generic way refer to the domain of discourse, it
is possible to create a dynamic modelling system. Instances of these
meta-classes are used for the development of a model schema that describes and directly refer to the members of the domain of discourse.
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The domain of implemented classes is orthogonal to (independent of)
the domain of runtime data or instances [Figure A6.2]. The user of an

Figure A6.2 model schema is ‘slided down’ into the domain of
instances. Ar-rows symbolise superclass-subclass relationships;
arcs symbolise instantiation
information system has access only to the latter; the former is available
to the system developer only. In the static approach, the model schema
resides in the domain of implemented classes, and thus is not open for
user manipulation. In the BAS•CAAD system, we have made possible
both dynamic classification of design objects and dynamic definition of
classes by ‘sliding down’ the model schema from the domain of implemented classes to entirely reside in the domain of instances.
The traditional static or hardcoded approach is not in every respect inferior to the dynamic approach; one of its advantages is that it is easier
to ensure consistency in a fixed class structure. Dynamic systems, such
as the BAS•CAAD system, have to implement mechanisms for dynamic consistency checking. Also, since in the static approach a definite set
of classes is implemented, only operations for managing these classes are
needed . In contrast, a dynamic system must provide operations on a
generic level, which is a much more complex task. The static approach
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is especially fit in situations where the modelling context is very specific
and beforehand well known, such as creating information systems for
routine design.

4. THE BAS•CAAD INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR
DESIGN
Basic considerations
The BAS•CAAD information system is based on the requirement that
it must be able to represent the concrete world with all its characteristics. It is adherent to the principles of human cognition. Therefore it is
structured so that it is possible to handle information about things separate from their properties and relations.
The basic class concepts of BAS•CAAD are most generic. The reason
for this is that every design task involves generic design operations, like
generalising and specialising, aggregating and decomposing, and adding and removing attributes [Fridqvist and Ekholm 1996, p. 213]. The
problems concerning these issues must be solved at the most generic
level in order that they shall be applicable to many different practical
situations.
Ontological background
Conceptual structure of the BAS•CAAD-system
The BAS•CAAD information system has implemented a conceptual
framework, that is based on a generic property theory including the systems concept. The basic concepts of this framework are ThingClass, Attribute and Relation. ThingClasses refer to concrete systems, Attributes
represent intrinsic properties of concrete systems, and Relations represent relations between, or mutual properties of, systems. This section
defines the basic concepts of system and property that are implemented
as part of the BAS•CAAD conceptual schema.
Property
Objects are characterised by their properties; for example a thing is a
concrete object with substantial or real properties, while a mental construct is an abstract object with formal properties [Bunge 1977]. Substantial properties can be divided into factual and phenomenal (also
called experiential). Factual properties exist independently of an inter238
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preting mind, while phenomenal properties depend on an interpretation. Phenomenal properties can be more or less objective or subjective,
that is they can be more respectively less correlated to factual properties.
Whether or not we can have a knowledge of the concrete world as it is,
independent of our interpretation of it, is a classic philosophical question. The authors’ perspective is that it is possible to achieve an objective understanding. Further, it is necessary for an information system
for design of artefacts that are to be experienced by man, that it can account for phenomenal properties.
Factual properties are either intrinsic or mutual. An intrinsic property
is inherent of an individual thing e.g. mass, colour, and utility, as well
as spatiotemporal intrinsic properties, e.g. shape, length, and duration.
Such a property can be represented by a unary attribute, which involves
only one member of the domain. A mutual, or relational, property depends on a relation between things, e.g. connected to, driving, sittingon, and pointing-at, as well as spatiotemporal properties like longerthan, to-the-left-of, during, and before. A mutual property is represented by a multinary attribute. Generally the distinction between intrinsic
and mutual properties depends on the demarcation between the system
and its environment; a mutual property may be construed as an intrinsic property of a larger system.
In the BAS•CAAD system, intrinsic properties are represented by the
Attribute class, and mutual properties are represented by the Relation
class.
System
To apply the idea of system is to understand an object as a whole composed of interrelated parts. A concrete system is a complex thing with
bonding relations among its parts [Bunge 1979]. Bonding relations,
e.g. functions, affect the states of the related things. A comprehensive
description of a system’s properties includes its composition, environment, structure, laws and history. The composition is the set of the
parts of the system; the environment is the set of things that interact
with the system, without being part of it; and the structure is the set of
internal and external relations. A system’s laws are relations among its
properties; the system’s state is its properties at a given moment of time;
and the system’s history is comprised of all the former states of the system.
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An aggregate is a collection of things where only non-bonding relations
are considered. Non-bonding relations do not affect the states of the related things; examples of non-bonding relations are spatial relations like
position or shape. Phenomenal properties are mutual non-bonding relations between a thing and an interpreting mind [Bunge 1977]. Abstract systems are composed of mental constructs, but may represent
concrete systems.
In the BAS•CAAD system, things, e.g. car, pencil, tree, and building,
are represented by the ThingClass class.
Aspectual views
To adopt a view, or aspect, of a thing is to observe a specific set of properties. Of specific interest to design are the functional, and compositional views. A functional view focuses on a thing’s bonding relations to
the environment and on parts that contribute to the thing’s function. A
compositional view of a thing identifies the compositional parts from
which the thing is assembled. A spatial view focuses on spatial properties. Examples of other aspects on a thing are colour and texture.
A functional view gives no clear indication of the compositional parts
of the system, since the same compositional part can have many different properties and can be part of many different functional systems.
Spatial relations may be considered in both compositional and functional views, but they may also be regarded per se, as a separate view on
the system.
Implementation of the BAS•CAAD system
Introduction
The BAS•CAAD system has a meta-schema or basic conceptual framework, based on a generic property theory including the systems concept. The meta-schema classes are presently implemented as object-
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oriented classes in Smalltalk Figure A6.3]. The BAS•CAAD system has
a set of class concepts: ThingClass, Relation, and Attribute.[

(ABS)
BAS_CAAD_object

name

STRING

1
generic
(INV) specificS[0:?]

generic
(INV) specific S[0:?]

genericS[0:?]
(INV) specificS[0:?]

(DER) external_structure S[0:?]
fromRelation
Relation

Attribute

toRelation

ThingClass

resultThing
(INV) internal_structure S[0:?]

(DER) environment S[0:?]
(DER) composition S[0:?]

enabling_thing
ValueSpace
other_attributes S[0:?]
(INV) defines

Figure A6.3 The BAS•CAAD implementation
The abstract class BAS_CAAD_object implements basic maintenance
methods, and defines general instance variables such as ‘name’, and the
classification schema, or library, that the instance belongs to. The ValueSpace object implements the concept value space. Members of the
class ValueSpace are sets of statements or data describing the possible
states of the members of ThingClass.
Thing class and Relation
The ThingClass implements the concept of system, but through its
construction it can also refer to atomic things and aggregates. ThingClass is defined as a 6-tuple of sets of attributes,
T = (TG, TC, RI, TE, RE, AU), where
TG is the set of generic or superclass attributes.
TC is the set of composition attributes.
RI is the set of internal relations.
TE is the set of environment attributes.
RE is the set of external relations.
AU is the set of unary attributes which represent intrinsic properties
of systems.
Any, but not all, of the four sets TG, TC, TE, AU, may be empty; i.e. an
atomic thing has an empty TC. The four sets correspond to the at•
•
•
•
•
•
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tributes generic, internal_structure, external_structure,
other_attributes of the entity ThingClass in Figure A6.3.

and

An internal relation is a quadruple of attributes: RI = (q, TA, TB, T)
such that RI ∈ RI; and TA ∈ TC; and TB ∈ TC; q is the quality or kind
of relation, i.e. the mutual property of the related things
An external relation is a quadruple of attributes: RE = (q, T, TE, TR)
such that RI ∈ RI; TE ∈ TE; the composition of TR includes T and. TE.
The attributes TA, TB, T of internal relation correspond to fromRelation, toRelation, and resultThing, respectively, of the entity Relation in
Figure A6.3. The similar correspondence holds for T, TE, TR of external relation.
Additionally, the definitions of Relation above may need a mediating
thing attribute TM to aid top-down modelling, where the particularities of the model are pushed forward for decision at a later time. A relation which, at a superficial level, seems to only involve two things, may
at a closer examination be mediated by a third thing. An example is the
‘connected-to’ relation between a tabletop and a table leg. This relation
is often mediated by a third thing, e.g. a patch of glue or a screw.
Attribute
The object-oriented class Attribute implements the attribute concept.
The instances of Attribute represent intrinsic properties of things in the
domain of discourse. The members of the Attribute class are unary attributes, they involve only one member of the domain of discourse.
These unary attributes have a value space that consists of statements or
data describing the possible states of the members of ThingClass with
regard to the attribute. The concept of value space is implemented by
the object-oriented class ValueSpace. Members of ValueSpace are sets
of statements or data describing the possible states of the members of
ThingClass.
The statements, or data, in ValueSpace may be in any form, available
to computers, that can serve the purpose of describing a property of a
thing. Currently, BAS•CAAD implements textual descriptions and
magnitudes, the latter being pairs of a numerical value and a measurement unit. For the future, we envision other kinds of data such as 2D
graphs, 3D solids, digitised pictures, videos and sound etc.
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Universal and singleton classes in BAS•CAAD
Within a specific modelling context, a universal class has several members in the universe of discourse, whereas a singleton class has only one
identified member, see part x.x. To create a singleton class in the
BAS•CAAD system amounts to instantiating a ThingClass, creating a
reference to a universal class, and finally adding attributes that uniquely
identify the single member of the singleton class.
An alternative formal definition of ThingClass is the union of the sets
of attributes mentioned above: T = TG ∪ TC ∪ RI ∪ TE ∪ RE ∪ AU.
A universal class TU is defined as:
TU = {AU1.. AUn}; where AU1.. AUn are the attributes of TU.
A singleton class TS , subclass of TU, is defined as:
TS = {AU, AS1.. ASm}; where AU are the attributes of TU, and AS1.. ASm
are specific to TS.
Let’s assume that we have a library of useful building components, e.g.
walls, and want to include a specific wall from the library into the model. The library wall is a universal class, and has the following definition:
TWALL-U = {AU1, AU2, AU3, AU4}, where AU1 is ‘general wall shape’,
AU2 is ‘visually enclosing’, AU3 is ‘audibly enclosing’ and AU4 is ‘enclosing to human motion’.
To include the wall into our model we create a singleton class for the
desired wall, with the singleton class being a subclass of the universal
wall. The singleton class might have this definition:
TWALL-S = {AWALL-U, AS1, AS2}, where AWALL-U is a reference to
TWALL-U, thereby attributing all properties of a general wall to the inserted wall. The attribute AS1, ‘wall-shape with defined size’, is a specialisation of the attribute set of TWALL-U. The attribute AS2, ‘position
in building’, is an extension of the attribute set of TWALL-U.
The attribute that determines that a class is a singleton class depends on
the context. In the example above, a reasonable definition would be that
no two objects can occupy the same space; thus the two attributes AS1
and AS2 would together constitute the singleton class in this case. Another solution is to use individual littera as singleton attributes.
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Aspect classes
Universal classes can represent different aspectual views on the members of the domain. The design model may consist of several universal
classes describing the same member of the universe of discourse.
Let’s define two aspectual classes, TA and TB, as:
TA = {AA1, AA2, AA3}, where AAi are the attributes of TA.
TB = {AB1, AB2, AB3}, where ABi are the attributes of TB.
The designed class TD, subclass of TA and TB, is defined as:
TD = {AA1, AA2, AA3, AB1, AB2, AB3}, where AAi and ABi are the attributes inherited from TA and TB.
Aspectual views can be created by selecting only the attributes inherited
from super classes through view functions. The view on T in aspect A
is a function V such that V(T)=A. In the example above, the aspect A
on Ta a is a view Va such that:
Va(Td) = {AA1, AA2, AA3}, where the set is the value of the view function
of aspect A. The attributes AA1, AA2, AA3 are the aspect A of TD.
Libraries
The BAS•CAAD schema is designed with the aim that class libraries in
different levels of universality should be provided by different bodies,
such as ISO and national standardisation agencies, and even individual
organisations describing their resources, activities and results.
A library, in the context of the BAS•CAAD information system, is a
computer file composed of instances of ThingClass, Relation and Attribute. Classes in more specific libraries specialise general classes of uni-
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versal libraries. The example in Figure A6.4 shows how thing classes
composition

universal schema
(library defined)
thing class:
person

universal schema
(user defined)

thing class:
activity

relates_from

relation:
uses-space

relates_to

thing class:
space

thing class:
watching TV

relates_from

relation:
watching TV
in living room

relates_to

thing class:
living room

thing class:
Mike watching TV

relates_from

relation:
Mike watching TV
in his living room

relates_to

thing class:
Mike's living room

thing class:
equipment

composition

thing class:
TV-set

specific schema
(user defined)

composition

thing class:
Mike

Figure A6.4 An EXPRESS diagram of three levels of class libraries
and relations are specialised through three levels. The example is not
complete since it is only intended as an illustration. However, it shows
how the classes in the hierarchy ‘activity’ - ‘TV-watching’- ‘Mike
watching TV’ are specialised with respect to composition. The composition of a thing class is inherited into its subclasses, but in the figure,
only that which is specific to a class is shown. Thus, the composition of
the activity ‘TV-watching’ is ‘person’ (inherited from activity) and ‘TVset’ (specific). Similarly, the composition of the activity ‘Mike watching
TV’ is ‘Mike’ (specific) and ‘TV-set’ (inherited from ‘TV-watching’).
The specific mechanisms for how to implement libraries as computer
files is an area of future work in the BAS•CAAD project; currently only
one schema is possible, which has to reside in memory.
Application of BAS•CAAD to a typical building design
problem
Implementation of a schema for spatial layout planning.
The thing classes in the diagram below are activity, space, element,
work result, and designed element. They are defined in ISO CD
12006-2 [ISO 1997]. The diagram illustrates two main co-ordination
situations in building design, the first concerns the relation activity-
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building, and the second concerns the relation building element-work
result. Both must be supported by a tool for building design.
The EXPRESS diagram below shows how spatial layout planning relates activities via spaces to building elements [Figure A6.5]. It also

relates_from

relation:
uses-space

relates_to

thing class:
activity

thing class:
space

composition S[0 : ?]

internal_structure S [0 : ?]
relates_to
relation:
adjacent_to

relates_from

thing class:
element

thing class:
work result

thing class:
designed
element

Figure A6.5 EXPRESS diagram for spatial layout planning and integration of as-pects in
design
shows the integration of functional and compositional aspects in the design of building parts, through combination of the classes element and
work result into the class designed element.
Classification of model objects
In the BAS•CAAD system, model objects are represented by singleton
classes. Since it is possible for the user to define and redefine the classes’
attribute sets, the user is allowed to attribute properties to the model
object and to reclassify them as appropriate.
Reclassification of model objects
Reclassification of model objects is performed through redefining attribute sets. Let’s assume two universal classes TX and TY defined as:
TX = {AX, AU}, and: TY = {AY, AU}.
A model object is the sole member of the singleton class TS, which is
defined as:
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TS = { AX, AU, AO}, where AO is an attribute indicating the model object.
Since the attribute set of TX is a subset of that of TS, we conclude that
TX is a superclass to TS; or, in other words, that the model object is classified as TX.
By exchanging the attribute AX with AY in the definition of TS, we will
get:
TS = { AY, AU, AO}, by which we will have reclassified the model object
to TY.
Conclusions
We have presented a set of basic concepts for product modelling and
design. Using these concepts, we have shown a way to create an information system that enables its user to create multi-aspectual models, to
utilise predefined modelling object classes, to define new classes when
needed, and to reclassify model objects; all being necessary requirements on a information system for design.
Directions for the future
The future of the BAS•CAAD project involves further theoretical studies as well as practical applications, and more work on the prototype
modelling system. We will develop further the theory of design on
which the BAS•CAAD system resides. We will also define a schema for
user activities and user organisations in the terms of the concepts
ThingClass, Relation and Attribute. Further, we will complete the definition of a graphical notation suitable for representing the concepts
ThingClass, Relation and Attribute. We may also need a formal language for lexical definition of schemas.
The current implementation of the prototype modelling system needs
to be completed and tested. To enable managing complex schemas, we
need a graphical interface to the class database, using the graphical notation mentioned above. Additionally, we may need a compiler for
transforming definitions expressed in a formal language into data structures. For testing the modelling system in realistic design conditions we
need to implement value spaces for 2D and 3D geometrical data.
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Abstract
This paper reports an implementation of the conceptually most important features of the BAS•CAAD information system, and the use of this
implementation to create models of different levels of generalisation in
the construction context. The foundations for the BAS•CAAD information system, which have been presented in an earlier paper, are briefly described. It is a dynamic information system for design, built on a
generic ontological framework. The system supports the definition of
classes in different levels of universality; the classes may originate from
different standards or the individual designer, and allows a free combination of attributes.
Keywords: CAD, design, dynamic schema evolution, information systems, object oriented modelling, product modelling
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INTRODUCTION
Many approaches of product modelling focus only at modelling, and
seem to overlook the process of creating the models. The most outstanding feature of this process is that the information changes and
evolves over time, not only in quantity but as well semantically. This
would make it hard to use a product modelling system based on a fixed
classification schema in the earliest, most dynamic phases of design,
since the fixed schema would be at odds with the evolving semantics of
design.
This paper presents the author’s work of implementing a prototype information system, which has been constructed from the basis of the theoretical investigations of the BAS•CAAD research project. The project
aims to find solutions to both the problem of modelling, and to the
need to reflect and support the evolving nature of the design process.
The theoretical foundation of the project was initially developed by Dr.
Anders Ekholm, and has been refined by him and the present author as
part of the BAS•CAAD project.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR DESIGN
Information systems are computer based systems that support handling
information, e.g. during problem solving. A more thorough discussion
of information systems for design can be found in [Ekholm and
Fridqvist 1998]. There, we defined that information systems for design
must: 1) support representing objects in the domain of interest, 2) be
able to communicate with other software, 3) support defining the design goal, and 4) have a dynamic object structure.
Most proposals for product modelling software focus on the first two
requirements. To be useful not only for describing the results of the design process, but as a tool in this process, an information system for design must have all properties mentioned above. This is discussed in e.g.
Eastman and Fereshetian [1994], Eastman, Assal and Jeng [1995], Galle [1995], Junge, Steinmann and Beetz [1997], Leeuwen and Wagter
[1998], and Ekholm and Fridqvist [1998].
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FOUNDATIONS FOR THE BAS•CAAD INFORMATION SYSTEM
The BAS•CAAD information system is intended to cover all levels of
generalisation of modelling in the construction context, from international classification standards to specific buildings. It is built on a generic ontological framework, with the object classes thing class, relation
and unary attribute, and it supports generic design operations, like generalising and specialising, aggregating and decomposing, and adding
and removing attributes [Fridqvist and Ekholm 1996].
The BAS•CAAD ontological framework allows models to be multicontextual; that is, several contextual views can be co-ordinated in one
model. The foundation for multi-contextuality is aspect views, as described in [Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998]. However, although multicontextuality is inherent in the BAS•CAAD object structure, it has yet
to be implemented as an observable feature in the user interface.
In Figure 7.1: the ontological framework is depicted as an EXPRESSgeneric

generic

genericS[0:?]

(INV) specificS[0:?]

(INV) specific S[0:?]

(INV) specificS[0:?]

(DER) external_structure S[0:?]
fromRelation
UnaryAttribute

Relation

toRelation
resultThing
(INV) internal_structure S[0:?]

ThingClass

(DER) environment S[0:?]
(DER) composition S[0:?]

enabling_thing
value space

unary_attributes S[0:?]
(INV) defines

Figure 7.1: Ontological framework of the BAS•CAAD information system
G diagram. The figure differs from the one in [Ekholm and Fridqvist
1998] in that the entity Attribute is now named UnaryAttribute. In addition, the superclass BAS•CAAD object is removed.
The BAS•CAAD information system is based on a similar object oriented view as object oriented programming languages. In its present
state, however, the BAS•CAAD information system does not support
definition of the objects’ behaviours (See “Smalltalk” on page 259). For
simulation purposes, a modelling system must enable defining the behaviour of the objects. The present development of the BAS•CAAD in253
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formation system is intended to show how a system that describes
classes of concrete things can support design; simulation modelling is
not supported, although such an extension is possible.

DESIGN STATEMENTS AND ATTRIBUTES
Artefact design can be characterised as making statements about the designed thing and the ‘satisfactory situation’ that the design is to support
[Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998]. An information system for design should
accordingly at least be able to record such statements. The statements,
of course, need not be verbal. Also 2D drawings or 3D models or parts
thereof can be treated as statements. The BAS•CAAD information system is designed to collect such statements and to support analysis and
communication of them.
Note that not all designer actions result in new statements in the meaning used here. Some actions change or delete already present statements. Thus, statements are not identical to the moves Schön
discussed. Schön used the term move for any physical or mental activity
the designer takes regarding the design task [Schön 1983].
The attributes of the entity ThingClass in Figure 7.1: reflects that it can
be defined as a 6-tuple of sets of attributes, T = (TG, TC, RI, TE, RE, AU),
[Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998, p. 229]. Given the BAS•CAAD ontological framework, only seven different types of statements are possible.
They correspond to creating ThingClasses, and to adding attributes to
the six sets mentioned above:
1 There is a kind of things, called X.
2 An X-thing is a kind of Y-thing (= kind X is a subkind or specialisation of Y).
3 An X-thing is composed by a C-thing part.
4 An X-thing is internally structured, so that any part of kind P1 is
related to any part of kind P2 by an R-relation.
5 The environment of an X-thing includes an E-thing.
6 An X-thing is related by an S-relation to any E-thing in its environment.
7 An X-thing has the unary property Q.
A consistent collection of correct statements defines a model through
the three basic classes of the ontological framework in Figure 7.1:.
However, these classes are not suitable for storage of design informa254
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tion, since all connections between objects must be established. The
trouble with this is that some connections might imply statements that
the designer would not intend. In particular, some things are used in
numerous different environments, and it would not be desirable to have
to include all these environments in the definitions of thing classes like
‘bolt’ or ‘nut’.
Instead, we have found that all information necessary for the creation
of such a schema is contained in a consistent set of design statements,
as related above. Thus, the schema in Figure A7.2 has been developed
attributes S [0..?]

Attribute (ABS)

ClassAttribute

class

CompositionAttribute

part

relatesFrom

ThingClassDefinition

relatesTo

IntStructureAttribute

EnvironmentAttribute

relation

envPart

Relation Definition

envPart
ExtStructureAttribute

UnaryAttribute

relation

unaryAttribute

UnaryAttributeDefinition

Figure A7.2 Object structure of the current implementation
to provide the data structure to be implemented. Design data are stored
in instances of ThingClassDefinition, which collects instances from the
six subclasses of Attribute that correspond to the six different kinds of
attributes, see Figure A7.2. The classes RelationDefinition and UnaryAttributeDefinition define relations and unary attributes, and ensures
that attributes referred to in several places are identically defined.
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Example
To describe a thing in the BAS•CAAD system is to define thing classes
for the thing and its parts, and the attributes that characterise those
things. displays a brief example of how an ordinary table may be deTHINGCLASS table
COMPOSITIONATTRIBUTE tableTop CARDINALITY 1
COMPOSITIONATTRIBUTE tableLeg CARDINALITY 4
INTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE tableLeg isConnectedTo tableTop
INTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE tableTop isConnectedTo tableLeg
THINGCLASS tableLeg
CLASSATTRIBUTE woodenBar
ENVIRONMENTATTRIBUTE tableTop
EXTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE isConnectedTo tableTop IN table
THINGCLASS woodenBar
UNARYATTRIBUTE material VALUESPACE wood
UNARYATTRIBUTE shape VALUESPACE bar

Example of defining a ThingClass to model a table
scribed. The presentation is not an actual printout from the prototype
software, although a similar syntax is used for files.
Table legs obviously are functional parts of tables; a wooden bar is characterised by its material, and its shape.
Other features of the object structure
Besides generating and maintaining the object structure, the prototype
currently supports a simple schema for object identification, inheritance and specialisation of attributes, and class libraries. Additionally,
class subsumption is planned to be implemented.
Object identification
The BAS•CAAD information system for design allows thing classes to
be defined by references to predefined libraries (See “Libraries” on
page 261). Such a mechanism requires that libraries and classes can be
unambiguously identified, in order to ensure that the correct libraries
are used. The current version can identify objects within a library, but
there is no secure identification of libraries. The development of such a
mechanism is a task for database specialists and international standardisation organisations, and outside the scope of this phase of the
BAS•CAAD research project.
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Attribute inheritance
Class attributes indicate a more generic kind, also called a superclass. All
statements defined for the superclass are also valid for the subclass; the
attributes of the superclass are inherited attributes of the subclass. An
example: the class House has the attributes ‘man-made’ and ‘provides
dwelling’. If Palace is defined by the attribute ‘kind of Building’, Palace
inherits the attributes ‘man-made’ and ‘provides dwelling’ [Figure
A7.3]. A mechanism for attribute inheritance has been implemented.
House
man-made

Defined attributes
Inherited attributes

Palace
kind of House
provides dwelling
man-made
provides dwelling

Figure A7.3 Defined and inherited attributes
Attribute specialisation
With the above set of attributes, however, the Palace class doesn’t reflect
that a palace is a specific kind of house. This type of difference can be
defined in to ways; either by adding a new attribute to the specific class,
or by specialising an inherited attribute. Which way to choose is a question of clarity in modelling and usefulness of the model; se Figure A7.4

Things
made of
straw

Straw
houses

Houses
Palaces

Figure A7.4 Classes and subclasses
for a illustration of the differences of the two methods in terms of sets.
In this case, we have chosen to specialise the attribute ‘provides dwelling’ into the more specific ‘provides luxurious dwelling’, and to define
the class Palace with the specialised attribute. A mechanism for this has
been implemented. The new attribute is defined in the Palace class,
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where it substitutes the inherited attribute ‘provides dwelling’ [Figure
A7.5].

Defined attributes
Inherited attributes

House
man-made
provides dwelling

Palace
kind of House
provides luxurious dwelling
man-made
provides dwelling

Figure A7.5 Attribute specialisation
Class subsumption
Description logics (see next paragraph) provide a mechanism called
subsumption. This could be described as the inverse of inheritance,
since it answers what superclasses a given class has according to its set
of attributes. For instance, if a thing Bungalow has the attributes ‘manmade’ and ‘provides dwelling’, then it is subsumed to be a kind of
House, i.e. the class Bungalow is a subclass of the class House. Subsumption is not currently implemented in the BAS•CAAD prototype
system, since it would make implementing inference more complicated. However, since subsumption could arguably provide a powerful
tool for case retrieval, it will probably be implemented in a future version of the BAS•CAAD system.
Description logics (DL) is a field within artificial intelligence research.
It aims to develop mechanisms for describing concepts, and to automatically classify concepts. DL is based on first order predicate logic,
and is DL systems implementations are usually similar to programming
languages [Lambrix, 1996]. Although DL is similar to the BAS•CAAD
approach in many ways, it seems that it cannot serve as the base for a
design information system. This subject is outside the scope of this paper, but will be further developed in a future publication by the present
author.
The BAS•CAAD prototype information system
The prototype is intended to study the feasibility of organising an information system for design based on systems theory. It should also be
dynamic in respect to the possibility for the user to define new class
concepts in the conceptual schema, and to classify model instances.
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The current implementation has been preceded by many earlier attempts. The foundation has in all cases been the concepts system and
property. The aim of the BAS•CAAD project is to support expression
of designed objects through these concepts in a computerised database.
Thus, all versions of the software have sought to implement these two
terms as object classes.
It is intended to display some features we consider important in an information system for design, but it is not intended for productive design work. The current version is centred on building symbolic schemas
for concepts referring to things, and lacks most of the abilities to specify
metric values necessary for a production tool.
Smalltalk
The BAS•CAAD prototype information system is currently implemented in Smalltalk under the Macintosh operating system. The reason
for choosing the Smalltalk computer language was that it is object oriented, and that it supports explorative program development.
In product modelling, products are structured as objects that are assembled of objects in several levels. This makes it natural to choose an object oriented programming language for implementing such a system.
Object oriented programming is based on the concept of objects that
interact through sending and reacting to messages. Objects are defined
through classes, which define the structure and behaviour of the object.
The behaviour is the collection of various responses an object is capable
of, and it is defined through pieces of software code, that in Smalltalk
are called methods. Each kind of message that is ‘understood’ by an object corresponds to one method, which handles that particular kind of
message. Some methods return answers, others just change the object’s
internal state.
In explorative program development, the software needs only to be
partly defined before it is executed and tested. Thus, experimental solutions can be tried and kept if successful; otherwise, they are discarded.
This way the final software solution is obtained though an exploration.
In Smalltalk, code segments can be run and tried directly, without any
time-consuming compilation or linking procedures. Actually, Smalltalk
allows the programmer to change the code while the software is loaded,
thereby relieving the programmer from repeatedly punching in lots of
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test data. This is not possible in C++, a popular programming language
that also supports object oriented programming.
Smalltalk is profoundly object oriented; every concept is treated as an
object class. Thus, in Smalltalk it requires an effort to not be object oriented, as opposed to C++. A drawback with Smalltalk is that the resulting programs do not run as fast as those created with e.g. C++.

IMPLEMENTING THE SYSTEM
The foundation for the BAS•CAAD prototype is the three concepts
thing class, relation and unary attribute that are implemented through
the corresponding object classes ThingClassDefinition, RelationDefinition and UnaryAttributeDefinition.

Figure A7.6 Examples of user interface windows
To create and manipulate these objects, some means has had to be created. Principally, there are two choices: a command line user interface
or a graphical user interface (a GUI). In a command line user interface,
the user types commands, and then usually hits a key to get the command executed. A command line interface requires developing a command line interpreter, a piece of software that can translate the
command lines into software actions and input data.
A GUI can make it easier for the software developer by controlling the
user’s actions. The user controls the software via buttons, menus, text
input fields etc. Thus, the software developer can restrict the user to input only such instructions or data that are valid, through presenting
only such control objects that allow actions that are meaningful to the
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software in a given situation. A benefit for the user is that it is fairly easy
for the developer to make the software self-explanatory through a GUI.
Regarding these concerns, the choice fell upon a GUI as the method to
interact with the software. Each of the object classes ThingClassDefinition, RelationDefinition and UnaryAttributeDefinition has a corresponding window class. The Smalltalk dialect used for the BAS•CAAD
prototype (Smalltalk Agents, STA), provides generic classes of GUI
components, such as windows, menus, buttons etc. These can be subclassed and modified to suit the particular needs of the software being
developed.
In addition to the three classes of windows related above, which display
the state of the model, additional windows have been developed for specific tasks, such as adding different kinds of attributes to thing class definitions.
Windows communicate with the corresponding model objects through
messages. Each user interaction with a window causes at least one of the
window’s methods to be executed. This results in messages being sent
to the model object, which responds with the appropriate actions. Finally, some messages are sent from the model object back to the window, to ensure that the window reflects the new state of the model
object.
Most of the work with the development of this prototype system has
been, and continues to be, to decide how to obtain the desired functionality. To perceive a user action in the terms of objects exchanging
messages is a complex task. One particularly difficult question is to decide what object is the agent, and what objects are acted upon. The reason for this is that many objects may be involved in the execution of one
user action, with many messages exchanged. If the resulting web of such
message interchanges is too entangled, the programmer is likely to get
lost. Additionally, there is a need to make the software code as intuitive
as possible to any future programmer (which, incidentally, often is the
same person, but a couple of days later).

LIBRARIES
The use for the BAS•CAAD system is to record information about concrete things through the three concepts thing class, relation and unary
attribute. The task for the user is to define what different kinds of things
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that compose the part of reality that is to be modelled, and the relations
and other attributes that characterise such kinds of things. Then, the
BAS•CAAD system can be used to record these definitions.
Acknowledgeably, defining a coherent conceptual understanding of the
concrete world is a very demanding task. To allow the BAS•CAAD system to be used in normal design situations, pre-defined well-considered
schemas of thing classes has to be provided for use as libraries, from
where the designer can fetch definitions to build up his design database.
The current BAS•CAAD prototype supports such class libraries. Objects in libraries can refer to objects in other libraries, so that hierarchies
of libraries can be created. This feature is implemented to try a mechanism that would allow international and national standardisation organisations to create generic libraries. Building material providers and
others can then create intermediate level libraries that ultimately can be
used as references in specific building projects.
The concept of class library has been generalised, so that library is the
sole format for databases and files. Thus, the work of any level of specificity can be the foundation for further specialisation. For instance, it
would be possible to use the project file from a window designer as a
library file in a building design project without any reformatting or reclassification.
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Libraries
The purpose of the BAS•CAAD system is to record information about
concrete things during the design process. Acknowledgeably, defining
a coherent conceptual understanding of the concrete world from
scratch is a very demanding task. To allow the BAS•CAAD system to
be used in normal design situations, pre-defined well-considered schemas of Thing Classes have to be provided in libraries, from where the
designer can fetch definitions to build up his design database.
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In order for the BAS•CAAD system to function in the construction
context, it is necessary that its libraries contain attributes and classes belonging to established building classification systems. Today, these systems are not structured for use in the early design stage. The classes are
mostly combinatory, i.e. built up from combinations of several attributes. One example of such a classification system is the BSAB system, a de facto Swedish construction industry standard. In order to
implement a classification system into a system for design, including
the earliest stages, it is necessary to make the constituent simple attributes availlable. The BSAB system would be the natural choise for
analysis for an application to the Swedish context.
Principles for structuring product libraries are developed as part of the
STEP standardisation activity, the so called Parts Lib work. An example of the development of an operational class library is POSC/Caesar
with its Reference Data Library for documentation of facilities for the
oil and gas industries [POSC/Caesar 1999].
The current BAS•CAAD prototype provides an ontology for and supports class libraries. Objects in libraries can refer to objects in other libraries, so that hierarchies of libraries can be created. This feature is
implemented to explore a mechanism that would allow international
and national standardisation organisations to create generic libraries.
Clients, building material providers, and others can then create intermediate level libraries that can be used as references in specific building
projects.
The concept of class library has been generalised, so that library is the
sole format for databases and files. Thus, the work of any level of specificity can be the foundation for further specialisation. For instance, it
would be possible to use the project file from a window designer as a
library file in a building design project without any reformatting or reclassification.

TWO DESIGN SCENARIOS
Coordinated design of user-organisation and building
This section describes how the BAS•CAAD system can support actual
design through two scenarios. The first scenario describes the task of
designing a building for Mr and Mrs Smith’s small business. The object of design is on one hand the building, and on the other hand the
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activity to be carried out inside the building. To document this knowledge, we create two Thing Classes, Business-building and Business-activity. We also add attributes that define them to be each other’s
environments.
THINGCLASS BUSINESS-BUILDING
ENVIRONMENTATTRIBUTE BUSINESS-ACTIVITY
EXTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE PROVIDES-ENVIRONMENT-TO BUSINESSACTIVITY

THINGCLASS BUSINESS-ACTIVITY
ENVIRONMENTATTRIBUTE BUSINESS-BUILDING

Our task is now to develop the design, and to document the knowledge
we may collect during the process. In the BAS•CAAD system this is
accomplished by creating additional Thing Classes and by adding attributes to them.
When consulting the Smiths, we learn that the main activity of their
business is decomposed into two parts, workshop and office work. We
document this with two Thing Classes, Workshop-activity and Officeactivity. The new Thing Classes are attributed as parts of Business-activity through composition attributes. The Smiths also tell us about the
shape and size of the two activities. This information is added to Workshop-activity and Office-activity, respectively, through Unary Attributes.
THINGCLASS Workshop-activity
UNARYATTRIBUTE SHAPE VALUESPACE (RECTANGLE 8 X 15)
THINGCLASS Office-activity
ENVIRONMENTATTRIBUTE WORKSHOP-ACTIVITY
EXTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE ADMINISTRATES WORKSHOP-ACTIVITY
EXTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE IS-ADJACENT-TO WORKSHOP-ACTIVITY
UNARYATTRIBUTE SHAPE VALUESPACE (RECTANGLE 5 X 8)
THINGCLASS Business-activity
ENVIRONMENTATTRIBUTE BUSINESS-BUILDING
COMPOSITIONATTRIBUTE OFFICE-ACTIVITY
COMPOSITIONATTRIBUTE WORKSHOP-ACTIVITY
INTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE OFFICE-ACTIVITY ADMINISTRATES WORKSHOPACTIVITY

Since we have learnt that the two activities don’t co-exist very well, we
conclude that each activity needs a space of its own. Therefore the Business-building is divided into two spaces, Workshop-space and Office267
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space, which become parts of the building. The primary function of the
spaces is to provide environments to the activities. This is reflected by
the attributes in the definitions, which relate the activities to the spaces.
THINGCLASS Workshop-space
ENVIRONMENTATTRIBUTE WORKSHOP-ACTIVITY
EXTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE PROVIDES-ENVIRONMENT-TO WORKSHOPACTIVITY

THINGCLASS Office-space
ENVIRONMENTATTRIBUTE OFFICE-ACTIVITY
EXTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE PROVIDES-ENVIRONMENT-TO OFFICE-ACTIVITY

THINGCLASS Business-building
ENVIRONMENTATTRIBUTE BUSINESS-ACTIVITY
EXTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE PROVIDES-ENVIRONMENT-TO BUSINESSACTIVITY
COMPOSITIONATTRIBUTE
COMPOSITIONATTRIBUTE

OFFICE-SPACE
WORKSHOP-SPACE

In the example above, we have seen how a design can be represented by
thing classes from the most generic notion, and through consecutive
steps of refinement to a more developed model. Using the BAS•CAAD
system, the design process would progress in a similar manner until all
things in the building were described to a sufficient detail and uniquely
identified.
Detailed building design
The second scenario describes how the BAS•CAAD system supports
detailed building design including aspects like spatial, functional, and
compositional views. Our task is to design a building, and we will use
pre-defined library Thing Classes, representing common things and
systems in building.
To begin with, we create the Thing Class building to represent our
building, see Figure A8.1 a. Since we are interested in the spatial aspect
of buildings, i.e. the ability to define a space, we decide our new Thing
Class to be a subclass of the pre-defined Thing Class space. Here, the
Thing Class space represents both the spatial and enclosing aspects of
things. Being composed of enclosures is an attribute of the space Thing
Class. The enclosure attribute is inherited by the space subclasses, e.g.
our new building Thing Class. An enclosure, in this example, repre-
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Two design Scenarios
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Figure A8.1 Four stages of the design of a building (in modified EXPRESS-G). Grey dots
indicate library classes. Thick connecting lines indicate subclass relationships, thin connecting lines indicate attributes, dotted enitities indicate inherited attributes.
sents both the shape and enclosing aspects of things, e.g. prohibiting
pass-through.
In the next step of the scenario we want to subdivide our building into
subspaces. This is done by creating new subclasses of space, and by adding composition attributes to the class definition of building, that point
to these new subspace Thing Classes, see Figure A8.1 b. In this schema
only one of the building’s subspaces is shown.
When the spaces are defined, we need to specialise the composition attributes of the spaces and the building, so that they are defined to be
composed of things that specificly enclose them. The specialised enclosures are subclasses of the generic enclosure thing class, see Figure A8.1
c.
The enclosures of the building represent the enclosing aspect of the
building’s exterior walls, e.g. shape and climate enclosing. Since the
space 1 faces the exterior of the building, some of its enclosures, too, are
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aspects of exterior walls. A Thing Class that represents an exterior wall
would need to include both aspects. This is done through multiple inheritance, where the wall Thing Class inherits all attributes from both
enclosures, see Figure A8.1 d.
The design process will continue by consecutively adding attributes to
the model objects until a satisfactory design has been achieved.
In order to have the building specified for cost calculation, tendering
and construction, we need to define building elements and work results. Building elements are pre-defined classes of functional parts of a
building, and work results are pre-defined classes of compositional parts
of buildings, i.e. things that results from constuction work. In the
Swedish classification system BSAB 96, we can find such classes. If
these classes are expressed as thing classes in the BAS•CAAD system, we
can transfer the attributes that define the BSAB classes directly through
mutiple inheritance, thus including these aspectual views into the
building model, see Figure A8.1 d.
The tests in these relatively simple scenarios indicate that the
BAS•CAAD system provides a suitable generic structure for product
documentation, also during the design stage.
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A9 INDEX OF WORDS
This index of words tries to point only at places where the words appear in an interesting context. Thus, the words listed here may be found in many additional places.
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dynamic classification of design objects 11
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E
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EXPRESS 147
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F
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I
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information system 131, 146, 147, 235
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S
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system 217
system object 223
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T
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ThingClassDefinition 255, 261
transaction 146

U
UnaryAttributeDefinition 255, 261
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user interface 148
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V
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